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Mathematical notation
a
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a

a

Vector

a

A

Matrix

A

a∗

Complex conjugate of scalar

aT

Transpose of vector

aH

Hermitian transpose of vector

A−1

Inverse of matrix

⊗

Convolution

F{ · }

Fourier transform

F −1 { · }

Inverse Fourier transform

={ · }

Imaginary part

<{ · }

Real part

log10 ( · )

Logarithm with base 10 (decadic logarithm)

ln( · )

Logarithm with base

a

a
a

A

e

(natural logarithm)
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Fixed symbols
B

Number of considered frequency bins for the synthesis error
measure

f

in equation 4.4

BW

Bandwidth for smoothing in the spatial domain

c

Speed of sound propagation

d(f, θ)

Complex-valued

N × 1-dimensional

steering vector, containing

the transfer functions between a source from direction
the

N

microphones for frequency

θ

and

f

∼

d (f, θ)

Disturbed steering vector according to equation 3.24

d0

Sensitivity index used in signal detection theory

dn

Distance between

n-th

microphone and center of microphone

array

D(f, θ)

Desired spatial directivity pattern of beamformer for frequency

f

and direction

θ

e

Euler's number approximately equal to 2.71828

f

Frequency

fc

Cuto-frequency for phase substitution at higher frequencies

fs

Sampling frequency

F(f, θ)

Weighting function for the used cost function

g(f, θ)

Weighting function for the white noise gain (cf. equation 3.7)

t
gw
(f, θ)

Alternative weighting function for the white noise gain
(cf. equation 3.22)

G

Order of an one-dimensional Golomb series

H(f, θ)

Resulting spatial directivity pattern of a beamformer for
frequency

f

and direction

θ

vii

IN

N × N-dimensional

JK

Least squares cost function for a joint optimization for

unity matrix

multiple sets of steering vectors

JLS

Least squares cost function

Jm

Least squares cost function with a constraint on the mean
white noise gain for all considered directions

Jv

Least squares cost function incorporating multiple frequencies
t
in Ω

Jvm

Least squares cost function incorporating multiple frequencies
t
in Ω and a constraint on the mean white noise gain over
all considered frequencies

Jsd

Least squares cost function with a constraint on the white
noise gain for a single direction

K

Number of considered sets of steering vectors within a joint
optimization (cf. equation 3.1)

lhrir

Length of the head-related impulse responses in samples

lwin

Length of the tapered Hann window (descending ank) in
samples

L

Number of frequency bins within a critical band

Lt

Number of frequency bins in frequency vector

t-th

Ωt

for the

band

Lφ

Mixing gain weighting dierent phases in equation 5.1

Lmod

Model for the individual IPD-discrimination ability in
equation 5.4

N

Number of microphones

pl/r (t, θ)

Sound pressure signals arriving at the left and the right
ear for the azimuthal direction

θ

and time

t

viii

p0 (t, θ)

Sound pressure signal at the center of the head when the
head is absent for the azimuthal direction

θ

and time

t

P

Number of directions

r

Random disturbance vector (cf. equation 3.24)

S(f, θ)

Source signal for frequency

shp
l/r (t)

Electrical signal driving the headphone for the left and

f

and direction

θ

right ear

t

Time variable

wn (f )

Complex-valued lter coecient for the
and frequency

w(f )

n-th

microphone

f

Complex-valued

N × 1-dimensional
f

vector, containing all

N

lter coecients for frequency

Yn (f, θ)
Y (f, θ)

n-th

microphone signal for frequency

Signal for frequency

f

and direction

f

θ

and direction

θ

arriving at the center

of the array

Y(f, θ)

N × 1-dimensional vector
N microphones

containing microphone signals for

the

Z(f, θ)

Output signal of the microphone array for frequency
direction

f

and

θ

Greek letters
αinv

Regularization parameter for inversion of HPTFs

β

Minimum desired value for

βΓ

Maximum desired value for the square norm of the lter
coecients

WNG(w(f ), θd )

Γ (f )

βm

Minimum desired value for

WNGm

βv

Minimum desired value for

WNGv

ix

Γ (f )

Square norm of lter coecients

δ

Elevation angle

∆dB (f, θ)

Absolute dB-error between the synthesized directivity pattern

H(f, θ)

w(f )

and the desired directivity pattern

frequency

f

and direction

θ

D(f, θ)

∆xmax

Maximum absolute values for random shift in

(fc , θ)

Synthesis error as a function of the direction
center frequency

f (fc )

fc

for

(cf. equation 1.13)

x-direction

θ

and the

of the associated band

Synthesis error averaged over all directions and frequencies
within the associated band as a function of its center
frequency

ζ(f )

fc

Spatial dynamic range of an HRTF for frequency

f

in dB

(cf. equation 5.3)

ζ 0 (f )

Reduced spatial dynamic range of an HRTF for frequency

θ

Azimuthal angle in the horizontal plane

θd

Angle for a desired look direction

Θ

All considered directions

κtop

Total number of tested microphone topologies

µ

Lagrange multiplier

νk

f

θ

Normalization factor for the

k-th

set of steering vectors

(cf. equation 3.23)

νmod

Normalization constant for the individual IPD-discrimination
ability in equation 5.4

τn (θ)

Delay for

φJND (f )

Interaural time dierence threshold as a function of
frequency

n-th

f

microphone and direction

θ

x

φlin (f )

Linearized HRTF phase as a function of frequency

φorig (f )

Original HRTF phase as a function of frequency

φtest (f )

Test phase integrating
frequency

f

φlin

and

φorig

f

f

as a function of

(cf. equation 5.1)

Ψ

Model psychometric function

Ψ0

Base function for the psychometric function

Ωt

Frequency vector for the t-th frequency band centered around
fct , incorporating Lt frequency bins, with Ω t = f1t . . . fct . . . fLt t

List of acronyms and abbreviations
AFC

Alternative forced choice

CB

Critical band

DH

Dummy head

ERB

Equivalent rectangular bandwidth

FEC

Free air equivalent coupling of a headphone to the ear

FIR

Finite impulse response

FFT

Fast Fourier transform

GUI

Graphical user interface

HPTF

Headphone transfer function

HRTF

Head-related transfer function

hrir

Head-related impulse response

ILD

Interaural level dierence

IPD

Interaural phase dierence

xi

ITD

Interaural time dierence

JND

Just noticeable dierence

NFFT

Number of frequency bins for FFT

SNR

Signal to noise ratio

VAH

Virtual articial head

WNG

White noise gain (cf. equation 3.3)

WNGm

Mean white noise gain (cf. equation 3.7)

WNGv

White noise gain with a variable bandwidth (cf. equation 3.16)
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Abstract
Spatial hearing for human listeners is based on the interaural as well as
on the monaural analysis of the signals arriving at both ears, enabling
the listeners to assign certain spatial components to these signals.

This

spatial aspect gets lost when the signals are reproduced via headphones
without considering the acoustical inuence of the head and torso, i.e.
head-related transfer function (HRTFs). A common procedure to take into
account spatial aspects in a binaural reproduction is to use so-called articial heads. Articial heads are replicas of a human head and torso with
average anthropometric geometries and built-in microphones in the ears.
Although, the signals recorded with articial heads contain relevant spatial
aspects, binaural recordings using articial heads often suer from frontback confusions and the perception of the sound source being inside the
head (internalization). These shortcomings can be attributed to the missing individualization of the binaural recordings in a static scenario without
visual cues. Alternatively, the desired frequency-dependent directivity pattern of individual HRTFs can also be synthesized by using a microphone
array with individually optimized lter coecients (referred to as virtual
articial head, VAH), which is the main goal of this thesis.

The main

advantages of a VAH are the possibility of adjusting the lter coecients
to HRTFs of dierent listeners (individualization) and to dierent look directions (orientation), the possibility of employing head tracking in the
reproduction stage and a better exibility and manageability due to the
smaller size/weight of the device.
This thesis deals with the individual aspects of human spatial hearing,
with the measurement and the perception of the associated HRTFs and
the synthesis of the associated directivity patterns by using microphone
arrays. This thesis is thematically subdivided into three parts: 1. The optimization of the beamformer lter coecients to synthesize the desired directivity patterns, 2. The imperceptible simplication of individual HRTFs
prior to the optimization in order to synthesize only perceptually relevant
aspects of HRTFs, and 3. The evaluation of the resulting VAH-synthesis
in comparison to binaural recordings using traditional articial heads.

2

In the rst part of this thesis, a mathematically motivated method to derive appropriate microphone topologies for HRTF-synthesis using a VAH is
introduced. In a subsequent study, dierent regularization strategies to improve the robustness of the VAH-synthesis against errors in the microphone
characteristics are presented and numerically evaluated. It is shown to be
advantageous for the regularization to take into account all directions and
to adapt the bandwidth of the optimization and regularization according to
the frequency grouping of the human auditory system.
In the second part of this thesis, it is examined to which extent individual HRTFs may be smoothed without causing a detectable perceptual difference compared to a chosen reference condition (binaural reproduction
with head-related impulse responses (hrirs) truncated to approximately
12 ms).

The main reason behind this investigation is to synthesize only

the perceptually-relevant aspects of individual HRTFs and hence to improve the accuracy and the robustness of the synthesis. It turns out that
individual hrirs may be truncated to approximately 6 ms in the time domain, and the individual phase response of HRTFs may be substituted by
a linear phase response for frequencies

f ≥1

kHz.

Based on these nd-

ings, the complex-valued HRTFs can be smoothed in relative bandwidths
after substituting the original phase by a linear phase for higher frequencies. The bandwidth of this complex-valued smoothing can be increased
1
up to 5 octave without yielding a detectable dierence. Furthermore, it is
shown that spatial notches in the frequency-dependent directivity pattern
do not need to be retained in detail if they are less than 29 dB below the
maximum value. It is found that such an imperceptible smoothing of the
HRTFs prior to optimizing the beamformer lter coecients improves the
VAH-synthesis.
In the third part of this thesis, it is shown that the perceptual evaluation
of the VAH-synthesis depends on, e.g., the desired regularization but also
on the used microphone array and the associated sensor noise.

In gen-

eral, microphone arrays with a lower sensor noise yield better properties
for the synthesis.

In a subsequent study, the individual VAH-synthesis

and the binaural reproduction using traditional articial heads are perceptually evaluated using listening experiments in comparison to free eld
presentation. It is found that individuality plays an important role when
evaluating binaural reproductions. On average, the VAH-synthesis results
in good to excellent perceptual ratings for explicitly considered directions,
mainly with better perceptual ratings for the VAH-synthesis in comparison
to traditional articial heads. Perceptual ratings range between fair and
good for intermediate, i.e.

not explicitly considered directions, and are

roughly at the level (or slightly better in terms of the overall performance)
of the best ratings associated with a traditional articial head.

In sum-

List of Tables
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mary, the perceptual ratings conrm the validity of synthesizing HRTFs
using the VAH and emphasize the advantages associated with individualized binaural reproduction.
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Zusammenfassung
Das räumliche Hören des Menschen basiert auf der interauralen und monauralen Auswertung der beiden Signale, die an den jeweiligen Ohren ankommen. So ist dem Menschen mithilfe einer internen Verarbeitung möglich,
diesen zwei Ohrsignalen eine räumliche Komponente zuzuordnen. Dieser
räumliche Aspekt geht jedoch verloren, wenn die Signale ohne die akustischen Veränderungen durch den Kopf und Torso (d.h.

kopfbezogene

Übertragungsfunktion, englisch: head-related transfer function (HRTF))
direkt über Kopfhörer wiedergegeben werden. Ein übliches Vorgehen, um
eine räumliche Komponente bei der binauralen Wiedergabe zu ermöglichen,
ist die Aufnahme mit so genannten Kunstköpfen. Diese stellen eine Nachbildung des menschlichen Oberkörpers inklusive Kopfes mit mittleren anthropometrischen Geometrien dar und haben eingelassene Mikrofone anstelle
der Ohren. Über Kunstköpfe aufgenommene Signale erhalten dadurch relevante räumliche Aspekte, wobei die Darbietung dieser binauralen Aufnahmen oft mit Vorne-Hinten-Vertauschungen oder der Wahrnehmung der
Schallquellen im Kopf (Internalisierung) verbunden ist.

Diese Nachteile

können auf eine fehlende Individualisierung der binauralen Aufnahmen innerhalb eines statischen Szenarios ohne visuelle Reize zurückgeführt werden. Alternativ lassen sich die Richtcharakteristiken individueller HRTFs
auch mithilfe von Mikrofonarrays mit individuell optimierten Filterkoefzienten (weiterhin bezeichnet als virtual articial head, VAH) synthetisieren,
was das Hauptziel dieser Dissertation darstellt.

Die Hauptvorteile eines

VAH sind die Möglichkeit zur Anpassung der Filterkoezienten an HRTFs
verschiedener Hörer (Individualisierung) und an verschiedene Blickrichtungen (Ausrichtung), als auch die Möglichkeit zur Einbindung von HeadTracking auf Ebene der Reproduktionsstufe und die bessere Flexibilität
und Handhabbarkeit aufgrund der geringeren Gröÿe und des geringeren
Gewichts des VAH.
Diese Dissertation befasst sich mit den individuellen Aspekten des räumlichen Hörens beim Menschen, mit der Messung und der Wahrnehmung der
damit verbundenen kopfbezogenen Übertragungsfunktionen und der Synthese dieser individuellen Richtcharakteristiken mithilfe von Mikrofonarrays.

Die Arbeit ist thematisch in drei Abschnitte unterteilt:

1.

Die

Optimierung eines beamformers, das die gewünschten Richtcharakteris-
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tiken synthetisiert, 2. Die nicht wahrnehmbare Vereinfachung individueller
HRTFs vor der Optimierung, um lediglich perzeptiv-relevante Aspekte der
HRTFs zu synthetisieren und 3. Die Evaluation der resultierenden VAHSynthesen im Vergleich zu binauralen Aufnahmen mithilfe traditioneller
Kunstköpfe.
Im ersten Teil dieser Dissertation wird eine mathematisch motivierte Methode zur Positionierung der Mikrofone für den VAH vorgestellt, die angemessene
Eigenschaften für die Synthese von HRTFs aufweist.

In einer weiteren

Studie werden unterschiedliche Regularisierungsstrategien zur Verbesserung
der Robustheit der VAH-Synthese vorgestellt und numerisch miteinander
verglichen.

Es zeigen sich eindeutige Vorteile für eine Regularisierung,

die alle Richtungen berücksichtigt bzw.

eine psychoakustisch motivierte

Anpassung der Bandgruppenbreiten innerhalb der Optimierung und Regularisierung ermöglicht.
Im zweiten Teil der Dissertation wird untersucht, inwieweit sich individuelle HRTFs vereinfachen bzw.

glätten lassen, ohne dass diese Glättung

einen detektierbaren Unterschied relativ zu einer gewählten Referenzbedingung zur Folge hat. Die Grundidee dieser Untersuchungen ist es, lediglich
perzeptiv-relevante Aspekte individueller HRTFs zu synthetisieren, um
somit die Präzision der Synthese zu verbessern.

Es zeigt sich, dass die

Impulsantworten individueller HRTFs im Zeitbereich auf ca. 6 ms gekürzt
werden können (im Vergleich zu ca. 12 ms in der Referenzbedingung) und
der individuelle Phasengang der HRTFs oberhalb von ca.

1 kHz durch

einen linearen Phasengang ersetzt werden kann. Darauf basierend können
die HRTFs nach einer hochfrequenten Phasenlinearisierung komplexwertig
in relativen Bandbreiten geglättet werden, wobei die Bandbreite der Glät1
tung auf bis zu 5 Oktaven erhöht werden kann, ohne dass dieses einen
detektierbaren Unterschied bewirkt. Weiterhin zeigt sich, dass Einbrüche
im Betrag der räumlichen Richtcharakteristiken der HRTFs (pro Frequenz)
nicht im Detail berücksichtigt werden brauchen, falls diese mehr als 29 dB
unterhalb des lautesten Anteils dieser Richtcharakteristik liegen. Es wird
gezeigt, dass eine derartige nicht-detektierbare Glättung der HRTFs vor der
Optimierung der individuellen VAH-Filterkoezienten eine Verbesserung
der Synthesen ergibt.
Im dritten Teil der Dissertation kann gezeigt werden, dass die subjektive Beurteilung der Synthesen von der gewünschten Regularisierung und
auch von dem verwendeten Mikrofonarray und dem zugehörigen Grundrauschen abhängt.

Im Allgemeinen ergeben Mikrofonarrays mit einem

geringen Grundrauschen bessere Eigenschaften für die Synthese. In einer
weiteren Studie werden individuelle Synthesen des VAH zusammen mit den
binauralen Aufnahmen traditioneller Kunstköpfe im Vergleich zur Freifelddarbietung evaluiert. Es zeigt sich dabei, dass individuelle Aspekte bei der
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binauralen Reproduktion eine groÿe Rolle in der Beurteilung dieser Reproduktionen einnehmen.

Die Evaluationen der VAH-Synthesen für ex-

plizit berücksichtigte Richtungen ergeben im Mittel gute bis sehr gute
Beurteilungen, gröÿtenteils mit besseren Beurteilungen der VAH-Synthesen
im Vergleich zu traditionellen Kunstköpfen.

Für zwischenliegende und

somit nicht explizit berücksichtigte Richtungen ergeben sich mittlere bis
gute Beurteilungen, welche sich grob auf dem Niveau (bzw. leicht besser
bezüglich der Gesamtperformance) des am besten bewerteten traditionellen
Kunstkopfes benden. Insgesamt bestätigen die Evaluationen die Validität
der Synthese mithilfe des VAH und unterstreichen die Vorteile einer individualisierten binauralen Synthese.
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General introduction and main objectives
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1.1 Introduction and main objectives

1.1 Introduction and main objectives
Hearing is an important social sense of human beings (Kohlrausch et al.
(2013)) and enables the acquisition of information at various levels. Sound,
as for instance speech, may transfer the semantic information between two
or multiple communication partners.

In addition, the perception of an

acoustical event is also associated with the information about the acoustical environment and the spatial information (e.g.

source direction, re-

ections and reverberation). Primarily, the spatial information is acquired
by evaluating the time and level-dierences of the signals arriving at the
two ears (cf. Figure 1.1) and their characteristic properties (e.g. spectral
coloration, temporal course etc.), which is further explained in section 1.2.
This spatial information typically is lost when sounds are recorded without
considering the acoustical inuence of the listener (i.e. diraction, reection etc.), which is disadvantageous for an authentic reproduction of this
recording via headphones.

This aspect is usually taken into account by

using so-called articial heads (cf.

Mellert (1972) or Paul (2009) for an

extensive review), which are replicas of a real human head and torso with
average anthropometric geometries and built-in microphones in the ears.
Using articial head recordings, it is possible to capture spatial aspects
of sound and mimic a virtual perception from a certain direction when
such recordings are reproduced via headphones (binaural reproduction, cf.
section 1.4). However, binaural reproduction with articial heads is also
known to result in perceptual shortcomings as, e.g., front-back confusions
(cf. Hill et al. (2000), Wenzel et al. (1993)) and the perception of acoustical events inside the head (internalization, cf. Hartmann and Wittenberg
(1996)). This can primarily be attributed to the geometrical deviations of
the articial head in comparison to the listener in a static scenario without
visual cues.

The perceptual authenticity of a non-individualized binau-

ral reproduction can be enhanced notedly when the individual acoustical
properties (diraction and reection due to the listener) are considered
(cf. Wenzel et al. (1993) and Masiero (2012)). However, a traditional articial head with individualized anthropometric geometries would result
in a considerable increase in labor costs, nancial expense and a limited
variability.
The main motivation and objective of this thesis is to synthesize individual
acoustical properties, i.e. the individual directivity patterns of the listeners' head and torso in the horizontal plane with microphone arrays using
appropriate beamformer techniques as a substitute for traditional articial heads. Such a device is further referred to as a virtual articial head
(VAH). In this context, the desired directivity patterns are synthesized
using individually optimized lter coecients as opposed to the (xed) geometrical ltering of traditional articial heads. The main advantages of
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the VAH are the possibility to (post-hoc) individualize binaural reproductions by simply replacing the lter coecients.

Furthermore, recordings

with the VAH enable the individualized reproduction for multiple listeners
by using the same recording or allow the virtual illusion of movement of
the listener's head by adapting the lter coecients (e.g.
tracker) for a static recording.

using a head-

In addition, a VAH would be easier to

handle in comparison to rather bulky devices associated with traditional
articial heads. The conducted studies and experiments are aimed to obtain novel insights into the eld of spatial hearing and into the synthesis
of multi-directional desired directivity patterns by using microphone arrays.

1.2 Spatial hearing and head-related transfer functions
In contrast to the visual system, the auditory system of humans processes
the acoustical information from all directions (front, back, top etc.) combining it to a spatial acoustical image (Seeber (2003)). In the horizontal
plane (i.e. without considering elevation), this spatial information is primarily acquired by evaluating the interaural dierences (i.e. the time and
level-dierences of the signals arriving at the two ears).

This is exem-

plarily depicted in Figure 1.1 for a sound source on the right side of the

Exemplary illustration of sound arriving at the ears in the horizontal
plane varying with the azimuthal direction θ.
Figure 1.1:
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listener in the horizontal plane.

A plane wave (under far-eld assump-

tions) radiating from a sound source on the right hemisphere rst arrives
at the right ear and subsequently at the left ear. The temporal dierence
is usually termed the interaural time dierence (ITD) (cf. Figure 1.1) and
the phase dierence of the two signals is frequently termed as the interaural phase dierence (IPD). Additionally, the head of the listener acts as
a frequency-dependent acoustic obstacle, yielding a perceptually relevant
interaural level dierence (ILD).
A frequency-dependent combination of these interaural cues to perceive
a spatial acoustic image was already postulated in the Duplex-theory by
Lord Rayleigh in 1907 and further investigated and expanded in the last
century (e.g. Licklider (1951), Wightman and Kistler (1992)). It has been
shown that ITDs are primarily dominant with regard to localization at
lower frequencies (f

< 640

Hz, cf. Seeber (2003)), where ILDs can be con-

sidered negligible. ILDs, on the other hand, are dominant with regard to
localization at higher frequencies. However, such assumptions do not take
into account the localization of sounds where interaural dierences do not
contain all relevant spatial information, as for instance for elevated sources
or directions with ambiguous ILDs and ITDs (cone of confusion, cf. Searle

et al. (1976), Blauert (1997), Moore (2003)).

It is known that listeners

with one occluded ear are still able to assign dierent source directions to
broadband stimuli (cf. Belendiuk and Butler (1975), Wightman and Kistler
(1997)), which indicates that the monaural properties of sounds arriving at
the ears also contain essential information with regard to localization. Furthermore, only considering the individually-shaped spectral information at
the two ears enables the externalized perception (i.e. a perception outside
the head) of signals presented via headphones, while considering only the

interaural dierence spectrum is inadequate (Hartmann and Wittenberg
(1996)).
The complex-valued transfer function of signals arriving at the ears, usually termed as the head-related transfer function (HRTF), is dened (cf.
Mellert et al. (1974), Mehrgardt and Mellert (1977) or Seeber (2003))
as

HRTFl/r (f, θ) =

F{pl/r (t, θ)}
,
F{p0 (t, θ)}

(1.1)

pl (t, θ) and pr (t, θ) denoting the sound pressure signals arriving at the
p0 (t, θ) the sound pressure signal at the center of
the head when the listener is absent as a function of time t and direction
θ. The HRTF is the quotient of the spectra (Fourier transform F{ · })
with

left and the right ear and

of the pressure signals, describing the complex-valued transfer function
for frequency

f

of a sound arriving from direction

θ.

Analogously, the
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HRTFs for the left ear (blue) and the right ear (red) in dB as
a function of frequency for three exemplary directions (θ = 0◦ , θ = 90◦ and
θ = 225◦ ). Note that the HRTFs are oset from each other by 35 dB (between
θ = 0◦ and θ = 90◦ ) and 55 dB (between θ = 90◦ and θ = 225◦ )
Figure 1.2:

associated head-related impulse responses (hrir) in the time domain are
given as

with

F

−1

hrirl/r (t, θ) = F −1 {HRTFl/r (f, θ)},
{·}

(1.2)

denoting the inverse Fourier transform. It is worth noting

that the magnitude of the HRTFs (cf.

Figure 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4) as well

as the phase response (primarily perceptually relevant at lower frequencies) vary both with direction

θ

but are also dierent for dierent subjects.

This is due to the individual geometry and consequently to the individual
eect of diraction and reection o the head and torso of human listeners, which results in individually-shaped HRTFs for dierent listeners (cf.
Figure 1.4).
The magnitude of the HRTFs as a function of frequency for three exemplary directions is depicted in Figure 1.2. The HRTFs for the left ear (blue
lines) and the right ear (red lines) are quite similar for the frontal direc◦
◦
◦
tion (θ = 0 ) and deviate clearly for θ = 90 and θ = 270 . It can be
observed that the ILDs for these directions are rather moderate for lower
frequencies and increase with frequency, resulting from a more ecient
shadowing eect of the head for smaller wavelengths. This eect is even
more apparent when depicting the directivity patterns of HRTFs (in Figure 1.3) for three exemplary frequencies, with the frequency increasing from
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Figure 1.3: HRTFs in dB re. 1 for the left ear (blue lines) and the right ear
(red lines) as a function of direction θ in the horizontal plane for frequencies of
f ≈ 500 Hz (left), f ≈ 1500 Hz (center) and f ≈ 7000 Hz (right).

f ≈ 500

Hz (left) to

f ≈ 1500

Hz (center) and

f ≈ 7000

Hz (right). From

this gure, it can be observed that the head shadowing for contralateral directions increases with frequency, altering the HRTFs from rather smooth
(e.g.

f ≈ 500

Hz) to rather peaky directivity patterns (e.g.

f ≈ 7000

Hz).

In addition, it seems plausible that the characteristic spectral shapes of

Left ear
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1
Frequenzy [kHz]
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Figure 1.4: HRTFs in dB as a function of frequency for three exemplary directions (θ = 0◦ , θ = 90◦ and θ = 225◦ ) and for three exemplary subjects (S1 ,
S2 and S3 ) for the left ear. Note that the HRTFs are oset from each other by
35 dB (between θ = 0◦ and θ = 90◦ ) and 55 dB (between θ = 90◦ and θ = 225◦ ).
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HRTFs and the associated directivity patterns depend on the individual
anthropometric geometries.

This is exemplarily depicted in Figure 1.4.

From this gure it can be observed that, e.g., the characteristic notches
as well as the general spectral shape of the HRTFs vary clearly for the
three depicted subjects (three exemplary subjects

S1 , S2

and

S3 ).

Again,

larger deviations in the HRTF magnitude are mainly evident at higher
frequencies, whereas the HRTF magnitudes are quite similar at lower frequencies. This individual character is also evident for the phase of HRTFs
and hence also for IPDs and ITDs (cf. Kulkarni et al. (1999), Ziegelwanger
and Majdak (2014)).
A rough summary of which frequency ranges are assumed to be most likely
aected by dierent body parts (according to Begault (2000)) is depicted in
Figure 1.5. The blocks on the left side are assumed to alter the HRTFs differently for dierent directions while the blocks on the right side summarize
the direction-independent aspects. According to this rough classication,
mainly the head and torso and parts of the ear outside the ear canal seem
to aect the signals at the ear and hence the HRTFs.
In summary, individual HRTFs and hrirs for both ears include the essential
(monaural) spectral properties of signals arriving at the ears (cf. Figure 1.21.4) but also the individual interaural characteristics, such as IPDs, ITDs
and ILDs, when comparing the HRTFs and hrirs between the two ears.
This is exemplarily illustrated in Figure 1.6 for a measured set of hrirs
in the horizontal plane. The temporal course of the envelope of hrirs for

Figure 1.5: Rough summary of direction-dependent (directional) and directionindependent (non-directional) components of the HRTFs. The frequency ranges
most likely aected by body parts are indicated. Illustration adapted from Begault (2000)
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Exemplary course of the Hilbert envelope of hrirs for the left ear
(blue lines) and the right ear (red lines) as a function of time on the x-axis and
of azimuthal direction θ on the y-axis.
Figure 1.6:

the left ear (blue lines) and for the right ear (red lines) are depicted for
dierent azimuthal directions

θ

on the y-axis. The varying delay between

the hrirs illustrates the eects of IPDs/ITDs, with a minimum interaural
◦
◦
◦
delay for θ = 0 and θ = 180 and a maximum interaural delay for θ = 90
◦
and θ = 270 . Furthermore, the hrirs in Figure 1.6 also indicate the
dierent ILDs since the magnitude of the hrirs is consistently larger for the
◦
◦
◦
◦
ipsilateral side (i.e. 0 ≤ θ < 180 for left side and 180 ≤ θ < 360 for
the right side) compared to the contralateral side.

1.3 HRTF measurements
In order to measure individual HRTFs as dened in equation 1.1, one needs
to capture the sound pressure signals
rections

θ,

pl (t, θ)

and

pr (t, θ)

for all desired di-

thus including the relevant spatial information that is needed

for the perception of a spatial acoustical image.

It may seem plausible

to measure the pressure signals directly at the eardrum since this is the
pressure signal which is further processed by the middle and inner ear
(cf. Hammershøi and Møller (1996), Schmidt et al. (2011) and Blau et al.
(2013)). However, Hammershøi and Møller (1996) have shown that sound
transmission in the ear canal is largely independent of direction for the
major part of the audio frequency range (this is also indicated by Begault
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Figure 1.5), which is why the authors of that study recom-

mend to measure individual HRTFs at the blocked entrance of the ears.
In doing so, miniature microphones are usually mounted to the measuring apparatus, e.g., using xed tubes attached to the seat of the listener
(cf. Dobrucki et al. (2010)) or using custom-made earmolds (cf. Kulkarni
and Colburn (1998) and the left picture in Figure 1.7) that at the same
time block the entrance of the ear. Alternatively, the microphones can also
be mounted into conventional foam earplugs (cf. Møller et al. (1995) and
the right picture in Figure 1.7), which was shown to be equally suitable
compared to custom-made earmolds by Raufer et al. (2013) and hence will
also be used in the following studies. As a rule of thumb resulting from
the acquired experience in measuring individual HRTFs, the microphones
should be mounted behind the tragus in the medial direction (i.e. in the
direction to the eardrum) to capture the relevant spatial aspects of HRTFs
and to enable an appropriate binaural reproduction.
Having an appropriate mounting for the microphones, individual HRTFs
can be measured using various techniques and broadband stimuli, such
as e.g. sweeps (cf. Majdak et al. (2007), Köhler et al. (2014)), impulses
(cf. Mellert et al. (1974)) or broadband noise (cf. Enzner (2009), Köhler

et al. (2014)), only to name a few.

In the following studies all transfer

functions were estimated using white noise signals and standard FFT-based
techniques. Unless otherwise stated, an

H1

estimate (cf. Mitchell (1982))

with a 8192-point Hann window, 50% overlap, 52 averages at a sampling
frequency of

fs = 44100 Hz was used.

The white noise stimulus was chosen

since noise signals are usually associated with less annoyance for the subject
compared to sweeps and impulses.
All HRTFs were measured in the anechoic room of the Institut für Hörtech-

nik und Audiologie at the University of Applied Sciences (Jade Hochschule)
in Oldenburg.

The subject was seated in the center of a circular loud-

Knowles FG-23329 miniature electret microphones mounted in an
individual earmold (left) and in a foam earplug (right). Illustration adapted from
Raufer et al. (2013).
Figure 1.7:
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speaker array consisting of 24 uniformly distributed loudspeakers (equidis◦
tant 15 spacing) at a radius of 1.25 m in the horizontal plane (cf. Appendix C for further details). In order to limit the risk of reections by
the experimental apparatus, small loudspeakers with a diameter of 7 cm
(custom-made one-way loudspeakers) and a very light support structure
were used. All individual HRTFs in the following studies are measured in
◦
the horizontal plane (i.e. with an elevation angle of δ = 0 relative to the
interaural axis).
The free eld pressure signal

p0 (t, θ)

was measured with the same loud-

speakers (for each loudspeaker individually) and a calibration microphone
(G.R.A.S. Microphone Type 40AF pointed towards each of the measured
◦
loudspeakers with δ = 0 elevation) at the position of the center of the
head without the subject being present.

1.4 Binaural reproduction
Since HRTFs/hrirs incorporate the relevant aspects of the sound transmission from a certain direction to the ears of a listener, the virtual reproduction of the associated spatial sound perception from this direction may
be synthesized by convolving a (monaural) signal s(t) with the hrirs and
playing back the resulting signals via headphones. The reproduction of binaural signals via headphones is straightforward as headphones are able to

deliver each binaural channel independently to each ear (Masiero (2012)),
in comparison to a scenario where loudspeakers (including crosstalk cancellation, cf. Kirkeby and Nelson (1999), Parodi (2010)) are used to reproduce
binaural signals, for instance. In a binaural reproduction (cf. Figure 1.8),
the spatial information is gathered in the associated HRTFs for a xed
direction. Alternatively, instead of using xed directions in the binaural
reproduction, one could use an articial head for binaural recordings which
inherently would incorporate the spatial information associated with the

Binaural reproduction of the monaural signal s(t) by convolution
(⊗) with the hrirs and with the equalization of the HPTFs for both ears separately.

Figure 1.8:
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HRTFs of the articial head used.
Binaural headphones presentation inherently introduces a certain spectral
coloration that not only depends on the headphone, but also on the subject (cf. Møller et al. (1995), Schmidt (2009)) and on the position of the
headphone (cf. Kulkarni and Colburn (2000) and Figure 1.9). Hence, the
individual spectral characteristics of the used headphones need to be equalized in order to authentically synthesize a binaural reproduction (cf. Kim
and Choi (2005)), as illustrated schematically in Figure 1.8. To equalize
the characteristics of the headphones one has to design a headphone equalization lter, which has the inverse characteristics of the transfer function of the headphones, when measured in the physical point that was
also used for the HRTF measurement (cf.

Hammershøi and Homann

(2011)).
Analogously to the HRTFs, the (direction-independent) headphone transfer
function (HPTF) is given as

HPTFl/r (f ) =
with

php
l/r (t)

F{php
l/r (t)}
F{shp
l/r (t)}

,

(1.3)

denoting the sound pressure signal at the ear when the head-

hp
phone is driven with the electrical signal sl/r (t). Subsequently after measuring the HRTFs using the setup depicted in Figure 1.7, the sound pressure
hp
signals pl/r (t) and hence the HPTFs can be measured with the microphones

left in place.

By doing so, individual scattering and/or reection eects

due to the microphone mounting is included in both transfer functions
(HRTFs and HPTFs) and hence equalized with the binaural reproductions
(cf. Figure 1.8).
It has to be mentioned that the sound pressure measured outside the
blocked ear is (only) sucient to describe the transfer characteristics of
headphones with a free air equivalent coupling (FEC) to the ear, i.e. headphones that have a coupling to the ear similar to the coupling to free air
(Møller et al. (1995)). Whereas the simplication when designing an equalization lter with the inverse characteristics of the headphone transfer function (measured in the physical point of the blocked ear where the HRTFs
were measured) presumes that the acoustical coupling of the headphones and

ear canal is similar to the coupling of the ear canal to free air (Hammershøi and Homann (2011)). This has been shown to be largely the case for
several headphones (cf. Møller et al. (1995), iri¢ and Hammershøi (2006),
Masiero (2012)) and will be further assumed to be valid for the used headphones (AKG-240-K Studio) in the following studies.
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Exemplary right−ear HPTF from ten subsequent measurements
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Exemplary HPTFs of the AKG-240-K Studio headphones measured
10 times subsequently (the headphone was taken o and on before each repetition)
on an articial head (Head Acoustics HMS-II).
Figure 1.9:

In order to illustrate the intra-individual variability of HPTFs when slightly
varying the position of the headphone, HPTFs were measured repeatedly
with the headphone taken o and on before each repetition (cf. Figure 1.9).
HPTFs were measured in ten repetitions, using AKG-240-K Studio headphones put on an articial head (Head Acoustics HMS-II). Obviously, this
resulted in a large variability in the magnitude of the HPTFs. It is apparent that primarily at higher frequencies the spectral notches vary clearly
in amplitude but also in frequency. Consequently, it seems reasonable to
assume that the inversion of these HPTFs would result in a signicantly
dierent perception (cf. Paquier et al. (2011)), partly dominated by spectral peaks. To avoid excessively large peaks in the inversion of HPTFs and
at the same time to achieve a certain robustness to small tting variations,
a straightforward inversion of measured HPTFs is unfavorable. Instead, an
appropriate preselection of measured HPTFs and/or a regularized inversion
of measured HPTFs seems advantageous (cf. Møller et al. (1995), Kirkeby

et al. (1998), Kirkeby and Nelson (1999), Schärer and Lindau (2009) and
Masiero (2012)).
In this thesis, the HPTFs were measured repeatedly until a dynamic range
of less than 25 dB for both ears and frequencies
obtained.

2

kHz

≤ f ≤ 16

kHz was

Additionally to this rather heuristic preselection, the inver-

sion was accomplished using the regularized inversion method described
in Kirkeby and Nelson (1999), where the regularization parameter

αinv

de-

termines the robustness of the resulting equalization lter. Suitable values
for

αinv ,

however, depend on the overall magnitude of the HPTFs, the

spectral notches etc. Hence, specic values of the regularization parameter

αinv

will be provided in the respective sections, if the regularized inversion

procedure was applied.
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1.5 Spatial ltering using microphone arrays
Microphone arrays, consisting of multiple microphones, enable to capture
a sound eld at dierent positions. By linearly combining the microphone
signals (also known as beamforming, cf.

Van Veen and Buckley (1988),

Brandstein and Griebel (2001), McCowan (2004), Benesty et al. (2008),
Doclo et al. (2010)), it is possible to achieve a certain spatial selectivity.

The main principle is based on constructive and destructive inter-

ference of the signals arriving at the microphone array, depending on the
dierent direction of incidence. Beamforming is often used to enhance a
signal from a specic direction by attenuating signals from other directions.
Spatial ltering is typically achieved using a lter-and-sum structure, de-

N microphones (with dn
n-th microphone and the center of the microphone
array) and a source S(f, θ) impinging on the array from an angle/direction
θ. Each microphone signal Yn (f, θ), n = 1 . . . N, is weighted with the
1
∗
complex-valued lter coecient wn (f ) and summed to yield the output
signal Z(f, θ), which is given as
picted in Figure 1.10. Consider a line array with

the distance between the

Z(f, θ) =

N
X

wn∗ (f )Yn (f, θ) = wH (f )Y(f, θ),

(1.4)

n=1

w(f ) = [w1 (f ) w2 (f ) . . . wN (f )]T and
Y(f, θ) = [Y1 (f, θ) Y2 (f, θ) . . . YN (f, θ)]T . The spatial directivity pattern of

with the N×1-dimensional vectors

the lter-and-sum beamformer in Figure 1.10 is given as

H(f, θ) =
with

Z(f, θ)
= wH (f )d(f, θ),
Y (f, θ)

(1.5)

Y (f, θ) denoting the signal arriving at the center of the microphone ard(f, θ) denoting the frequency-

ray and the N×1-dimensional steering vector

and direction-dependent transfer functions between a source from direction

θ

and the

N

microphones.

Assuming far-eld conditions (i.e. planar wave propagation) and an equal
attenuation for all microphones, the relative delay between the

n-th micro-

phone and the center of the microphone array is given by

τn (θ) =

dn · cos(θ)
,
c

(1.6)

1 To simplify notation it is conventional to use conjugate lter coecients (cf.
Van Veen and Buckley (1998)).
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Exemplary illustration of spatial ltering (using a lter-andsum structure) with a line array (Illustration adapted from Doclo and Moonen
(2003a)).
Figure 1.10:

with c the speed of sound (c mainly depends on the temperature and is
◦
m
approximately 343 s in air at 20 C). The steering vector is there given
by

d(f, θ) =

h

e−2π f τ1 (θ) i e−2π f τ2 (θ) i . . . e−2π f τN (θ) i

iT

In this thesis, both theoretically derived steering vectors

.

(1.7)

d(f, θ)

Chapter 2
Chapter 3 and 6)

under

3)

far-eld conditions according to equation 1.7 (cf.

and

as well as measured steering vectors (cf.

will be

used.
A frequently used beamformer is the so-called delay-and-sum beamformer
(cf.

McCowan (2004), Bitzer and Simmer (2001)), where the lter coef-

cients compensate for the inter-microphone delay for a signal arriving
−2π f τn (φ) i
1
from direction φ, i.e. wn (f ) = N · e
. In this case, the signals
◦
arriving from direction φ and 360 − φ are added constructively (i.e. in
phase), whereas signals arriving from other directions are added not con-

2

structively , resulting in a frequency-dependent directivity pattern. Hence,
a delay-and-sum beamformer enables to achieve a preferential direction of
the output signal

Z(f, θ).

For synthesizing directivity patterns associated

2 Note that if the distance between the microphones is too large, the constructive
superposition of the signals will also occur for other angles than φ and 360◦ − φ,
an ambiguity called spatial aliasing.
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with individual HRTFs, we will, however, use the more general lter-andsum structure depicted in Figure 1.10.

It should be noted that a linear

alignment of the microphones results in directivity patterns that are symmetric with respect to the microphone axis.

Hence, the topology of the

microphone array (i.e. the spatial positioning of the microphones) significantly aects the achievable directivity patterns and thus also the performance of the beamformer, an aspect that will be further examined in

Chapter 2.

The objective of synthesizing desired directivity patterns associated with
human HRTFs using microphone arrays was already described in previous studies either in the spatial domain considering discrete directions (cf.
Mellert and Tohtuyeva (1997), Tohtuyeva and Mellert (1999), Kahana et al.
(1999), Sakamoto et al. (2008), Haut (2009)) or using a spherical harmonics decomposition (cf. Zotkin et al. (2009), Atkins (2011a,b), Castaneda

et al. (2013), Sakamoto et al. (2013)). In this thesis, the optimization in
the spherical harmonics domain will not be considered, since it is known to
require a very large number of measurement directions and microphones for
appropriate model orders (cf. Castaneda et al. (2013)).
For the considered VAH application, the individual (frequency-dependent)
HRTFs for the left and the right ear (cf.

Figure 1.3) are considered as

the desired directivity patterns for a lter-and-sum beamformer. Hence,
the beamformer lter coecients should be designed such that the synthesized directivity patterns (blue and red dashed lines in Figure 1.11)
resemble the desired HRTF directivity patterns at the two ears (solid lines
in Figure 1.11). The output signals of the VAH may then be considered
as binaural recordings associated with these individual HRTFs. Analogous
to the described binaural reproduction in Figure 1.8, these output signals
(red and blue arrows in Figure 1.11) would further need to be headphoneequalized (right blocks in Figure 1.8) in order to yield authentic binaural
reproductions via headphones.
The lter coecients

w(f )

are now computed such that the resulting di-

rectivity pattern of the VAH
tern

D(f, θ)

for all

f

and

θ,

H(f, θ)

resembles a desired directivity pat-

which is usually achieved by minimizing a

cost function, for which dierent design criteria have been proposed (cf.
Nordebo et al. (1994), Kajala and Hamaldinen (1999) and Doclo and Moonen (2003a)). In this thesis we will use the narrowband least squares cost
function

JLS ,

i.e. the sum over P directions of the squared absolute dier-

ences between

H(f, θ)

JLS (w(f )) =

and

P
X
i=1

D(f, θ),

i.e.

F (f, θi ) wH (f )d(f, θi ) − D(f, θi )

2

,

(1.8)
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HRTF
synthesis

wl*3
wl*1

wr*1
wl*2

wr*3

wl*4

wr*2

wr*4

+
+
Figure 1.11:
HRTFs as the desired directivity patterns with an exemplary
microphone array with N = 4 microphones and the complex-valued weights
w(f ) = [wl1 (f ) . . . wl4 (f )]T for the left ear and w(f ) = [wr1 (f ) . . . wr4 (f )]T
for the right ear.

with

F (f, θ)

a real-valued positive weighting function that assigns more

or less importance to certain directions.

Note that it would be ineec-

tive to apply a frequency-dependent weighting within the narrowband cost
function in equation 1.8.

A frequency-dependent weighting would only

be eective for a broadband cost function incorporating multiple frequencies (cf.

Doclo and Moonen (2003b)).

Such a broadband cost function

will, however, not be considered in this thesis due to its unfavorable numerical properties for a large number of microphones and ne spectral
resolution. Hence, a decoupled (narrowband) optimization that yields the
lter coecients for a single frequency

f

will be considered throughout this

thesis.
A major advantage of the considered least squares cost function is its
closed-form solution. The narrowband least squares cost function in equation 1.8 can be rewritten as

JLS (w(f )) = wH (f )Q(f )w(f ) − wH (f )a(f ) − aH (f )w(f ) + d(f ),

(1.9)
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with

Q(f ) =

P
X

F (f, θi ) · d(f, θi )dH (f, θi ),

i=1

a(f ) =

P
X

F (f, θi ) · d(f, θi )D∗ (f, θi ),

and

i=1

d(f ) =

P
X

F (f, θi ) · |D(f, θi )|2 .

(1.10)

i=1

JLS (w(f ))
∇w(f ) JLS (w(f )) to zero, yielding

The lter coecients minimizing the cost function
rived by setting the gradient

w(f ) = Q−1 (f ) · a(f )

.

can be de-

(1.11)

1.6 Regularization
It has been shown that the lter coecients in equation 1.11 may lead to
an undesirable amplication of spatially uncorrelated noise at the microphones and may cause large errors of the synthesized directivity patterns
even for small deviations from the assumed microphone positions and/or
characteristics (cf. Cox et al. (1986), Doclo and Moonen (2003b), Doclo
and Moonen (2007), Rasumow et al. (2011b) or

Chapter 2, Levin et al.

(2013)). To increase the robustness of a beamformer it is common practice to impose a certain regularization constraint on the lter coecients.
Due to its physical interest, the output power of the beamformer for the
desired acoustic eld in comparison to the output power for spatially uncorrelated noise, dened as the white noise gain (WNG), is a common measure
for quantifying its robustness (cf.

Cox et al. (1986), Bitzer and Simmer

(2001)). The white noise gain for lter coecients

w(f )

and direction

θ

is

dened as (see e.g. Bitzer and Simmer (2001)),

WNG(w(f ), θ) =
In general, a larger

WNG

|wH (f )d(f, θ)|2
.
wH (f )w(f )

(1.12)

is associated with a larger attenuation of spa-

tially uncorrelated noise in comparison to the output power for the con-

θ and hence with an increased robustness.
WNG depends on the lter coecients w(f )

sidered direction

It is worth

noting that the

and on the

direction

θ.

Various regularization strategies to increase the robustness of

the VAH synthesis will be presented and discussed in

Chapter 3, where
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one chosen regularization strategy will be perceptually evaluated in

ter 6.

Chap-

1.7 Modeling aspects of spatial hearing
Auditory models are an important aspect of hearing research.

An audi-

tory model is a mathematical algorithm that mimics a part of the human
auditory system (Søndergaard and Majdak (2013)). The objective of auditory models is mainly to validate and to explain the characteristics of
psychoacoustic data by means of theoretical assumptions and to improve
the understanding of the functioning of the auditory system.

Both our

general understanding and the fragmental knowledge of details known from
hearing research can be reconstructed and tested in the form of functional
(auditory) models (Karjalainen (1987)). Furthermore, auditory models can
be used to assess the relevance of individual aspects, like the suitability of
spatial sound reproductions. In this thesis, auditory models will be used
to objectively analyze the VAH-synthesis and to examine the perceptual
limits when processing individual HRTFs.
In the context of spatial hearing, many auditory models evaluate the temporal interaural dierences and coherent components of both ear signals
(Blauert (1997)).

A well-known model aiming to explain how temporal

cues are extracted for sound localization is the so-called Jeress-model
(cf. Jeress (1948)). This model basically analyzes the coincidences in the
auditory pathways from the left and right ear. An extension of the Jeressmodel to a binaural signal detection model (including a prior peripheral
and a posterior central stage) has been proposed in Breebaart et al. (2001),
where the contralateral inhibition of ipsilateral signals is considered.

A

comparable model in Le Go et al. (2013) additionally considers a potential hearing impairment of the listener.

These models basically combine

quantitative (monaural) models for signal processing in the auditory system (cf. Dau et al. (1996), Jepsen et al. (2008)) with binaural aspects, for
instance, associated with the Jeress-model. Such comprehensive models
may be used to mimic the detection and/or discrimination of binaural cues.
Also the modeling of localization is often based on the interaural dierences
at the ears (cf. Dietz et al. (2011)), for instance, with an additional learning of the complex patterns resulting from frequency-dependent ITDs and
ILDs (cf. May et al. (2011)).
Despite the availability of sophisticated auditory models, in this thesis
primarily the discrimination ability of chosen cues when smoothing individual HRTFs and the perceptual suitability of a VAH-synthesis are of
interest.

In line with the mentioned models, a simple model to describe
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the individual discrimination ability of IPDs is introduced in

Chapter 5.

This model basically emphasizes the importance of IPDs at lower frequencies and supports the approach to simplify the HRTF phase only at
higher frequencies, which enables a complex-valued smoothing in relative
bandwidths.

The discrimination of smoothing HRTFs in relative band-

widths is in good agreement with the model assumption that the human
auditory system groups incoming sounds into so-called critical frequency
bands (cf. Fletcher (1940)) that broaden with increasing center frequencies.
As an objective measure to quantify the error of the VAH-synthesis, the
monaural (absolute) dB-error between the synthesized directivity patterns

H(f, θ) and the desired directivity pattern D(f, θ) for each frequency f and
direction θ will be used, i.e.


D(f, θ)
∆dB (f, θ) = 20 log10
.
(1.13)
H(f, θ)
In addition, the dB-error

∆dB (f, θ)

is averaged in frequency bands within

equivalent rectangular bandwidths (ERB, cf. Moore and Glasberg (1983))
that mimic the spectral resolution of the auditory system, i.e.,

(fc , θ) =

L
1 X
∆dB (fl , θ) .
L

(1.14)

l=1

The mean absolute dB-error

(fc , θ) for direction θ

and center frequency

fc

of the associated ERB-band is computed as the mean over all frequencies
in this ERB-band, with

f1 , fc

and

fL

denoting the lowest frequency, the

center frequency and the highest frequency within this ERB, respectively.
The spacing of the ERB-bands was chosen with a
bands (cf. Rasumow et al. (2014c) or

50% overlap for adjacent

Chapter 5).

There are several reasons for using a monaural error measure in the context of HRTF-synthesis. The monaural error measure in equation 1.13 and
1.14 was chosen due to its simplicity and since binaural shortcomings of
the (monaurally optimized) synthesis are also reected in the monaural
signals (i.e. a perfect monaural synthesis for both ears implies perfect interaural dierences, but not vice versa). In addition, based on preliminary
listening tests, the main shortcomings associated with the VAH-synthesis
can be attributed to spectral coloration rather than to a spatial misalignment. Hence, a monaural measure will be used for objective evaluations,
accompanied by perceptual evaluations.
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1.8 Outline of this thesis
This thesis is roughly divided into three thematically dierent parts:
Part I mainly deals with signal processing aspects associated with HRTFsynthesis using microphone arrays. In

Chapter 2, the impact of the used

microphone topology on the accuracy and the robustness of the VAHsynthesis when assuming small positioning errors of the microphones is
evaluated.

Chapter 3

deals with the impact of dierent regularization

strategies, including a modied optimization and regularization design with
a psychoacoustically motivated adaptation of the bandwidth. Dierent regularization strategies are presented and evaluated objectively.
In part II, the perceptual limits of the auditory system regarding the temporal (

Chapter 4) and the spectral and spatial resolution (Chapter 5)

of individual HRTFs is investigated.

The aim of these studies is to de-

rive a smoothing procedure that enables to reduce the temporal, spectral
and spatial resolution of HRTFs as far as possible without yielding discriminable artifacts. Such imperceptible smoothing procedures of HRTFs
prior to their VAH-synthesis are shown to enhance the performance of the
VAH in terms of robustness and/or the number of microphones required
to achieve a desired accuracy.
Part III deals with the evaluation of individualized synthesis using the
VAH. In

Chapter 6, the perceptual impact when varying the regulariza-

tion constraint in terms of the desired mean white noise gain (i.e. averaged over all considered directions) of the VAH-synthesis is evaluated. In

Chapter 7, a perceptual study evaluating individual HRTFs, individualized synthesis with the VAH and non individual synthesis using traditional
articial heads in comparison to free eld playback is presented. The resulting perceptual ratings are interpreted with regard to possibilities for
further improving the VAH performance.
General conclusions with regard to the performed studies including suggestions for improvement and an outlook for further investigations are presented in

Chapter 8.

Please note that this thesis is mainly based on single journal and conference
publications and hence contains certain redundancies (e.g. in the introductions of the respective chapters) in this merged version.
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Part I

Optimizing microphone arrays to
synthesize individual head-related
directivity patterns
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In part I, aspects associated with the implementation of appropriate microphone array topologies and the optimization and regularization of the
beamformer lter coecients when synthesizing individual HRTFs using
microphone arrays are discussed.
existing beamformers (e.g.
Moonen (2003b)).

This design procedure is related to

lter-and-sum beamformer, cf.

Doclo and

However, several aspects specically tailored for op-

timizing and regularizing lter coecients as well as deriving appropriate
microphone topologies for the VAH are discussed in the next two chapters.
The impact of the microphone array topology on the robustness and the accuracy of the VAH-synthesis is examined objectively in

Chapter 2.

Multiple ways to increase the robustness of the VAH-synthesis against
small errors of the microphone characteristics (i.e.
positioning errors) are presented in

Chapter 3.

gain, phase and/or

Appropriate regulariza-

tion approaches for synthesizing multi-directional HRTFs are presented and
evaluated objectively.
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2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a microphone array is presented that can be used to
approximate the frequency-dependent directional characteristics of an
articial head. The desired HRTFs can be realized by a set of appropriate lters. Such a setup may be referred to as a virtual articial
head. Virtual articial heads are much more exible than real articial
heads, since e.g. the lters can be adjusted to match an individual set of
HRTFs. However, virtual articial heads are sensitive to small errors in
the characteristics and the position of the microphones. In the present
study, the relevance of dierent microphone topologies in terms of robustness with respect to positioning errors of the microphones is investigated. First, a method for optimizing the microphone positions based on
a Golomb array topology, which originates from number-theoretic considerations, is introduced. The method successively computes a set of
microphone positions with the possibility to vary the number of microphones without changing the general topology. Second, the robustness
against positioning errors is improved by applying a norm constraint for
the computation of the lter coecients for a two-dimensional array. It
is shown by numerical simulations, that both procedures considerably
improve the robustness.

2.1 Introduction
The use of so-called articial heads, which are a replica of real human heads,
is common practice today. Alternatively, the desired frequency-dependent
beam pattern of human head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) can also
be approximated by a microphone array with appropriate lters (cf. for
instance Mellert and Tohtuyeva (1997), Atkins (2011a)). Such a setup may
be referred to as a virtual articial head (VAH). The resulting directivity
pattern of the VAH does not only depend on the lter coecients but also
on the number and the topology of the microphones used in the array.
Thus, microphone positioning is a crucial step in the setup of a VAH. In
this study a method which originates from number-theoretic considerations
is introduced for a planar array and compared to traditional methods with
respect to accuracy and robustness.

2.2 Calculation of lter coecients
D(f, θ), dependθ. The analytical derivaw(f ), with N the number

Consider a given (two-dimensional) directivity pattern
ing on frequency

f

and direction of arrival

tion of the N-dimensional lter coecients
of microphones, can e.g.
cost function (cf.
ity pattern

D(f, θ)

be performed by minimizing a least squares

section 1.5) that relates the general desired directivto the resulting directivity pattern

ure 1.11). The resulting directivity

H(f, θ)

H(f, θ)

(cf.

Fig-

in turn depends on the steering
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d(f, θ) of the microphones and the lter coecients w(f ) (cf.

equa-

tion 1.5).
In this chapter, the steering vector

d(f, θ) was derived analytically (accord-

ing to equation 1.7) assuming omnidirectional microphones, no microphone
shielding eects (i.e. the microphones do not alter the directivity of adjacent microphones) and far-eld sound propagation.
In general, a chosen cost function can either be minimized for all frequencies
simultaneously (broadband optimization) or separately for each frequency
bin (narrowband optimization).

In the following computations the nar-

rowband least squares cost function
weighting

F (f, θi ) = 1

for all

i

JLS

from equation 1.8 with a uniform

was used. The lter coecients minimiz-

ing the least squares cost function

JLS

from equation 1.8 are given in the

equations 1.10 and 1.11.

2.3 Random Sampling method
The resulting directivity pattern
sired directivity pattern

D(f, θ)

H(f, θ)

of the VAH depends on the de-

and the number and the steering vector

of the microphones. Assuming independent omnidirectional microphones
(which is a fair assumption for an array with small electret microphones),
the steering vector

d(f, θ)

depends only on the relative position of the

microphones (cf. equation 1.6).
Assuming further there is a predetermined grid of possible microphone
positions, the best microphone topology could be determined using a brute
force approach, i.e. by computing the resulting

H(f, θ)

for each possible

combination of microphone positions and choosing the one with the lowest
value of the cost function.

This eventually would lead to the optimal

microphone topology, but even with a moderate number of microphones
and grid density, the time required to probe all possible combinations of
microphone positions is prohibitive.
Instead of systematically probing each possible topology one could generate
topologies at random. This will be referred to as the "Random Sampling"
method.

x×y

In this study,

κtop = 10000 randomly
× 10 cm plane were

plane within a 10 cm

chosen topologies on a
compared, and the one

with the lowest least squares error was nally selected.

κtop = 10000

The number of

dierent topologies was chosen as a reasonable compromise

between all possible topologies and computational cost.
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2.4 Golomb method
In general, the microphone topology or, more specically, the inter-microphone
distances determine the frequency-dependent beamwidth of a beamformer.
Since the number of microphones is limited, the topology of choice must
present a compromise between spectral and directional accuracy. A good
basis for an optimal broadband t to the frequency- and angle-dependent
directivity pattern

D(f, θ)

would be a topology with as many as possible

dierent inter-microphone distances in all possible directions. A topology
that fullls the requirement of as many as possible inter-microphone distances in one dimension is the so-called Golomb-ruler (cf.

Golomb and

Taylor (1982)). A Golomb-ruler is a numerical series that does not contain
any inter-mark distance more than once. A possible method to expand this
topology to a two- or three-dimensional grid was proposed in DE 10 2010
012 388 A1. The procedure for determining a set of valid nodes (intersec-

55
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5355

Procedure to derive a set of valid nodes according to DE 10 2010
012 388 A1. The dotted black lines indicate a two-dimensional grid originating
from a Golomb-ruler with order G = 10. Black crosses indicate chosen nodes and
the red lines show a shifted copy of the chosen nodes.

Figure 2.1:
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tion of chosen marks in a two- or three-dimensional topology, cf.

×

and

◦

in Figure 2.1) according to DE 10 2010 012 388 A1 can be subdivided (for
a two-dimensional topology) into seven steps:
1. Create a two-dimensional grid using the same one-dimensional Golombruler in both dimensions (see gray structure in Figure 2.1)
2. Select a rst reference node on the grid arbitrarily
3. Select a second test node on the grid arbitrarily
4. Copy and shift the topology along both dimensions by all possible
distances (see red structure in Figure 2.1)
5. Check condition: Shifted nodes must not coincide with more than
one of the previously selected nodes within each shift
6. Keep the test node as an additional reference node if (5) is true.
Repeat from (3) if (5) is false.
7. Repeat this procedure until all additional nodes were tested or a
desired number of valid nodes

N

has been reached.

Note that since the reference and test nodes are chosen randomly, the
position and number of valid nodes may vary with each new run of the
method.
In general, the Golomb method is less computationally expensive compared
to the Random Sampling method. Furthermore, a Golomb topology is also
valid for microphone numbers

<N

since the small-number topologies are

a subset of the large-number topologies. This feature may be of advantage
when varying the number of microphones (e.g.

by setting chosen lter

coecients to zero) with a xed microphone array.

2.5 Regularization
When the lter coecients
cost function (cf.

w(f )

are computed using a non-regularized

equation 1.8), it is known that small changes of the

microphone characteristics (gain/phase) and the microphone positions can
drastically deteriorate the resulting directivity patterns

H(f, θi )

(cf. Cox

et al. (1986), Doclo and Moonen (2003b, 2007)). Even if the microphone
characteristics are known very accurately (e.g. using a proper calibration),
there could still be changes in the position of the microphones, e.g. due to
environmental parameters. In order to make the procedure more robust,
dierent regularization techniques have been proposed. A well-known reg-
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2.6 Numerical Simulation

ularization technique is the so-called diagonal loading (a special case of
Tikhonov regularization, see for instance Cox et al. (1987)), in which the
cost function in equation 1.8 is replaced by

JΓ (w(f )) = JLS (w(f )) + µ · wH (f ) w(f )
{z
}
|

(2.1)

Γ (f )

where

Γ (f ) represents the square norm of the lter coecients and µ is the

Lagrange multiplier. The lter coecients minimizing the cost function in
equation 2.1 are given by

wΓ (f, µ) = (Q(f ) + µ · IN )−1 · a(f ),
where

IN

represents the

tion parameter

µ

N × N-dimensional

(2.2)

unity matrix. The regulariza-

has to be carefully chosen, such that on the one hand

it provides robustness against, e.g., microphone position errors and on the
other hand the resulting directivity pattern does not strongly deviate from
the desired directivity pattern.
priate value for

µ

A common way to determine an appro-

is to impose a constraint on the robustness measure

Γ (f, µ) ≤ βΓ

of the lter coecients, i.e.

with

βΓ

the maximum desired

value for the square norm of the lter coecients Γ . The parameter µ is
2
derived by minimizing (Γ (f, µ) − βΓ ) , see for instance Dörbecker (1998).

βΓ ,

in contrast, has to be chosen manually according to the expected er-

ror of the steering vector.

In general,

βΓ

should be proportional to the

desired accuracy and reciprocal to the resulting robustness.
that lower

βΓ

This means

enhance the robustness at the expense of accuracy and vice

versa.

2.6 Numerical Simulation
1

The left-ear HRTF of subject 1005 from the IRCAM database

was used

D(f, θ) in the horizontal plane for a
N = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24 mi-

as the desired directivity pattern
microphone array with

crophones using both introduced methods (Random Sampling, Golomb)
for microphone positioning.

In order to compare the accuracy associ-

ated with the positioning methods, the synthesis error

f (fc )

was used,

with

f (fc )

=

P
1X
(fc , θi ) .
P i=1

1 The HRTF-database is available on http://recherche.ircam.fr

(2.3)
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(fc , θi ) denotes the synthesis error between the resulting directivity
H(f, θ) and the desired directivity pattern D(f, θ) averaged over

pattern

frequencies in ERB-bands according to equation 1.14. This error measure
is further averaged over all
the center frequencies

fc

P

directions, yielding

f (fc )

as a function of

of the analyzed ERB-bands.

2.7 Results and discussion
As described before, even small positioning errors can cause huge deviations in the resulting directivity pattern (cf. for instance Doclo and Moonen
(2003b)). In order to evaluate the eect of positioning errors, a uniformly

x- and in y - direction, both with maximum
|∆ xmax | = |∆ ymax | = 0.1 mm, was superimposed onto
microphone positions. The resulting error f (fc ) with and with-

distributed random shift in
absolute values
the true

out one representative realization of the randomized positioning error is
shown in Figure 2.2.

Note that the synthesis error

f (fc )

changed only

marginally when randomly varying the positioning error for xed
and

|∆ ymax |.

|∆ xmax |

Since the same trends were observed for dierent realiza-

tions of the positioning error, only the synthesis error

f (fc )

for one rep-

resentative realization of the positioning error is shown in Figure 2.2 and
2.3.
From Figure 2.2 (depicting the synthesis error

f

as a function of fre-

quency and number of microphones used) it can be observed that it seems
advantageous to vary the number of microphones with frequencies since
the directivity pattern

D(f, θ)

is rather smooth at low and rather peaky

at high frequencies. Thus it is of interest to investigate the minimal error

f (fc )

per critical band while the microphone number is assumed variable.

This characterization will be referred to as the best-case scenario, shown
in Figure 2.3.

2.7.1 Eect of positioning errors
The resulting synthesis errors when using the Random Sampling method
both with unbiased and corrupted steering vectors are shown in the left
column of Figure 2.2. Using the unbiased steering vector (top row in Figure 2.2), the resulting error is relatively small (≈
frequencies (f

≥ 3

1

dB), except at higher

kHz) and a small number of microphone (N

≤ 12).

This phenomenon is expected, since the directivity pattern is peakier at
higher frequencies, requiring more microphones to accurately synthesize
it.
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2.7 Results and discussion

When a (representative) random positioning error with an amplitude of

|∆ xmax |, |∆ ymax | = 0.1

mm is introduced, the synthesis error

drastically, especially for frequencies
of microphones

N ≥ 12

500

Hz

≤ f ≤ 5000

f

increases

Hz and number

(cf. middle row in Figure 2.2). These synthesis

errors clearly show that robustness needs to be improved more when a
large number of microphones are used. The deterioration of accuracy due
to positioning error is primarily limited to lower frequencies, since a bias in
the phase response (which is the main eect of positioning errors) is more
critical at lower frequencies.
The resulting synthesis errors using the Golomb method with unbiased and
corrupted steering vectors are shown in the right column of Figure 2.2. The
synthesis error obtained with the unbiased steering vector is approximately
equal to that obtained with the Random Sampling method (top row in
Figure 2.2). Thus, the Golomb method only achieves a minor advantage
(lower computational cost) compared to the Random Sampling method
when using unbiased steering vectors.
However, the synthesis errors of both positioning methods become much
larger when the steering vector is assumed to have a random positioning
error with

|∆ xmax |, |∆ ymax | = 0.1

mm (middle row in Figure 2.2). In this

case, the synthesized directivity pattern using the Golomb method seems to
be more robust compared to the directivity pattern using the Random Sampling method. More specically, the error
method for frequencies

N ≥ 12.

500

Hz

≤ f ≤ 5000

f

is smaller with the Golomb

Hz and number of microphones

These regions appear to be particularly aected by positioning

errors (for both methods). Moreover, the Golomb method enables a wider
frequency range with smaller synthesis errors.
However, the Golomb method seems to be slightly disadvantageous to the

f ≥ 5 kHz when only a small
≤ 12) are used. This points to the fact that
N ≤ 12 has an unfavorable spatial distribu-

Random Sampling method for frequencies
number of microphones (N
the Golomb topology with
tion.
for

In fact, the procedure outlined in section 2.4 has only been used

N = 24.

On that score, the error using the Golomb method prob-

ably would have been smaller if the spatial distribution of the topology
would have been monitored for each single number of microphones successively.

2.7.2 Eect of regularization
For both positioning methods an improvement can be achieved by applying
regularization as in equation 2.1 and 2.2 (see bottom row in Figure 2.2). It
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can be observed that regularization reduces the synthesis error, especially
for a large number of microphones

|∆ xmax |, |∆ ymax | = 0.1mm,

N ≥ 12.

For a positioning error of

the regularization parameter

βΓ = 10

seems

to be appropriate since this regularization improves robustness and does
not deteriorate the synthesis accuracy for higher frequencies considerably.
For larger positioning errors, robustness may be improved by using smaller

βΓ .

Therefore,

βΓ

should be adjusted to the expected errors, in order to op-

timize the trade-o between robustness and accuracy.
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2.7.3 Best-case scenario: optimal number of microphones per
critical band
As could be seen above, the optimal number of microphones depends on
the frequency band: it is lower at low frequencies and higher at high frequencies. This feature can be exploited in a VAH, by choosing the optimal
number of microphones for each frequency band. This best-case scenario
is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
It should also be noted that only the topologies derived with the Golomb
method enable to achieve the depicted minimal synthesis error with a xed
setup (by setting corresponding lter coecients to zero), because the
small-number topologies are a subset of the large-number topologies.
When a positioning error of

|∆ xmax |, |∆ ymax | = 0.1mm

is applied, the

best-case error is smaller using the Golomb method for the entire frequency
range. Especially at frequencies

f ≥ 1000

to yield smaller synthesis errors.

Hz, the Golomb-method seems

In general, the dierence between the

methods is smaller when regularization is applied. As could be expected,
the best-case error becomes smaller when regularization with

βΓ = 10

is

applied.

2.8 Conclusions
A method for optimizing the positioning of microphones for a virtual articial head, based on a two-dimensional extension of a Golomb-ruler,
has been presented. This method is computationally less expensive compared with brute-force methods.

Topologies derived using the Golomb

method yield a smaller synthesis error compared to the Random Sampling
method. A further advantage of the Golomb method for the depicted application within a VAH is the variable number of microphones for a xed
setup.
The robustness of the synthesis can be considerably improved by applying
a norm constraint when positioning errors occur. The crucial regularization parameter needs to be optimized for the expected positioning error.
However, the regularization in equation 2.1 and 2.2 turned out to be suboptimal since it tends to scale down the magnitude of the optimized lter
coecients for larger

µ

and hence distort the output of the VAH. For this

reason, more appropriate regularization strategies will be proposed and
evaluated in the following chapter (cf.

Chapter 3).
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3.1 Introduction

As an alternative to traditional articial heads, it is possible to synthesize individual head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) using a so-called
virtual articial head (VAH), consisting of a microphone array with an
appropriate topology and individually optimized lter coecients. The
resulting spatial directivity pattern of a VAH is known to be sensitive to
small deviations of the assumed microphone characteristics, e.g. gain,
phase and/or the positions of the microphones. In many beamformer
designs, this sensitivity is reduced by imposing a white noise gain (WNG)
constraint on the lter coecients for a single desired look direction. In
this study, this constraint is shown to be inappropriate for regularizing
the HRTF-synthesis with multiple desired directions and three dierent regularization approaches are proposed. In the rst approach, the
measured deviations of the microphone characteristics are taken into
account into the lter design. In the second approach, the lter coecients are regularized using the mean WNG for all directions. The third
approach additionally takes into account the information of neighbouring frequency bins into both the optimization and the regularization.
The dierent regularization approaches are compared using measured
and analytic transfer functions of the microphones including random
deviations. Experimental results show that the optimization and regularization with the third approach using frequency bands mimicking the
spectral resolution of the human auditory system yields the best results
among the considered regularization approaches.

3.1 Introduction
Spatial information is essential in the appraisal of sound. One important
reproduction method which aims at preserving the spatial information is
the so-called binaural reproduction, where the goal is to reproduce the
sounds at listeners' ears via headphones in the same way as if the listener
had been in the real sound eld.

The recordings needed for such a bin-

aural reproduction are traditionally made using so-called articial heads.
Unfortunately, because of their non-individual character, these recordings
often entail perceptual deciencies, such as front-back confusion and internalization (cf. Wenzel et al. (1993),Hartmann and Wittenberg (1996) and
Hill et al. (2000)).
Concurrently, microphone arrays have long been used for spatial ltering
using lter-and-sum beamforming. Even though most popular beamformers aim at steering into one look direction (e.g. superdirective beamformers,
cf. Cox et al. (1986),Kates (1993) and Bitzer and Simmer (2001)), they
can, in principle, be used to synthesize an arbitrary desired directivity pattern, e.g. using dierent cost functions (cf. Nordebo et al. (1994), Kajala
and Hamaldinen (1999) and Doclo and Moonen (2003a)). They can therefore also be used to synthesize individual head-related transfer functions
(HRTFs), thus mimicking the directivity patterns of articial or real human
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heads (cf. Chen et al. (1992), Kahana et al. (1999), Tohtuyeva and Mellert
(1999), Sakamoto et al. (2008), Atkins (2011a), Atkins (2011b), Rasumow

et al. (2011b), Rasumow et al. (2013a) and Rasumow et al. (2014b)). This
approach is referred to as virtual articial head (VAH). Its main advantages
are the possibility of post-hoc adjusting the lter coecients to HRTFs
of dierent listeners (individualization), the possibility of employing head
tracking in the reproduction stage and a better exibility and manageability due to the smaller size/weight of the device.
However, the synthesis of spatial directivity patterns with many microphones and rather small inter-microphone distances is also known to be sensitive to small deviations of the assumed microphone characteristics (e.g.
gain, phase, positions, temperature changes and/or drifting microphone
characteristics, cf. Cox et al. (1986), Doclo and Moonen (2003b), Doclo
and Moonen (2007), Rasumow et al. (2011b) or

Chapter 2, Levin et al.

(2013)). To improve robustness, regularization is usually employed.
In this study, three regularization approaches are proposed: In the rst
approach, the lter coecients are regularized by taking into account measured deviations of the microphone characteristics (i.e.
within a least squares optimization procedure (cf.

steering vectors)

section 3.3).

This is

comparable to taking into account the probability density function of the
microphone characteristics (cf.

Doclo and Moonen (2003b), Doclo and

Moonen (2007)), but using measured data. If such measured deviations of
the steering vectors are not available, it is common practice to impose a socalled white noise gain (WNG) constraint on the lter coecients (cf. Cox

et al. (1986), Bitzer and Simmer (2001)), however typically only for one
desired look direction. In this study, it is shown in section 3.5.2 that this
constraint is inappropriate for synthesizing HRTFs with multiple desired
directions. In section 3.4, dierent WNG constraints are hence proposed:
In the second approach, all directions are included into the weighting of
the

WNG

(cf.

section 3.4.2).

In the third approach, the information of

neighbouring frequency bands is additionally considered in the optimization and regularization procedure (cf. section 3.4.3). In section 3.5, these
dierent approaches to increase the robustness of the VAH-synthesis are
evaluated with measured and analytic steering vectors, with and without
adding small random deviations.

3.2 Least squares beamformer design
In general, for synthesizing a desired directivity pattern using a microphone
array, the lter coecients of a lter-and-sum beamformer (cf. Figure 3.1)
can be computed by minimizing a cost function (e.g.

least squares, to-
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tal least squares or non-linear cost functions, cf. Kajala and Hamaldinen
(1999), Doclo and Moonen (2003a)), either for all frequencies jointly (broadband design) or for each frequency bin independently (narrowband design).
In this study, a narrowband design procedure is used because of its better numerical stability and since previous studies have already shown its
adequacy to synthesize HRTFs using a VAH (cf. Rasumow et al. (2013a),
Rasumow et al. (2014b) or

Chapter 6).

H(f, θ) of
d(f, θ) (cf.

The synthesized spatial directivity pattern
pressed as a vector product of

d(f, θ)

the

N-dimensional

w(f )

and

f,

and

w(f )

an

equation 1.5), with

steering vector, describing the acoustic transfer

1

functions between a sound source from angle
frequency

the VAH can be ex-

N-dimensional

θ

to the

N

microphones at

vector containing the complex-

valued lter coecients. In order to synthesize a desired directivity pattern

D(f, θ),

e.g. an individual frequency- and angle-dependent HRTF (cf. Fig-

ure 3.1), the lter coecients

w(f )

can be computed by minimizing the

weighted narrowband least squares cost function

JLS

given in equation 1.8.

1 In this study only the azimuthal angle θ is considered, but the proposed procedure
can also be straightforwardly extended to a three-dimensional design including
elevation angles.

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of a lter-and-sum beamformer with N = 4
microphones and the associated lter weights w(f ) = [w1 (f ) . . . w4 (f )]T . Desired
directivity pattern D(f, θ) and exemplary resulting directivity pattern H(f, θ).
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discrete

directions of the squared absolute dierence between the synthesized directivity pattern

H(f, θ) and the desired directivity pattern D(f, θ). The
F (f, θ) enables to assign more or less importance to

weighting function

certain directions. The least squares cost function in equation 1.8 will be
used in the remainder of this study because it has a closed-form solution
and since previous studies have already shown its suitability to synthesize
HRTFs (cf.

ter 6).

Rasumow et al. (2013a), Rasumow et al. (2014b) or

Chap-

The lter coecients minimizing this cost function can be obtained by
setting the gradient

∇w(f ) JLS (w(f ))

to zero, leading to the solution in

equation 1.11 with the variables given in 1.10.
When using many microphones with rather small inter-microphone distances, the synthesized directivity pattern

H(f, θ)

is known to be highly

sensitive to small deviations of the assumed steering vectors

d(f, θ).

In the

next sections, dierent regularization approaches will be discussed, either
by using multiple measured steering vectors or by imposing an appropriate
constraint.

3.3 Regularization by joint optimization for multiple
steering vectors
When multiple sets of steering vectors are available, e.g. measured under
dierent conditions (e.g. temperature), the robustness can be increased by
jointly optimizing the least squares cost function in equation 1.8 over the
sets of steering vectors, i.e.
K X
P
X
JK (w(f )) =
Fk (f, θi ) wH (f )dk (f, θi ) − D(f, θi )

2

(3.1)

k=1 i=1

K
Fk (f, θ)

with

the total number of measured sets of steering vectors
the weighting function for the

k-th

dk

and

set of steering vectors. Anal-

ogous to equation 1.11, the lter coecients minimizing equation 3.1 are
equal to

wK (f ) = Q−1
K (f ) · aK (f ),

(3.2)
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with

QK (f ) =

K X
P
X

Fk (f, θi ) · dk (f, θi )dH
k (f, θi )

k=1 i=1

aK (f ) =

K X
P
X

Fk (f, θi ) · dk (f, θi )D∗ (f, θi ).

k=1 i=1

This joint optimization can be interpreted as a regularization using measured data and is comparable to incorporating assumed deviations of the
microphone characteristics, e.g. in terms of probability density functions
(cf. Doclo and Moonen (2003b), Doclo and Moonen (2007)). In contrast
to assuming probability density functions, here the measured deviations
of the steering vectors may be considered as an empirical estimate for the
expected deviations of the microphone characteristics.

3.4 Regularization using a WNG constraint
When only one set of measured steering vectors is available (i.e.

K = 1),

it is common practice to increase the robustness of the beamformer by
imposing a constraint on the lter coecients. Due to its physical interest,
the output power of the beamformer for spatially uncorrelated noise in
comparison to the output power for the desired acoustic eld, dened as
the white noise gain (WNG), is a common measure for quantifying its
robustness (cf. Cox et al. (1986), Bitzer and Simmer (2001)). However, the
most appropriate formulation of the desired acoustic eld may vary with
the application and hence may have a signicant inuence on the resulting
performance. The advantages and disadvantages of various

WNG

variants

with regard to their application for a VAH are discussed in the following
sections.

3.4.1 White noise gain
The frequency- and angle-dependent white noise gain is dened as (see e.g.
Bitzer and Simmer (2001))

WNG(w(f ), θ) =
For many beamformers, e.g.

|wH (f )d(f, θ)|2
.
wH (f )w(f )

(3.3)

superdirective beamformers (cf.

(1986), Kates (1993), Bitzer and Simmer (2001)), the

WNG

Cox et al.
is consid-
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ered only for the look direction

θd .

In this case,

θd

the output power for the look direction
tially uncorrelated noise.

WNG(w(f ), θd )
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relates

to the output power for spa-

In general, a larger

WNG

is associated with

a larger attenuation of spatially uncorrelated noise in comparison to the
output power for the look direction

θd

and hence with an increased robust-

ness.
When imposing an inequality constraint on the

WNG

for direction

θd ,

the

constrained optimization problem can be written as

min JLS (w(f ))

w(f )

with

β

WNG(w(f ), θd ) ≥ β

subject to

the minimum desired value for

WNG(w(f ), θd ).

(3.4)

The Lagrange

function associated with this constrained optimization problem is equal
to

2

Jsd (w(f ), µ) = JLS (w(f ))


2
1
wH (f )d(f, θd )
,
+ µ wH (f )w(f ) −
β
with

µ

(3.5)

the Lagrange multiplier. Analogous to equation 1.11 and 3.2, the

lter coecients minimizing the cost function in equation 3.5 can be obtained by setting the gradient to zero, leading to

wsd (f, µ) =



−1
1
Q(f ) + µ IN − d(f, θd )dH (f, θd )
a(f ),
β
(3.6)

with

Q(f )

and

a(f )

IN the N × N-dimensional
µ in equation 3.6 needs to be deter-

given in equation 1.10 and

unity matrix. The Lagrange multiplier

mined, e.g. using an iterative procedure, such that the inequality constraint

WNG(wsd (f, µ), θd ) ≥ β

is satised.

Note that if the beamformer response in the look direction θd is
H(f, θd ) = wH (f )d(f, θd ) = 1, which is typically the case for superdirective
beamforming (cf.

Cox et al. (1986), Kates (1993), Bitzer and Simmer

(2001)), the WNG is equal to the inverse of the square norm of the lter
coecients, i.e.

WNG(w(f ), θd ) =
1
In this case, the term β

wH (f )d(f, θd )

1
.
wH (f )w(f )
2

will vanish in the gradient of the

2 A paradigmatic derivation of the constrained cost function and the lter coecients
minimizing this cost function is given in Appendix E
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1
cost function given in equation 3.5, and thus the term β
will vanish in equation 3.6.

d(f, θd )dH (f, θd )

The experimental results in section 3.5 will show that imposing a WNG
constraint for one single look direction

θd

is inappropriate for synthesizing

HRTFs, where the objective is to synthesize a desired directivity pattern
for all considered directions. Hence, a direction-dependent weighting for

WNG(w(f ), θ) will be presented in the following section.

3.4.2 Mean white noise gain over all directions
When synthesizing HRTFs using a VAH, the accuracy and the robustness
of the synthesized directivity pattern needs to be assured for all considered
directions.

Hence, instead of constraining the

WNG

in equation 3.3 for

only one direction, we propose to constrain the mean white noise gain over
all directions, dened as

WNGm (w(f )) =

P
X

g(f, θi ) WNG(w(f ), θi ),

(3.7)

i=1

where the weighting function

g(f, θ)

enables to assign more or less impor-

tance to certain directions (cf. Rasumow et al. (2014b) or
The

WNGm

Chapter 6).

in equation 3.7 can be rewritten as

WNGm (w(f )) =
with

Qm (f ) =

P
X

wH (f )Qm (f ) w(f )
,
wH (f )w(f )

(3.8)

g(f, θi ) · d(f, θi )dH (f, θi ).

i=1

In the remainder of this study, we will use a constant weighting for all
1
directions, i.e. g(f, θi ) = P , i = 1 . . . P. In this case, WNGm (w(f )) relates the mean output power from all P considered directions to the output
power for spatially uncorrelated noise.

Note that this regularization ap-

proach is evaluated perceptually in Rasumow et al. (2014b) or

Chapter 6,

whereas in this study it is objectively compared with other regularization
approaches (cf. section 3.5.5).
When imposing a constraint on the mean white noise gain, the constrained
optimization problem can be written as

min JLS (w(f ))

w(f )

subject to

WNGm (w(f )) ≥ βm

(3.9)
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βm

the minimum desired value for

WNGm .
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The Lagrange function as-

sociated with this constrained optimization problem is equal to

Jm (w(f ), µ) = JLS (w(f ))


1
+ µ wH (f )w(f ) −
wH (f )Qm (f )w(f ) .
βm

(3.10)

Analogous to equation 3.6, the lter coecients minimizing the cost function in equation 3.10 are equal to


wm (f, µ) =


−1
1
Qm (f )
a(f ).
Q(f ) + µ IN −
βm

(3.11)

Note that the only dierence between the solutions in equation 3.6 and
H
3.11 is the exchange of the rank-1 matrix d(f, θd )d (f, θd ) in equation 3.6
by the rank-P (assuming independent steering vectors from
matrix

Qm (f )

P

directions)

in equation 3.11.

3.4.3 Optimization and white noise gain for multiple frequencies
It is a well-known phenomenon that the human auditory system groups
incoming sounds into so-called critical frequency bands that broaden with
increasing center frequencies (cf. Fletcher (1940)). Hence, dening a cost
function and a WNG constraint that incorporate the grouping of frequencies within a perceptually-relevant bandwidth seems plausible.
quently, the lter optimization at each frequency

f

Conse-

may be formulated

within equivalent rectangular bandwidths (ERB), corresponding to human
auditory lters (cf. Moore and Glasberg (1983)), with

f

as its center fre-

quency.
t
Let us consider the t-th frequency band centered around fc , incorporating
t
t
L frequency bins. We now dene the frequency vector Ω = f1t . . . fct . . . fLt t ,
t
t
t
where f1 and fLt denote the rst and the last frequency bin, and the N · L t
dimensional stacked lter vector wv (Ω ) for the t-th frequency band



w(f1t )



.
.
.







t

w(f
)
wv (Ω ) = 
c  .

 . 
 .. 
t

(3.12)

w(fLt t )
The cost function for the t-th frequency band can be dened as the sum of
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the least squares cost functions in the

Lt frequency bins, i.e.

t

Jv (wv (Ωt )) =

L
X

JLS (w(flt ))

(3.13)

l=1
t

=

L X
P
X

2

F (flt , θi ) · wH (flt )d(flt , θi ) − D(flt , θi ) ,

l=1 i=1

which can be rewritten using the stacked lter vector in equation 3.12
as

Jv (wv (Ωt )) = wvH (Ωt )Qv (Ωt )wv (Ωt ) − wvH (Ωt )av (Ωt )
t
t
t
− aH
v (Ω )wv (Ω ) + dv (Ω ),

(3.14)

with


Q(f1t )



t
Qv (Ω ) = 





..




 ,




.

Q(fct )
..

.

Q(fLt t )
a(f1t )





.
.
.







t

a(f
)
av (Ω ) = 
c ,

 . 
 .. 
t

a(fLt t )
t

t

dv (Ω ) =

L X
P
X

2

F (flt , θi ) · D(flt , θi ) .

(3.15)

l=1 i=1

The

WNG

for the

t-th

frequency band can be dened similarly to equa-

tion 3.8 as
Lt
P
t

WNGv (wv (Ω )) =

wH (flt )Qm (flt )w(flt )

l=1
Lt
P

,

(3.16)

wH (flt )w(flt )

l=1

which relates the mean output power from all P directions summed over
t
t
the L considered frequency bins in Ω to the output power for spatially
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The WNG in

equation 3.16 can be rewritten using the stacked lter vector in equation 3.12 as

WNGv (wv (Ωt )) =

wvH (Ωt )Qvm (Ωt )wv (Ωt )
,
wvH (Ωt )wv (Ωt )

(3.17)

with



Qm (f1t )




Qvm (Ω ) = 



t


..




.




.

Qm (fct )
..

.

(3.18)

Qm (fLt t )
When imposing a constraint on the

WNG

for the

the constrained optimization problem for the

t-th

t-th

frequency band,

frequency band can be

written as

min Jv (wv (Ωt ))

wv (Ωt )

with

βv

subject to

WNGv (wv (Ωt )) ≥ βv

the minimum desired value for

WNGv .

(3.19)

The Lagrange function as-

sociated with this constrained optimization problem is equal to

Jvm (wv (Ωt ), µ) = Jv (wv (Ωt ))


1 H t
+ µ wvH (Ωt )wv (Ωt ) −
wv (Ω )Qvm (Ωt )wv (Ωt ) .
βv

(3.20)

Jvm

are equal



−1
1
Qvm (Ωt )
av (Ωt ),
Qv (Ωt ) + µ Iv −
βv

(3.21)

Analogous to equation 3.11, the lter coecients minimizing
to

wvm (Ωt , µ) =
with

Iv

the

N · Lt × N · Lt -dimensional

unity matrix. It is important that

we solve the optimization problem in equation 3.19 for all frequency bins
(and not only for the center frequencies of the critical auditory bands, cf.
Fletcher (1940)), i.e. for each frequency we consider the ERB with frequent
t
cies Ω around that frequency as its center frequency fc . The solution in
t
equation 3.21 then yields an N · L -dimensional vector with lter coecients
w(f1t ) . . . w(fLt t ), where we only consider the lter coecients w(fct ) at the
center frequency as the solution for that frequency bin. This procedure can
hence be interpreted as taking neighbouring frequencies into account both
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for the cost function in equation 3.13 as well as for the regularization in
equation 3.16. It is worth noting that when a Lagrange multiplier

µ=0

is used, the optimization for a single frequency band according to equation 3.11 and for multiple frequency bands according to equation 3.21 yield
very similar numerical results.
In contrast to the

WNG

for a single frequency, for the

tion 3.16 the weighting function

g(f, θ)

WNG

in equa-

in equation 3.8 can be chosen to

3

assign more or less importance to certain directions and frequencies . By
1
setting the weighting function equal to g(f, θi ) = P , i = 1 . . . P, the mean
WNG over all considered directions and frequencies is used. Another possibility would be to use a weighting function that depends on the angleand frequency-dependent desired directivity pattern

D(f, θ).

A psychoa-

coustically reasonable weighting would be, for instance, to assign more
importance to the louder parts of the desired directivity pattern than to
spatial and/or spectral notches, i.e. a weighting
t
gw
(f, θ) =


1 t
gn (f, θ) − gnt + 1 ,
P

(3.22)

with
t

gnt
gnt (f, θ)

L
P
1 XX
= t
gn (flt , θi ),
L ·P
i=1

=

l=1
t
gpos (f, θ)/

t
max (gpos
(f, θ)),

Ωt ,Θ

t
gpos
(f, θ) = gdB (f, θ) − min (gdB (f, θ)),
Ωt ,Θ

gdB (f, θ) = 20 · log10 (|D(f, θ)|) .
Here,

gnt (f, θ)

denotes a positive and normalized weighting function acgdB (f, θ) and gnt
t
is the mean value over all frequencies in the t-th frequency band Ω and all
t
directions Θ. The function gn (f, θ) is further normalized by the number

cording to the dB-values of the desired directivity pattern

of directions P and subtracted to have a mean value of 1 for frequencies
Ωt to enable a fair comparison with the other discussed regularization approaches.

3 We chose to use a weighting of the regularization term only. Another approach
would be to also use a similar weighting function F (f, θ) for the cost function Jvm
in equation 3.13. However, this will not be considered in this study.
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3.5 Experimental results
In this section, the proposed optimization and regularization approaches
from sections 3.3 and 3.4 will be compared with respect to their accuracy and robustness synthesizing a measured HRTF in the horizontal plane
(left ear, subject

S1 ,

for details we refer to Rasumow et al. (2014c)). The

HRTFs (i.e. the desired directivity pattern
the blocked ear method (cf.

D(f, θ))

were measured using

Hammershøi and Møller (1996)) where mi-

crophones (Knowles FG-23329 miniature electret microphones) were ush
mounted in individual earmolds that blocked the ear entrance. The steering

d(f, θ) were measured with a planar microphone array (cf. array2
from Figure 6.2) with a Golomb-based topology, which is a mathematically

vectors

motivated method for deriving microphone topologies (cf. Rasumow et al.
(2011b) or

Chapter 2).

The microphone array contained

N = 24

micro-

phones (each consisting of two Analog Devices ADMP 504 Ultralow Noise
sensors) on a

20 cm × 20 cm

plate covered with additional absorbing ma-

terial. The steering vectors and the HRTFs were measured in an anechoic
◦
room in the horizontal plane with an azimuthal resolution of ∆θ = 15
(i.e.

P = 24

directions), since this resolution is assumed to be suciently

ne as suggested by previous evaluations (cf.
Rasumow et al. (2014b) or

Chapter 6)

Rasumow et al. (2013a),

and preliminary listening tests.

Both the steering vectors and the HRTFs were measured with white noise
stimuli using the

H1

estimate (cf. Mitchell (1982)) with a 8192-point Hann

window, 50% overlap and 27 averages and were truncated in the time domain to a length of 256 samples (≈
44.1 kHz).

5.8

ms at a sampling frequency of

Furthermore, the steering vectors were normalized by a con-

stant factor

v
u
u
νk = t

L X
P
X
1
dH
k (fl , θi )dk (fl , θi ) ,
N·L·P
i=1

(3.23)

l=1

with

f1 = 500

Hz,

fL = 1000

Hz and

L

the number of intermediate fre-

quency bins. This normalization was performed to achieve unit power on
average over all directions, microphones and frequencies

500

Hz

≤ f ≤ 1000

For each of the discussed regularization approaches, the Lagrange multi-

µ in (3.6), (3.11) and (3.21) was determined numerically. To guarantee
µ that complies with the desired constraint (resulting
in the most accurate synthesis), µ was increased logarithmically until the
resulting WNG reached the desired WNG within an accuracy of 0,05 dB.
Figure 3.2 exemplarily depicts WNGm for three frequencies, where it can
be observed that the WNG does not always increase monotonically with
plier

the smallest possible

Hz.
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Mean white noise gain WNGm for a left ear synthesis as a function
of the Lagrange multiplier µ for three frequencies.

Figure 3.2:

increasing

µ.

In order to quantify the accuracy of the synthesized directivity pattern, we
used the synthesis error
sis error

D(f, θ)

(fc , θ)

(fc , θ)

according to equation 1.14. The synthe-

is the mean error between the desired directivity pattern

and the resulting directivity patterns

H(f, θ)
fc

averaged over all frequencies in ERB-bands, with

for each direction

θ

denoting the center

frequency of the associated ERB-band. Note that equation 1.14 is used in
the next sections as the accuracy measure (cf. sections 3.5.2 to 3.5.4) instead of the least squares error from equation 1.8 because it is better suited
to represent the perceptually relevant error of the synthesis (cf. Rasumow

et al. (2014c) or

Chapter 5).

This measure was, however, not used as a

cost function because no closed-form solution for minimizing equation 1.14
exists. In order to quantify the robustness of the dierent approaches, we
used the mean white noise gain
ror



WNGm

(cf. section 3.5.1) and the mean er-

over directions and frequencies (cf. section 3.5.5).

3.5.1 Joint optimization for multiple steering vectors
To demonstrate the eect of a joint optimization, as discussed in section
3.3, multiple sets (K

= 4)

of steering vectors were measured with the

same measuring apparatus (with approximately 24 hours lying between
the measurements). In Figure 3.3, the mean and standard deviation of the
variability among the sets of measured steering vectors (absolute values)
is illustrated.
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Mean (black line) and standard deviation (error bar) of the variability (absolute values) among the dierently measured steering vectors (please
note the linear frequency scaling).
Figure 3.3:

Although the positioning and the environmental inuences of the measuring apparatus were kept as constant as possible, the absolute value of the
measured transfer functions clearly varied between the measurements. Explanations for these deviations may be, for instance, drifting characteristics
of the measuring apparatus and/or slightly diering environmental conditions, e.g. temperature (cf. Yasuno and Ohga (2005)). These measured
deviations may be considered as an empirical estimate of the expected
deviations of the steering vectors. Hence, the four sets of slightly dierent steering vectors were integrated into a joint optimization according to
equation 3.1 with a uniform weighting

Fk (f, θ) = 1.

As a measure for robustness, the associated mean white noise gain

WNGm

K = 1...4

sets of

for the (unconstrained) joint optimization including

steering vectors is shown in Figure 3.4. It is apparent that the lter coecients resulting from an unconstrained optimization with one set of steering
vectors (d1 (f, θ)) yield very low

WNGm (corresponding to a low robustWNGm ≈ −85 dB at lower frequencies (f ≤ 4 kHz). HowWNGm clearly increases with increasing K. Hence, it is possible

ness), down to
ever, the

to regularize the lter coecients by using multiple sets of measured steering vectors.
The performance of the associated lter coecients in terms of robustness
against randomly disturbed steering vectors will be compared to the other
regularization approaches in section 3.5.5.
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Figure 3.4: WNGm of lter coecients wK resulting from the (unconstrained)
joint optimization when increasing the number of considered sets of steering vectors K. For the sake of clarity, the range of the depicted WNGm is limited between
−60 dB ≤ WNGm ≤ −5 dB.

3.5.2 White noise gain constraint
The desired HRTFs and the synthesis associated with a constraint on the
◦
white noise gain for a single direction WNG(w(f ), 0 ) are depicted in Fig◦
◦
◦
ure 3.5 for three directions (θ = 0 , 90 , 225 ). The synthesis associated
◦
with a constraint on WNG(w(f ), 0 ) results in a large deviation from the
◦
desired HRTF for θ = θd = 0 (cf. 5 kHz ≤ f ≤ 10 kHz and f ≥ 15 kHz)
◦
◦
and for θ = 225 (cf. f ≥ 7 kHz), while the synthesis for θ = 90 approximates the desired HRTF quite well. Furthermore, the error  associated
WNG(w(f ), 0◦ ) is depicted in the left panel of Fig-

with a constraint on

The largest errors 
◦
primarily occur for the frontal direction θ = θd = 0 and for contralateral
◦
◦
directions (180 ≤ θ ≤ 360 ) and at higher frequencies. Interestingly, the
ure 3.6 as a function of frequency and direction.

largest errors exactly occur for the direction

θd , which is used for the WNG

This has also been conrmed when changing θd to other di◦
rections then 0 . Thus, a constraint on WNG(w(f ), θd ) yields a direction-

constraint.

dependent impact on the synthesis, which is clearly an undesirable eect
and results in inappropriate perceptual appraisals (cf.
(2013a)).

Rasumow et al.
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Desired HRTFs (black solid lines) and synthesis associated with a
constraint on WNG(w(f ), 0◦ ) (blue dot-dashed lines, β = −5 dB) and on WNGm
(red dashed lines, βm = −5 dB) for three directions (θ = 0◦ , 90◦ , 225◦ ).

Figure 3.5:

3.5.3 Mean white noise gain constraint
The synthesis associated with a constraint on the mean white noise gain
WNGm shows a clearly smaller deviation from the desired HRTF for θ = 0◦
(cf.

Figure 3.5).

However, this synthesis also exhibits larger deviations
θ = 225◦ at frequen-

from the desired HRTF for the contralateral direction
cies

f ≥4

kHz.

θ = 0◦ ). In
WNGm yields a

This is also apparent in the right panel of Figure 3.6 (cf.
general, the synthesis associated with a constraint on
rather homogeneous and small error



for ipsilateral directions. This, how-

ever, comes at the cost of a slightly higher error  for contralateral direc◦
◦
tions (180 ≤ θ ≤ 360 ) compared to the synthesis associated with a con◦
straint on WNG(w(f ), 0 ), especially at frequencies 5 kHz ≤ f ≤ 10 kHz
and

f ≥ 15

kHz.

Overall, the lter optimization associated with a constraint on

WNGm

results in a much better synthesis compared to the lter optimization associated with a constraint on

θd .

WNG(w(f ), θd ),

in particular for direction
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Figure 3.7: Error  as a function of frequency and azimuthal direction for the synthesis of a left ear HRTF associated with a
t (f, θ)
constraint on WNGv (βv = −5 dB) with a weighting function g(f, θ) = P1 in the left panel and the weighting function gw
according to equation 3.22 in the right panel.
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Figure 3.6: Error  as a function of frequency and azimuthal direction for the synthesis of a left ear HRTF associated with a
constraint on WNG(w(f ), 0◦ ) (β = −5 dB) in the left panel and associated with a constraint on WNGm (βm = −5 dB) in the
right panel. The illustration of  is limited to 8 dB for the sake of clarity.
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3.5.4 Constraint on the white noise gain for multiple frequencies
The error

 associated with a constraint on WNGv (wv (Ωt )), incorporating

the grouping of frequencies within ERBs as discussed in section 3.4.3, with
1
the weighting function g(f, θ) = P and βv = −5 dB is depicted in the
left panel of Figure 3.7. As can be expected, the error



is smoother and

decreases in comparison to the error  associated with a constraint on
WNGm and on WNG(w(f ), 0◦ ) (cf. Figure 3.6). This eect can mainly
be observed for contralateral directions and higher frequencies which are
associated with broader ERBs.
The error



associated with a constraint on

WNGv

considering frequencies

within ERBs with a frequency- and direction-dependent weighting accordt
ing to gw (f, θ) in equation 3.22 and βv = −5 dB is depicted in the right
panel of Figure 3.7.
vated weighting of

It can be observed that a psychoacoustically moti-

WNGv

yields an even smoother error

,

especially for

contralateral directions where the weighting related to the desired directivity pattern

D(f, θ)

is generally lower.

3.5.5 Robustness of the dierent regularization approaches
In the sections 3.5.2 to 3.5.4 and in Figures 3.6-3.7, only the error



of

the synthesis for one set of measured steering vectors was considered and
discussed. However, it is in addition very relevant to consider the error

 as-

sociated with the dierent regularization approaches for disturbed steering
vectors, i.e. to investigate the robustness of the synthesis against deviations
of the steering vectors. To this end, synthesized directivity patterns were
calculated for the measured but also for analytic steering vectors, both incorporating an additional random deviation of the steering vectors

d(f, θ).

The analytic steering vectors were calculated assuming far-eld conditions
according to equation 1.7, i.e. pure delays with the same microphone topology as the measured steering vectors.
vectors

r1

and

r2

Independent normally distributed
−0.05
σ 2 = 1 − 10 10 were

with zero-mean and a variance of

added to the real and imaginary parts of the steering vector

θ

and

f

independently (cf.
∼
disturbed steering vector d

d

for each

Bendat and Piersol (1986)), resulting in the

(f, θ),

∼



d (f, θ)= <{d(f, θ)} + r1 (f, θ) + ={d(f, θ)} + i · r2 (f, θ) ,
with

<{d}

and

={d}

(3.24)

denoting the real and the imaginary part of the

(undisturbed) steering vector

d,

respectively.

A Monte-Carlo simulation with 100 realizations of the vectors

r1

and

r2
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Table 3.1: Mean error  for the presented regularization approaches without
and with an additional random deviation of the analytic and measured steering
vectors.

1
5

in dB

≤ f ≤ 18

kHz

analytic
∼

kHz

non regularized
joint optimization with K=4
◦

WNG(w(f ), 0 )
constraint on WNGm
1
constraint on WNGv with g = P
t
constraint on WNGv with gw
2 in dB
constraint on

0

Hz

≤ f ≤ 20

kHz

non regularized
joint optimization with K=4
◦

WNG(w(f ), 0 )
constraint on WNGm
1
constraint on WNGv with g = P
t
constraint on WNGv with gw
constraint on

measured
∼

d

d

d

d

0

9,98

0

7,45

2,69

/

/

2,40

5,39

4,94

2,18

4,68

3,16

4,38

2,55

3,03

4,35

2,73

4,47

2,50

2,16

analytic
∼

4,26

4,21
4,41

measured
∼

d

d

d

d

0,12

42,84

0

18,67

1,52

/

1,06

2,97

1,07

1,70

2,76

1,22

/

1,65

2,75

1,54

2,85

13,86
2,76
2,64

1,20

2,63

1,08

2,75

∼
In Figure 3.8 the mean error  (for 100 realization of
∼
disturbed analytic steering vectors d) associated with a constraint on the
◦
white noise gain for a single direction WNG(w(f ), 0 ) is shown. Although
◦
this error is quite similar (cf. θ = 0 ) to the error  for undisturbed mea-

was performed.

sured steering vectors d in the left panel of Figure 3.6, the mean error
∼
 in Figure 3.8 is signicantly higher, primarily for contralateral directions.
To obtain a single error measure, the mean error



over all realizations,

all directions and all frequencies was calculated for two dierent frequency
In the upper Table, the mean error 1 for
≤ f ≤ 18 kHz is shown since the largest errors primarily
occur at frequencies f ≥ 5 kHz and are of less relevance for f > 18 kHz.
In the lower Table, the mean error 2 for frequencies 0 Hz < f ≤ 20 kHz
ranges, shown in Table 3.1.

frequencies 5 kHz

is shown.
Both errors

1

and

2

∼

increase when using the disturbed steering vectors

compared to the undisturbed steering vectors

d

d

for analytical as well for

measured steering vectors and for all (regularization) approaches.

Espe-

cially for the synthesis associated with a non-regularized lter optimization, the errors

1

and

2

increase drastically when the steering vectors are
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disturbed, which was to be expected.
For the synthesis associated with a joint optimization (using

K=4

sets of

measured steering vectors) the increase of the mean synthesis errors for the
disturbed steering vectors is slightly smaller than for the non-regularized
optimization.

Interestingly, the increase of the error for the disturbed

steering vectors is considerably larger for

2

than for

1 .

Note also that the

error 2 is very small for undisturbed steering vectors, which is also reected
in the low

WNGm of the associated lter coecients for lower frequencies in
K = 4 only slightly enhances

Fig. 3.4. Overall, the joint optimization with

the robustness of the synthesis, which may presumably be enhanced by
incorporating more sets of measured steering vectors.
The optimization associated with a constraint on the white noise gain for
◦
a single direction WNG(w(f ), 0 ) yields the smallest mean synthesis errors when assuming undisturbed analytic steering vectors and the smallest

2

when assuming undisturbed measured steering vectors.

This may be

explained by the direction-dependent regularization which primarily inuences only the direction

θd .

When considering disturbed steering vectors, a

constraint on the white noise gain for a single direction yields smaller mean

K = 4 (but larger
WNGm and WNGv ).

synthesis errors than the joint optimization with

mean

synthesis errors compared to constraints on

How-

ever, it should be kept in mind that a white noise gain for a single direction
yields a direction-dependent impact on the synthesis (cf. section 3.5.2) and
is hence undesirable for a multi-directional synthesis.
For the synthesis associated with constraints on the mean white noise gains
t
WNGm , WNGv with g(f, θ) = P1 or with gw
(f, θ), the mean errors 1 and
∼
2 further decrease for the disturbed steering vectors d compared to the
◦
synthesis associated with a constraint on WNG(w(f ), 0 ) and a joint optimization with

K = 4.

This holds for the analytic as well as for the

measured steering vectors, showing that these proposed regularization approaches further increase the robustness compared to a constraint on the
◦
white noise gain for a single direction WNG(w(f ), 0 ). The highest robustness is obtained by the constraint on the mean white noise gain

WNGv

taking into account multiple frequencies. The weighting of the WNGv with
t
gw
(f, θ) seems only benecial for undisturbed steering vectors and disad1
vantageous (compared to the weighting g(f, θ) = P and WNGm ) when
assuming deviations of the steering vectors.
In conclusion, the proposed regularization approaches constraining the
mean white noise gains

WNGm

and

WNGv

seem to be appropriate for

regularizing the synthesis of head-related transfer functions using a virtual
articial head. The multi-directional synthesis and its robustness is clearly
enhanced when considering all directions for the white noise gain (WNGm )
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∼
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Mean error  for 100 randomly disturbed analytic steering vectors
d as a function of frequency and azimuthal direction for the synthesis of a left
ear HRTF associated with a constraint on WNG(w(f ), 0◦ ).
Figure 3.8:
∼

and when incorporating a psychoacoustically-motivated frequency grouping (WNGv ).

3.6 Conclusion
In this study, several approaches to increase the robustness of lter-andsum beamformers for synthesizing spatial directivity patterns were presented, with a focus on synthesizing HRTFs. Firstly, a design procedure
incorporating multiple measured steering vectors into the optimization was
shown to enhance the robustness against random deviations of the steering
vectors compared to a non-regularized optimization. However, a joint optimization for only 4 dierently measured sets of steering vectors resulted
in a lower robustness at lower frequencies compared to using a constraint
on the

WNG

for one look direction.

Secondly, a mean weighting of the

WNG

over all directions was presented

and shown to substantially outperform the

WNG

for a single look direc-

tion when synthesizing spatial directivity patterns with multiple desired
directions (e.g. HRTFs).
Thirdly, a design for incorporating neighbouring frequency bins in the optimization and regularization, inspired by the frequency grouping of the
human auditory system, was presented. It was shown that the approach
incorporating frequencies within ERBs resulted in the best robustness of
the synthesis for measured as well as for analytic steering vectors.

This
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shows the suitability of the presented regularization approaches for synthesizing HRTFs using microphone arrays. The proposed weighting of the

WNG

within frequency bands was shown to be benecial only when as-

suming no/small deviations of the steering vectors.
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Part II

Smoothing individual HRTFs prior
to the synthesis using the virtual
articial head

71

In part II, the psychoacoustical aspects when smoothing individual HRTFs
prior to the synthesis using the VAH are investigated. This smoothing as a
preprocessing step is motivated by the assumption that spatially smoother
directivity patterns may be synthesized with less microphones and/or enhance the performance of the VAH in terms of robustness. At the same
time it is known from literature that measured HRTFs may be smoothed
to certain degrees without signicantly deteriorating the spatial perception (cf. Kulkarni and Colburn (1998), Kulkarni et al. (1999), Huopaniemi

et al. (1999) and Xie and Zhang (2010)).

Hence, a reasonable smooth-

ing of the individual HRTFs (desired directivity patterns) which does not
cause any perceptible degradations of the HRTFs may improve the performance of the VAH when applied to the desired HRTFs prior to the
synthesis.

To this end, it is examined in the next two chapters which

type and amount of smoothing is imperceptible when smoothing individual HRTFs.
In

Chapter 4, smoothing is conducted by truncating the hrirs in the time

domain, assuming that peaky directional characteristics of the HRTFs are
also reected in the time and frequency domain. However, it is shown that
truncating the hrirs in the time domain to psychoacoustically reasonable
lengths only marginally enhances the VAH-synthesis.
Hence, an imperceptible phase-linearization of HRTFs for higher frequencies and a subsequent complex-valued smoothing of the HRTFs (with a
linearized phase for higher frequencies) is examined in

Chapter 5.

More-

over, the perceptual limits for a spatial smoothing of HRTFs by reducing
the spatial dynamic range are presented. It is found that such an imperceptible smoothing of the HRTFs prior to optimizing the beamformer lter
coecients improves the VAH-synthesis.
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4.1 Introduction

The frequency-dependent directivity pattern of a human head (headrelated transfer functions, HRTFs) can be synthesized with a microphone array and digital ltering (cf. Rasumow et al. (2011b)), which
may be referred to as a virtual articial head (VAH). However, in order to
synthesize the peaky directivity patterns (especially at high frequencies)
with a suciently high accuracy, a large number of microphones is required, resulting in an increased sensitivity to gain, phase and positioning
errors. Therefore, it is benecial to smooth the HRTFs in such a manner
that they become (spatially) as smooth as possible while still yielding
an unmodied individual perception. Since peaky directional characteristics of the HRTF are reected in the frequency response, smoothing
is conducted by truncating the head-related impulse responses (hrirs)
in the time domain. The aim of this study is to investigate the limits
of this smoothing operation in terms of the truncation length. Using a
3-AFC listening test, the truncation length was determined as a function of the angle of incidence in the horizontal plane. The conducted
experiment indicates that a truncation of hrirs from 512 to about 250
samples (corresponding to approximately 5.7 ms at a sampling frequency
of fs = 44100 Hz) yield a discrimination ability approximately at 50%
correct score.

4.1 Introduction
The usual way to incorporate (subjective) binaural spatial information into
recordings is to use so-called articial heads, which are a replica of real human heads. A comprehensive summary of previous binaural recording techniques can be found in Paul (2009). Alternatively, the frequency-dependent
directivity patterns of HRTFs can also be approximately synthesized using a set of spatially distributed microphones with appropriate lters (cf.
Chen et al. (1992), Kahana et al. (1999), Tohtuyeva and Mellert (1999),
Sakamoto et al. (2008), Rasumow et al. (2011b), Atkins (2011a), Atkins
(2011b)).

Such a setup may be referred to as a virtual articial head

(VAH). The performance of the VAH depends (inter alia) on the microphone topology, the number of microphones (cf. Rasumow et al. (2011b) or

Chapter 2) and the applied cost function (cf.

Nordebo et al. (1994), Do-

clo and Moonen (2003a), Rasumow et al. (2013a)) but also on the desired
directivity pattern.
In general, a microphone array achieves a more accurate t to the desired directivity pattern if this pattern is spatially smooth. One indirect
way of obtaining spatially smooth HRTFs is to smooth them in the frequency domain (or equivalently, truncate the corresponding hrirs). Therefore, the following listening experiment explored the ability to discriminate
between (individual) reference-HRTFs and HRTFs containing reduced information. The experiment was supposed to answer the following research
question:
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What is the appropriate truncation length for the direction-dependent
head-related impulse responses (hrir) that leads to an unaltered perception compared to a chosen reference setting?

4.2 Test preparation
4.2.1 HRTF measurement
Prior to each test session, individual HRTFs and HPTFs were measured
in an anechoic room with a circular loudspeaker array (radius 1.25 m,
custom-made loudspeaker boxes).
The HRTF measurements were carried out with one loudspeaker signal and
two ear signals using the blocked ear method (cf. Hammershøi and Møller
(1996)) with custom-made ear shells and Knowles FG-23329 miniature electret microphones. The transfer functions were estimated using white noise
test signals and standard FFT-based techniques (H1 estimate with 8192point Hann window, 50% overlap, 52 averages at a sampling frequency of

fs = 44100

Hz).

The measured transfer functions were divided by the

free eld transfer function (cf. equation 1.1) obtained from a measurement
(G.R.A.S. Microphone Type 40AF) at the position of the center of the
head without the acoustic inuence of the subject.
In order to provide a rough overview of a potential direction-dependency of
the hrir-length (lhrir ) at threshold and to limit the number of experiments
to a manageable amount, three dierent source positions (out of the 24
◦
◦
measured) in the horizontal plane with azimuth angles 0 (front), 90 (left)
◦
and 225 (back right) were chosen.

4.2.2 Reference setting
In order to obtain perceptual limits for reducing information from individual head-related impulse responses, it is crucial to dene a reference
setting that represents the basis for comparison within the discrimination
experiments. Ideally, this reference setting should contain all desired aspects/information regarding the individual HRTF, whereas all disturbances
(e.g., measurement noise, non-linear distortion, reections due to the measuring apparatus etc.)

should be omitted to avoid potential misleading

cues in the evaluation. The available measuring apparatus (especially the
loudspeakers, microphones and anechoic room) enables a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of about 50-55 dB. The decaying hrir reaches this noise oor
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Example hrir (left ear, azimuth=90◦ ) with the reference length
samples and a tapered Hann-window with the xed length lwin = 50
samples for the descending ank.

Figure 4.1:

lhrir = 512

after approximately

9 − 11

400 − 500

samples, corresponding to approximately

milliseconds (at a sampling frequency of

fs = 44100

Hz).

It is

partly for this reason that the hrir-length lhrir in the reference-setting was
9
chosen as lhrir = 2 = 512 samples (≈ 11.6 ms) for the subsequent experiment.
All used hrirs were anked with a tapered Hann-window with a descending
ank of lwin

= 50 samples.

An exemplary hrir (blue line) and its associated

window (red dashed line) with the previously explained parameters are
shown in Figure 4.1.
As a rst control, white noise stimuli ltered with individual HRTF-lters
◦
with lhrir = 512 from 24 directions (equidistant 15 -spacing) in the horizontal plane were played dichotically to each subject via headphones. All of
the tested subjects could assign the corresponding various source positions
and perceive the presented signals outside the head.

4.3 Listening tests - material and methods
Generic Procedure and Stimuli
In order to cover a wide frequency range and include temporal cues, the
test signal contained short bursts of white noise with a spectral content
of

350

Hz

≤ f ≤ 18000

Hz. Each signal was constructed out of three

segments, each with a noise burst of 0.15 seconds with 0.01 seconds raised-
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Sketch of the envelope of the test signal as a function of time. Each
noise burst (350 Hz ≤ f ≤ 18000 Hz) lasted 0.15 seconds and was windowed with
0.01 seconds onset-oset ramps. The pauses between the noise bursts lasted 0.15
seconds as well.
Figure 4.2:

cosine onset and oset ramps, followed by silence of 0.15 seconds, resulting
in a total signal length of 0.75 seconds. A three-alternative forced-choice
(3-AFC) paradigm was employed to determine threshold values for the
hrir-length.

Three intervals of the ltered signals were presented to the

subjects in randomized order, each separated by 0.3 seconds silence. One
out of the three signals was ltered with the modied hrirs that were truncated in the time domain and two with the reference hrirs. The subjects
were instructed to indicate the odd of the three intervals.

Feedback for

the correct answer was presented after each trial. The variable of the test
signal was modied according to the weighted up-down method as to estimate the 80%-, as well as the 40%-correct score. These particular values of
the psychometric function were targeted by adaptively modifying the step
size according to Kaernbach (1991). The initial variable was a lter length
of lhrir

= 256.

The variable lhrir was varied adaptively in the familiariza-

tion phase until a minimal step of 3 samples was reached. As soon as this
minimal step was reached, the measurement phase started and the variable was not reduced any more. The threshold of the examined variable
was dened as the median of 6 following reversals within the measurement
phase.
Four male and experienced subjects participated in this experiment in
which each combination of source direction, desired correct score and subject was repeated at least three times.
All experiments were designed using psylab

1

(cf. Hansen (2006)), which is

a set of MATLABscripts for the design of various psychoacoustical detection and discrimination experiments. The signals were generated digitally

1

Psylab

is available at http://www.hoertechnik-audiologie.de/psylab/
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and presented via a RME ADI-8 DA-converter and AKG K 240 Studio
headphones (individually equalized) at an overall sound pressure level of
78 dB SPL to the subject, seated in an anechoic room. The system was
calibrated using the Articial Ear Type 43AA (G.R.A.S.) with the preamplier Type 27A (G.R.A.S.).

lhrir was varied adaptively, whereas in each run, the target
◦
correct score (either 40% or 80%) and the source direction (one of θ = 0 ,
◦
◦
θ = 90 and θ = 225 ) were kept constant. It should be noted that the

The variable

length of the fading window was set to lwin

lhrir

= 50

samples for all values of

(see Figure 4.1). In the case that a particular length of the impulse

response lhrir was shorter than 50 samples, lwin was set to this particular

lhrir .

4.4 Listening tests - results
Ψ (x) which
xm and m, where xm is the midpoint of
Ψ0 (xm ) = 12 , and m is the slope of Ψ0 (x) at
1
additional value 3 = pguess results from the

Equation 4.1 describes the used model psychometric function
is controlled by the parameters
the base function Ψ0 (x), i.e.
xm , i.e. Ψ0 0 (xm ) = m. The
3-AFC method.

Ψ0 (x) =

1
,
1 + e−4m(x−xm )

Ψ (x) =

1
2
+ · Ψ0 (x)
3
3

The experiments yielded the 40% and 80% correct points,

x40

(4.1)

and

x80 ,

xm

and

the psychometric function for each condition. The parameters

could therefore be expressed in a closed-form solution as a function of
and

x80

on

m
x40

as:

xm

=



ln (3/7)
−
· x40 + x80
ln(9)

m

=

ln(9)
4 · (−x40 + xm )






·



1

ln (3/7) 
1−
ln(9)

(4.2)

(4.3)

1
, could
2
then be computed. This was deemed particularly interesting since it was

Subsequently, also the 50% threshold

x50 ,

dened by

Ψ (x50 ) =

chosen to represent the just noticeable dierence (JND) of the investigated
variable (i.e.

lhrir ).
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Figure 4.3: Exemplary psychometric function Ψ (x) estimated from two supposed arguments x80 = 200 and x40 = 400. According to equation 4.1 and 4.2,
this yields an argument at threshold (Ψ (x50 ) = 0.5) of x50 ≈ 328.

Results
The results from the experiment are shown in Figure 4.4. The mean values
and standard deviation of the 80% scores and 40% scores,
symbols) and

lhrir,50

lhrir,40

lhrir,80

(green

(blue symbols), and the interpolated 50% threshold

(red symbols) are indicated by individual symbols for each subject.

The inter-subject mean value for lhrir,50 is shown as a red dashed line. The
results are separated into three panels according to the source direction
◦
◦
◦
(θ = 0 , θ = 90 , and θ = 225 ).
It is evident for the left (θ

= 0◦ )

and the middle panel (θ

= 90◦ )

that

the standard deviation for the 80% threshold is smaller than for the 40%
threshold. One possible explanation may be the fact that the acoustical
cue to be distinguished is more present for the shorter lhrir at 80% score
(cf. Figure 4.3). A 40% score on the other hand corresponds to rather long

lhrir

and consequently less audible cues which may introduce a greater

variance in the individual judgement process.

Furthermore, also a large
θ = 225◦ for three

standard deviation of the 80% score is observed for

of the four subjects. Although each subject received a training phase of
at least one complete run, three of four subjects might have altered their
judgement successively (not shown). This may suggest that some subjects
experienced a learning eect or potentially evaluated dierent acoustical
cues in successive runs. However, due to the small population and a deviating focus, this aspect will not be investigated further in the present
study.
For the source direction

θ = 0◦ , the inter-subject mean lhrir,50

at threshold

80

4.4 Listening tests - results

Means and standard deviations of thresholds in the truncation
experiment for 80% score (green) and 40% score (blue) for four subjects (◦, ,
 and A). Red symbols indicate the calculated 50% scores and the dashed lines
indicate their mean across subjects.

Figure 4.4:

was 184 samples, meaning that for the mean performance the individual
◦
hrir from θ = 0 could be truncated to this length, in order to yield a 50%
score for discrimination relative to the reference setting (cf. section 4.2.2).
For the most sensitive subject, this threshold was at lhrir,50 = 235 samples.
◦
For the source direction θ = 90 , the mean lhrir,50 at threshold increased to
224 samples and to 259 samples for the most sensitive subject. The longest
lhrir,50 could be observed for source direction θ = 225◦ . The mean lhrir,50
at threshold for this condition was 250 samples, with the most sensitive
subject yielding 320 samples.
To summarize, the lhrir,50 at threshold seems to depend on the subject, the
source direction and in some cases on a potential learning eect (source
◦
◦
◦
direction of θ = 225 ). For the source directions θ = 0 and θ = 90 ,
a truncation of the hrirs from

lhrir = 512

samples to

lhrir ≈ 250

sam-

ples (corresponding to approximately 5.7 ms) seems to retain all essential
information, since the last part of the hrirs does not seem to alter the dis◦
crimination noticeably. For the source direction θ = 225 , it appears that
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increases.
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Especially for subjects who repeated the experiments

several times (more than 3 runs plus training phase) the lhrir,50 at threshold seems to increase steadily. However, one must bear in mind that the
discrimination in the conducted experiments is based on all feasible aspects
of the hrirs (as opposed to e.g. localization only). Since the learning eect
may also be due to a reection or noise in the HRTF (generally HRTFs
◦
from θ = 225 exhibit the worst SNR of the tested source directions), this
eect requires further investigation with a larger population and a ner
directional grid.

4.5 Impact of information reduction on the performance of
the VAH
The results from the truncation experiment reveal the opportunity to truncate the hrirs and thus to yield a smoother, but psychoacoustically equivalent frequency response. For the VAH application, this raises the question
whether the smoother frequency responses enable a more precise t of the
resulting directivity pattern of the beamformer to the desired HRTFs. In
order to compare the synthesis of the VAH with respect to lhrir , the synthesis error

f (fc )

was used, with

f

=

B
P
1 XX
(fb , θi ) ,
B·P
i=1

(4.4)

b=1

where

(fb , θi ) denotes the synthesis
H(f, θ) and the desired

ity pattern

error between the resulting directivdirectivity pattern

D(f, θ)

over frequencies in ERB-bands according to equation 1.14, with
center frequency and azimuthal direction

θi .

averaged

fb

as its

This error measure is fur-

ther averaged in equation 4.4 over all directions and center frequencies

0

Hz

< f

≤ 16000 Hz, yielding the mean synthesis error f . The
◦ were applied to the VAH with the same settings

left-ear hrirs of subject
as in

Chapter 2 and Rasumow et al. (2011b) (i.e.

Golomb-topology, 24

microphones, theoretical steering vectors according to equation 1.7 and no
articial positioning error).

The length of the head-related impulse re-

sponses that were used as the desired directivity patterns
synthesis was either lhrir

= 512

samples or lhrir

= 300

D

for the VAH-

samples, assuming

that the nding from section 4.4 approximately holds for all directions in
the horizontal plane.
It appears from the simulations that the advantage of truncating hrirs
depends on the regularization of the VAH-lters. Regularization was apH
plied by imposing a norm constraint (βΓ ≥ w w) on the lter coe-
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cients (see equation 2.1 and 2.2 in

Chapter 2

or equation 6 and 7 in

Rasumow et al. (2011b)). Hardly no advantage is achieved if no regularization is applied, whereas the improvement of the VAH still stays very
small for reasonable regularization parameters.

The mean tting error

f = 1.47 dB with lhrir = 512 samples to f = 1.42 dB
with lhrir = 300 samples when a βΓ = 0 dB is used, for instance. For a
desired βΓ = 5 dB, the mean tting error decreases from f = 1.04 dB
with lhrir = 512 samples to f = 0.98 dB with lhrir = 512 samples. This
decreases from

analysis implies that truncating the desired head-related impulse responses
to psychoacoustically reasonable lengths causes only very small analytical
improvements of the VAH-synthesis.

4.6 Summary and further steps
The present study deals with the ability to distinguish between variously
truncated hrirs.

It was found that on average the tested subjects could

distinguish between hrirs with

lhrir = 512

lhrir ≈ 250 at a 50% cor225◦ ) there appears to be a

and

rect score. For some hrirs (source direction of

learning eect in recognizing truncated hrirs which needs further investigation.
It should be noted that all the reviewed aspects only depict tendencies
based on experiments for three source directions.

Further investigations

with more subjects and source directions are needed in order to provide
general statements.
It could be shown that the reduction of information of hrirs in the timedomain revealed no considerable enhancement regarding the application to
a VAH. For this reason further steps may be for instance a psychoacoustically reasonable smoothing using constant relative bandwidths.

More-

over, a major advantage regarding the VAH may be a reasonable spatial
smoothing of the desired directivity patterns. Hence, further experiments
investigating the perceptual limits for a spectral and spatial smoothing of
HRTFs are presented in

Chapter 5.
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5.1 Introduction

When synthesizing individual head-related transfer functions (HRTFs)
with a microphone array, smoothing HRTFs spectrally and/or spatially
prior to the computation of appropriate microphone lters may improve
the synthesis accuracy. In this study, the limits of the associated HRTF
modications, until which no perceptual degradations occur, are explored.
First, complex-valued spectral smoothing of HRTFs into constant relative bandwidths was considered. As a prerequisite to complex-valued
smoothing, the HRTF phase spectra were substituted by linear phases,
either for the whole frequency range or above a certain cut-o frequency
only. The results indicate that a broadband phase linearization of HRTFs
can be perceived for certain directions/subjects and that the thresholds
can be predicted by a simple model. HRTF phase spectra can be linearized above 1 kHz without being detectable. After substituting the
original phase by a linear phase above 5 kHz, HRTFs may be smoothed
complexly into constant relative bandwidths of 1/5 octave, without introducing noticeable artifacts.
Second, spatially smoother HRTF directivity patterns were obtained by
levelling out spatial notches. It turned out that spatial notches do not
have to be retained if they are less than 29 dB below the maximum level
in the directivity pattern.

5.1 Introduction
Spatial information is a major factor in the perception and appraisal of
sounds. A typical way to include spatial information into recordings and
measurements is to use so-called articial heads, which are reproductions
of real human heads with microphones placed in the ear canals (cf. Paul
(2009) for a recent overview). Alternatively, the direction- and frequencydependent head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) can be approximately
synthesized using a set of spatially distributed microphones with appropriate digital ltering (cf. Chen et al. (1992), Tohtuyeva and Mellert (1999),
Kahana et al. (1999), Atkins (2011a) and Rasumow et al. (2011b, 2013a)).
Such a device is referred to as a virtual articial head (VAH).
The performance of such a VAH not only depends on the microphone
array (topology, number of microphones, calibration, mechanical stability) and the lter design procedure but also on the desired directivity
patterns, i.e.

the HRTFs to be synthesized.

In general, more micro-

phones are needed when the directivity patterns exhibit more spatial detail, or equivalently, the accuracy decreases given a xed number of microphones.
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Illustration of the interrelationship between the spatial complexity
of HRTFs and the number of microphones needed to accurately synthesize them.
The example HRTF set was taken from the IRCAM database (right ear of subject
#1002), the original directivity is shown as solid line, the synthesis as dashed line.
Left: f = 1 kHz N = 8 microphones, center: f = 11 kHz N = 8 microphones,
right: f = 11 kHz N = 24 microphones.

Figure 5.1:

1

This is illustrated in Figure 5.1 where a sample HRTF set (IRCAM database
subject #1002, right ear) is synthesized using dierent numbers of microphones (the steering vectors of which were approximated by pure delays, cf.
equation 1.7) and the methodology described in Rasumow et al. (2013a).
At

f = 1

kHz (left diagram) the HRTF directivity is spatially smooth

and can accurately be synthesized with

f = 11

N = 8

microphones, whereas at

kHz it becomes spatially more detailed and the synthesis with

N=8

microphones fails completely (center diagram). If the same directivity is
synthesized with

N = 24

microphones, an accurate t is obtained again

(right diagram).
For the VAH, one seeks to minimize the number of microphones because
this not only reduces the cost of the system but also its sensitivity to e.g.
microphone gain, phase and position errors (cf. Rasumow et al. (2011b) or

Chapter 2).

Hence, given the observation made above, a preprocessing step involving
spatial smoothing of the HRTFs could improve the concept of a VAH in
terms of the number of microphones needed. It needs to be assured then
of course that the preprocessing does not cause perceptible degradations

1 The IRCAM HRTF-database is available at

http://recherche.ircam.fr/equipes/salles/listen

(date last viewed 15/1/14)
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of the HRTFs. Therefore, we will investigate in this paper what type and
amount of smoothing is still imperceptible.
Several types of smoothing of HRTFs will be considered in this study.
One reasonable and well investigated way to smooth HRTFs is to reduce
their spectral resolution, which has the indirect eect of obtaining spatially smoother directivity patterns. Spectral smoothing of HRTFs is often
done by truncating the length of the corresponding hrir s (head-related impulse responses).
about

11.6

512 taps (corresponding to
fs = 44.1 kHz) are considered

Typically, lter lengths of

ms at a sampling frequency of

to represent the individual cues of the HRTFs suciently well in order
to get an externalized virtual directional perception (cf.

Kulkarni et al.

(1999), Huopaniemi et al. (1999) and Algazi et al. (2001)). Truncating the
length of the hrirs corresponds to smoothing the HRTFs into constant absolute bandwidths. From a psychoacoustic point of view, smoothing into
constant relative bandwidths is preferable (cf. Kohlrausch and Breebaart
(2001)) since it is a well known phenomenon that the human ear groups
incoming sounds into frequency bands that broaden with increasing center
frequencies (critical bands, cf.

Fletcher (1940), Patterson and Nimmo-

Smith (1980) and Moore (2003)). Also, compared to smoothing into constant absolute bandwidths, smoothing into constant relative bandwidths
automatically results in more smoothing at higher frequencies, which in
turn will result in smoother directivity patterns per (constant bandwidth)
frequency bin at higher frequencies and is therefore benecial to the VAH.
The concept of smoothing HRTFs into constant relative bandwidths was
for instance applied by Kohlrausch and Breebaart (2001) and Breebaart

et al. (2010), who found that smoothing into approximately one critical
band was acoustically transparent for spatial audio coding applications
using non-individual HRTFs, or by Xie and Zhang (2010) who even proposed to smooth into up to 3.5 equivalent rectangular bandwidths (ERB)
at higher frequencies (f

> 5000

Hz) for the contralateral ear.

However,

smoothing into such broad bandwidths is assumed to lead to discriminable artifacts for the ipsilateral ear and generally at lower frequencies
(f

< 5000

Hz).

Although smoothing into constant relative bandwidths is psychoacoustically appealing, it may also produce inconsistencies between magnitude and
phase spectra. For instance, when a complex-valued spectral smoothing is
applied at frequencies above about 5 kHz, the noisy and/or steep phase
characteristics of measured HRTFs result in notches in the magnitude of
the complexly smoothed HRTF, which are not plausible, cf.

Figure 5.2

(blue dashed line). Most often this problem is circumvented by smoothing
the magnitude and the phase of measured HRTFs separately (cf. Kulkarni and Colburn (1998), Kohlrausch and Breebaart (2001) and Breebaart
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et al. (2010)) or by smoothing the magnitude only and supplementing it
with a minimum-phase reconstruction (cf.

Huopaniemi and Karjalainen

(1996)). However, a separate manipulation of magnitude and phase may
result in unwanted interaural cues. As an alternative, we propose to rst
simplify the phase spectrum in a perceptually transparent way and to subsequently smooth magnitude and phase spectra simultaneously (complexvalued smoothing) into constant relative bandwidths.
In order to obtain perceptually transparent phase simplications of original
HRTFs, the minimum-phase-plus-delay approach has been proposed (cf.
Mehrgardt and Mellert (1977) and Kulkarni et al. (1999)). This approach
is now widely used, most often (if not always) motivated by the listening
tests carried out by Kulkarni et al. (1999). Interestingly though, the results
obtained by Kulkarni et al. (1999) already indicate that a linear phase
might be a perceptually better choice than a minimum phase and that

at low frequencies it is worthwhile making the overall low-frequency ITD
in the model HRTFs to be the same as the overall low-frequency ITD in
the empirical HRTFs, which in fact questions the validity of a broadband
phase substitution. Therefore, it appears to be necessary to re-investigate

Magnitude [dB re.1]

the perceptual limits of a broadband phase substitution with regard to the
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Figure 5.2: Magnitude in dB (top) and group delay in samples (bottom) for
an exemplary HRTF of subject S2 for the left ear from azimuth θ = 210◦ . The
black dot-dashed lines show the original HRTF (NFFT = 512), the blue dashed
lines show the resulting HRTF after complex-valued smoothing into third octave
bands, the solid red lines show the smoothed HRTF (third octave bands) when the
phase of the HRTF is substituted by a linear phase above 5 kHz before smoothing.
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VAH.

As stated above, we hypothesize that primarily the spatially smoothness
of HRTFs determines the eort needed to synthesize HRTFs with a VAH.
Hence, a direct smoothing in the spatial domain may be even more profitable than a smoothing in the frequency domain, which would lower the
spatial dynamic range only indirectly.
One well-known method to obtain spatially smoother HRTFs is to model
the HRTFs through a spherical or cylindrical harmonic decomposition of
nite order (cf. Duraiswaini et al. (2004), Zotkin et al. (2009) and Atkins
(2011a)).

This, however, has been shown to require an extremely large

number of measurement directions and microphones for appropriate model
orders (cf. Zotkin et al. (2009) and Castaneda et al. (2013)). Even if this
additional eort is disregarded, the question of perceptual relevance remains and is more fundamental than the question of an appropriate spatial
model structure. Therefore, we address the perceptual relevance without
assuming any spatial model structure in terms of spherical or cylindrical
harmonics.
Instead, we assume that the (spatial) dynamic range of narrowband directivity patterns can be limited by appropriately levelling out spatial notches.
This in turn is motivated by assuming that spatial notches in the directivity
patterns are of less perceptual relevance than spatial peaks, which seems
a reasonable starting point given that spatial notches in measured HRTFs
may become as low as -80 dB compared to the dominant direction (cf. Figure 5.5). More specically, spatial notches mainly occur at contralateral
directions and may therefore be masked by stronger ipsilateral components.
Hence, a selective limitation of the spatial dynamic range for directions associated with lower levels in the directivity pattern may introduce only
slight artifacts while decreasing the number of microphones needed in the
VAH. We will therefore investigate to what extent the spatial notches can
be reduced in depth without perceptual eects.
In summary, a successful preprocessing of HRTFs for a VAH should reduce
the spatial complexity of narrowband directivity patterns associated with
the HRTFs, without being perceptually distinguishable from the original
HRTFs. This can be obtained indirectly by smoothing the HRTFs in the
frequency domain or directly by limiting the spatial dynamic range of narrowband directivity patterns (which in turn is facilitated by a limited spectral resolution). In the following four experiments, the associated HRTF
manipulations are evaluated with the aim of nding limits until which the
original HRTFs could be altered without perceptible eects. In order to
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guarantee the highest exibility in future VAH applications, all possible
cues that the auditory system is able to access, including coloration, loudness, timbre, localization, etc., are considered.

It should be noted that

this is the most stringent criterion possible to discrimination tasks, which
in some other applications might be relaxed (cf.

Kulkarni and Colburn

(1998) and Romigh et al. (2013)).
Section 5.2 introduces and explains the performed experiments investigating the reduction of the spatial dynamic range and the complex-valued
smoothing as well as two experiments examining the discriminability of
phase linearizations.

The applied stimuli and methods as to investigate

these smoothing methods and phase manipulations are presented in section 5.3. The results of these experiments are presented in section 5.4 and
discussed in section 5.5, including the consequences of the examined types
of smoothing for the synthesis using the VAH. The main ndings and conclusions for an acoustically transparent preprocessing of HRTFs according
to the VAH are summarized in section 5.6.

5.2 HRTF smoothing operations considered in this study
Firstly, complex-valued smoothing of HRTFs in the frequency domain into
constant relative bandwidths was investigated. As discussed above, complexvalued smoothing into constant relative bandwidths requires a prior treatment of phase spectra. Inspired by the results from Kulkarni et al. (1999),
we chose a linear phase model as a substitute for the original HRTF phase
spectra. The linear phase

φlin

was in this case calculated from the delay

of the maximum of the Hilbert envelope of the respective hrir, cf. Appendix A. Informal listening tests indicated that a broadband substitution
of the original phase spectra by the such computed linear phase can indeed
be perceptually distinguished from the original HRTFs.

Therefore, in a

rst experiment, we investigated the sensitivity of listeners to a broadband
substitution of the original phase by a linear phase (cf.

section 5.3.3.1).

More specically, we tested to which extent listeners are sensitive to a
broadband change of the original phase spectrum when fading the (unwrapped) original phase
mixing gain

Lφ

φorig

into the linear phase

φlin

using a variable

between 0 and 1 such that

φtest (f ) = Lφ · φlin (f ) + (1 − Lφ ) · φorig (f ).
The threshold value of the mixing gain

Lφ

(5.1)

then provides a means of char-

acterizing the sensitivity of listeners to a broadband phase linearization
of HRTFs: If listeners were insensitive to a broadband phase linearization,
then

Lφ

should approach one whereas a low value of

Lφ

would indicate that
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listeners are sensitive to a broadband phase linearization.
Assuming that the results of the informal listening tests were conrmed
in the rst experiment (i.e.

that listeners are sensitive to a broadband

phase linearization), one may go a step further and, in line with the arguments by

Kulkarni et al. (1999), apply the phase substitution at higher

frequencies above a certain cuto-frequency
ond experiment, the original phase
cuto-frequency

fc

φorig

fc

only. Therefore, in the sec-

was maintained below a variable

and substituted by a linear phase

φlin

above

fc ,

result-

ing in


φtest (f ) =
If the cut-o frequency

fc

φorig (f ),
φlin (f ),

for
for

f ≤ fc
.
f > fc

(5.2)

is chosen too low, it may lead to audible changes.

The threshold value of the cut-o frequency

fc

as determined in this ex-

periment then provides information about the range of cut-o frequencies
that are allowable in the third experiment where complex-valued spectral
smoothing was applied.
In the third experiment, the noticeability of complex-valued smoothing
into constant relative bandwidths with a variable bandwidth

BW

was in-

vestigated (cf. section 5.3.3.3). As a prerequisite the original phase was
linearized for frequencies

f ≥ fc .

Then, broader bandwidths

BW

yield

smoother HRTFs but also result in more audible artifacts and vice versa.
The threshold value of the bandwidth

BW

can then be used to formulate a

smoothing rule for the VAH. The complex-valued smoothing into constant
relative bandwidths was implemented according to a method proposed by
Hatziantoniou and Mourjopoulos (2000). This manipulation is comparable
to smoothing into equivalent rectangular bandwidths (ERB) for frequencies above approximately 1 kHz (cf. Glasberg and Moore (1990)), which
are the frequencies of primary interest in VAH applications. A detailed description of the applied method for a complex-valued smoothing of HRTFs
is given in Appendix B.

Secondly, we investigated the audibility of limiting the spatial dynamic
range

ζ

directly in the spatial domain, i.e. over the directions of incidence.

The spatial dynamic range

ζ

is given by


ζ(f ) = 20 · log10 

max |HRTF(f, θ)|



min |HRTF(f, θ)|



θ

dB.

(5.3)

θ

The directivity patterns of the measured HRTFs often exhibit large spatial
dynamic ranges

ζ

of up to about

80

dB (cf.

Figure 5.5).

As discussed

above, it is unlikely that such a large dynamic range is really exploited by
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the human auditory system. Therefore, in the fourth experiment, spatial
notches were, frequency bin by frequency bin, reduced in depth such that
0
the resulting spatial dynamic range ζ would become lower than that of
the original HRTF, cf. section 5.3.3.4. The smaller the resulting spatial
dynamic range, the better a VAH conguration with a xed number of
microphones could synthesize the HRTF, but at the same time, the more
likely it is for subjects to spot a dierence in comparison to the original
HRTF. Hence, the discriminability of the artifacts introduced by a reduction of the spatial dynamic range was investigated in this experiment. The
0
resulting threshold value of the spatial dynamic range ζ could then be
used to preprocess HRTFs prior to the design of appropriate VAH lters.
In order to evaluate the eect of the reduction of the spatial dynamic range,
we exploited the fact that any modication of the spatial dynamic range
will cause modications in the time and frequency domain for the aected
directions.

For a chosen direction, one can then evaluate the dierence

between the modied and the original HRTF. The extent of the dierence depends on the individual subject, frequency and direction.

Since

only a xed number of directions could be tested, the directions with the
biggest subjective dierences were identied individually for each subject
by a preliminary listening test, see section 5.3.3.4.
In the following, listening tests aimed at evaluating the modications outlined above are described in more detail.

5.3 Methods
All experiments were performed with a xed set of subjects, stimuli and
individual HRTFs. The various experiments only diered in the variables to
be investigated as described in sections 5.3.3.1 to 5.3.3.4.

5.3.1 Subjects
A total of eight normal hearing subjects (four male, four female, aged
between 21 and 46 years) participated in the experiments.

Four of the

subjects were members of the scientic sta of the Institut für Hörtechnik und Audiologie. They had extensive experience with psychoacoustical
experiments and participated voluntarily.

Three of them are among the

authors of this study. The remaining four subjects were students who were
paid for their participation. All subjects completed at least one run of each
experiment as familiarization, succeeded by three to six subsequent runs
which were used for the evaluation.

The performance of all tests lasted
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approximately ve hours for each subject, with each session not lasting
longer than 90 minutes.
All experimental procedures were approved by the ethics committee at the
Carl-von-Ossietzky-Universität Oldenburg.

5.3.2 HRTF measurements
Individual HRTFs were measured in an anechoic room. The subject was
seated in the center of a circular loudspeaker array consisting of 24 uni◦
formly distributed loudspeakers (equidistant 15 spacing) at a radius of
1.25 m in the horizontal plane. In order to limit the risk of reections by
the experimental apparatus, small loudspeakers with diameter of 7 cm and
a very light support structure were used.
Binaural HRTFs were measured for each direction using the blocked ear
method (cf. Hammershøi and Møller (1996)) with custom-made ear shells
and Knowles FG-23329 miniature electret microphones. The transfer functions were estimated using white noise signals and standard FFT-based
techniques (H1 estimate with 8192-point Hann window, 50% overlap, 52 averages, cf. Mitchell (1982)). The measured transfer functions were subsequently divided by the free eld transfer function (cf. equation 1.1) derived
from a measurement with the same loudspeakers and a calibration micro◦
phone (G.R.A.S. Microphone Type 40AF pointed towards 90 elevation)
at the position of the center of the head, in order to obtain the (free eld
related) HRTFs. The latter step was also important to ensure that small
dierences between the loudspeakers frequency responses at dierent positions were compensated for. The corresponding hrirs were truncated to
512 samples (corresponding to about 11.6 ms at a sampling frequency of

fs = 44.1

kHz).

Furthermore, the tails of the hrirs were anked with

a one-sided tapered Hann window with a descending ank of
(≈

1.1 ms).

50

samples

The delay for sound propagation between the loudspeaker and

the head was removed so that the obtained impulse responses had minimal
initial delays. Immediately after the HRTF measurements, the headphone
transfer functions (HPTF) were measured with the ear shells remaining in
place. The HPTF measurements were repeated up to ten times per subject
(the headphone was taken o and on before each repetition) until a dynamic
range of less than 25 dB for frequencies

2 kHz ≤ f ≤ 16 kHz was obtained.

The inverted version of this particular HPTF was then used as the individual HPTF equalization lter, implemented as nite impulse response
(FIR) lters with a length of 512 samples (≈

11.6 ms).

As a rst check, white noise stimuli ltered with the individual HRTFs
from 24 directions in the horizontal plane were played dichotically via
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headphones after individual headphone equalization to each subject. All
subjects were able to perceive the presented stimuli outside the head and
correctly assigned the corresponding direction.
In order to limit the number of experiments to a manageable amount, four
◦
directions were chosen for experiments 1-3, with azimuth angles: θ = 0
◦
◦
◦
(front), θ = 90 (left), θ = 225 (back right) and θ = 315 (front right).
These directions were chosen to cover the main variability of HRTFs, in◦
◦
cluding very small (θ = 0 ) and rather large (θ = 90 ) interaural dier◦
ences and the varying monaural cues for the lateral front (θ = 315 ) and
◦
back (θ = 225 ). The directions for the 4th experiment (investigating
the spatial dynamic range directly) were selected individually, cf. section
5.3.3.4.

5.3.3 Procedure and stimuli
2

All experiments were designed using psylab , a set of MATLABscripts for
designing various psychoacoustical detection, discrimination and matching
experiments. The signals were presented binaurally via a D/A-converter
(ADI-8 DS, RME Audio) and headphones (K-240 Studio, AKG Acoustics)
at an overall sound pressure level of 78 dB SPL, calibrated with the bin◦
aural lters for the frontal direction θ = 0 using an articial ear (type
43AA, G.R.A.S. Sound & Vibration).

During the experiments, the sub-

jects were seated in the same anechoic room that was used for the HRTF
measurement.
In order to cover a wide frequency range and to include temporal cues,
the digitally generated test signal consisted of short bursts of frozen white
noise with a spectral content of

150

Hz

< f < 18050

Hz.

The band

limitation was achieved by a multiplication with a tapered Hann window
(between 150 and 200 Hz and 18000 and 18050 Hz) in the frequency domain
(cf. lower graph in Figure 5.3). This window was used to avoid pitch cues
due to sharp edges in the frequency domain. The test signal consisted of
three segments, each with a noise burst of 0.15 seconds with 0.001 seconds
onset-oset ramps followed by silence of 0.15 seconds, leading to a total
length of the test signal within each interval of 0.75 seconds (cf.

upper

graph in Figure 5.3).
A 3-AFC (three alternative forced choice) paradigm was applied to determine threshold values for the tested variables. Three intervals of ltered

2 Psylab is available at http://www.hoertechnik-audiologie.de/psylab (date last
viewed 29/11/14)
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1 ms
0.15 s

0.15 s
Time

Magnitude

0.75 s
200 Hz f 18000 Hz

Frequency
50 Hz

50 Hz

Top: Temporal course of the used test signal consisting of three
noise bursts with a total length of 0.75 seconds. Bottom: Spectral shape of the
test signal with a constant magnitude for frequencies 200 Hz ≤ f ≤ 18000 Hz.

Figure 5.3:

signals (each separated by 0.3 seconds silence) were presented to the subjects in a randomized order, where one interval contained the test signal
ltered with the modied HRTFs and two intervals contained the test signal
ltered with the original HRTFs (reference). Subjects were instructed to indicate the odd one of the three intervals. Feedback was presented after each
trial. The modication of the variable parameter was adjusted adaptively
according to the 1 up - 1 down method, converging to a 50%-correct value
on the psychometric function. This particular value on the psychometric
function was chosen to represent the JND in all experiments. According to
0
signal detection theory this threshold corresponds to a d of 0.58 (cf. Hacker
and Ratcli (1979)). The initial value, as well as the initial step size of the
tested variable, were chosen for each experiment separately. In the familiarization phase of each experiment the step size of the tested variable was
continuously halved at each upper reversal until a minimal step size was
reached. As soon as the minimal step size was reached, the measurement
phase started and the step size was kept constant. The threshold of the
tested variable was dened as the median of six following reversals within
the measurement phase. The specic details for each experiment are given
in the four subsequent sections 5.3.3.1-5.3.3.4.
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5.3.3.1 Substitution of the individual HRTF phase by a mixture of the
original phase and a linear phase
φtest (f ), a
φorig (f ) and a linear phase φlin (f ), cf. equaThe slope of the linear phase φlin (f ) was computed by determining

In this experiment, the original HRTF phase was substituted by
mixture of the original phase
tion 5.1.

the delay of the maximum of the Hilbert envelope of the corresponding hrir
in the time domain (cf. Appendix A). The variable mixing gain
between

Lφ = 0

(original phase only) and

Lφ = 1

Lφ

ranged

(linear phase only) and

was independent of frequency.
The initial supra threshold value of the mixing gain was set to
and the initial step size to

∆Lφ = 0.2.

Lφ = 0.5

The minimal step size was set to

∆Lφ = 0.05.
The length of the impulse response was kept constant throughout all experiments.

No eort was made to compensate for acausalities or other

artifacts associated with phase linearization.

5.3.3.2 Substitution of the individual HRTF phase by a linear phase above
a certain cuto-frequency
In this experiment, the original phase spectrum was preserved for frequen-

f ≤ fc ,

f > fc was substituted by
φlin (constant phase
slope) was applied starting at the frequency bin next to fc (cf. Figure 5.4),
without any fading between φorig and φlin as for instance in Rasumow et al.

cies

while the phase for frequencies

a linear phase (cf. equation 5.2). The linear phase

(2012b). Again, the slope of the linear phase was computed by determining the delay of the maximum of the Hilbert envelope of the corresponding

hrir (cf. Appendix A).
The initial supra threshold value of the cuto-frequency was set to
and the initial step size to
to

∆fc = 20

∆fc = 160

fc = 300

Hz

Hz. The minimal step size was set

Hz.

5.3.3.3 Complex-valued smoothing of the individual HRTFs into constant
relative bandwidths
In this experiment, the individual HRTFs were smoothed complexly in the
frequency domain using the smoothing algorithm proposed by Hatziantoniou and Mourjopoulos (2000). This smoothing algorithm achieves complexvalued smoothing into constant relative bandwidths by replacing each fre-
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Figure 5.4: Substitution of the original HRTF phase (φorig ) by a linear phase
(φlin ) above a variable cuto-frequency fc (black circle): The resulting test phase
φtest is equal to φorig for f ≤ fc , and equal to φlin for f > fc . The slope of φlin
is computed from the maximum of the Hilbert envelope of the original hrir.

quency bin by a complex average of adjoining frequency bins within the
respective bandwidth.

Smoothing into constant relative bandwidths is

equivalent to a truncation operation in the time domain with a frequencydependent truncation length. To ensure that the smoothing algorithm processes the main parts of the hrirs, it is therefore important to remove the
overall delay from the hrir before processing. Thus, the estimated overall delay of each hrir was removed before smoothing and reconstructed
afterwards (cf. Appendix B and Figure B.1).
As discussed above, complex-valued smoothing of HRTFs needs a prior
treatment of phase spectra, which we chose to implement as a substitution
of the original phase by a linear one above a certain cut-o frequency
while maintaining the original phase below

fc .

fc ,

For practical reasons, the lis-

tening tests for the third experiment started before the second experiment
(in which a threshold value for

fc

was determined) had been completed.

Therefore, a very conservative value of

fc = 5

kHz was chosen here, which

proved to be much higher than the threshold value eventually determined
by the second experiment, while at the same time being low enough to avoid
diculties related to steep and/or noisy phase spectra.
The initial supra threshold value of the relative bandwidth was set to

BW = 2/3

octave (approximately corresponding to the bandwidth of two
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auditory lters) and the initial step size to
mal step size was set to

∆BW = 1/24

∆BW = 1/3
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octave. The mini-

octave.

5.3.3.4 Limiting the spatial dynamic range of individual HRTFs
In this experiment, the dynamic range
directions of incidence
frequency bin.

θ

ζ

of the individual HRTFs over all

(i.e., in the spatial domain) was limited in each

As discussed in sec. 5.2, the spatial dynamic range

ζ

is

dened as the dB value of the ratio between the largest and the smallest
magnitude of a directivity pattern per frequency

f

(cf. equation 5.3).

ζ

will depend on the individual head geometry and the measurement accuracy. For the subjects and the measurement accuracy used in this study
◦
(NFFT = 512, fs = 44.1 kHz and 15 resolution in the horizontal plane),
the maximum observed spatial dynamic range approached

ζmax ≈ 80

dB

at higher frequencies (cf. Figure 5.5).
In order to limit the spatial dynamic range of the individual HRTFs in
every of the 512 frequency bins, low levels in the directivity pattern (i.e.
0
spatial notches) were boosted such that they were not less than ζ lower
compared to the direction with the highest level. The phase spectra of the
manipulated directions were left unchanged. This procedure was applied

80

ζ [dB]

60

40

20

0
0

5000

10000
Frequency [Hz]

15000

20000

Spatial dynamic range ζ of all left ear HRTFs (24 directions in the
horizontal plane, all eight subjects), as a function of frequency. The minimum
and maximum values of all subjects are shown as red lines, the range in between
(characterizing the remaining dynamic ranges) as a gray area. Similar ζ -values
also result for HRTFs of the right ear (not shown).

Figure 5.5:
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to the directivity pattern in each frequency bin separately, but with the
0
same ζ .
As discussed above, the impact of limiting

ζ

was tested by comparing the al-

tered to the original HRTF at a xed set of four directions. The four directions were chosen individually such that for each subject the directions with
the largest subjective change between original and altered HRTF were included. To this end, the subjects underwent a preliminary listening test in
which they had to select those four directions in the horizontal plane where
0
they perceived a reduction of their spatial dynamic range to ζpre = 25 dB
most saliently. These directions (which diered from subject to subject)
were then used in the subsequent experiment.
In the actual experiment, the initial supra threshold spatial dynamic range
0
0
was set to ζ = 20 dB, with an initial step size of ∆ζ = 3 dB. The minimal
0
step size was set to ∆ζ = 1 dB.

original directivity
30°

0°
0 dB

300°

−20

60°

ζ′= 20 dB

330°

−40
90°

270°

120°

240°
150°
180°

210°

Exemplary reduction of the spatial dynamic range of a normalized
right ear HRTF magnitude in the horizontal plane from ζ ≈ 43 dB (original) to
ζ 0 = 20 dB (test situation).
Figure 5.6:
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5.4 Results and discussion
In the following, the results from eight subjects are shown as means and
standard deviations of three to six runs of each experiment.

5.4.1 Substitution of the individual HRTF phase by a mixture of
the original phase and a linear phase
Means and standard deviations of the the mixing gain

Lφ

at threshold

(over three to six runs of the experiment), as a function of subjects and
direction of incidence

θ,

are shown in Figure 5.7.

It can be observed that the mean values of

Lφ

at threshold seem to vary

more or less unpredictably with subject and direction of incidence. Many
subjects (excluding subjects S1 and S8) perceived the modication of the
◦
individual HRTF phases for the frontal direction (θ = 0 ) at high Lφ (high
proportion of the linear phase) only. In contrast, the modication of the
◦
HRTF phase for θ = 225 (green diamonds) was already discriminable at
small

Lφ

for most subjects.

However, in both cases there were subjects

who did not follow this trend.
None of the tested subjects showed a complete inability (i.e.

Lφ = 1)

to

discriminate the applied phase modication for the tested directions. Yet,
some subjects indicated large

Lφ

and hence a pronounced insensitivity to
◦
subject S6 at 0 and

phase modications for particular directions (e.g.
◦
◦
subject S7 at 0 and 90 ).

Can the seemingly inconsistent results be explained by the fact that phase
modications yielded individual (binaural) spectra that were objectively
dierent from the original ones, despite the fact that the same kind of
(monaural) modication was applied?

In an attempt to do so, we hy-

pothesize that a large alteration of the interaural phase dierence (IPD)
from the original HRTF pair to the completely manipulated (i.e., 100%
linear) HRTF pair corresponds to a rather salient discrimination. This in
turn should correspond to small

Lφ ,

and vice versa. In order to quantify

the IPD alteration, we introduce a model for the individual discrimination
ability

Lmod

as

with

1500
XHz

f=150 Hz

1500
XHz

|IPDorig (f) − IPDlin (f)|
∆f
·
ERB(f)
φJND (f)
f=150 Hz


∆f
· νmod = 1
ERB(f)

Lmod = νmod ·

(5.4)
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Figure 5.7: Threshold data for experiment 1: means and standard deviations
over three to six runs of the the mixing gain Lφ at threshold, as a function
of subjects and direction of incidence θ. Smaller values of Lφ , i.e. a smaller
proportion of the linear phase, indicate a higher sensitivity to the broadband
modication of the individual HRTF phase and vice versa.

fs
where νmod is a normalization constant, ∆f = NFFT
is the frequency resolution of the FFT, given by the sampling frequency fs and the number of

frequency bins NFFT, IPD(f) is the frequency-dependent interaural phase
dierence at a given frequency, ERB(f) is the frequency-dependent equivalent rectangular bandwidth according to Glasberg and Moore (1990), and

φJND (f) is the interaural time dierence threshold (taken from Klumpp and
Eady (1956)). Note that in the summation of equation 5.4 the dierence between the original and the linear phase is weighted with the reciprocal value
of the interaural time dierence thresholds to account for the frequencydependence of

φJND (f).

In addition, the division by ERB(f) ensures that

each auditory lter is equally weighted in the summation. Moreover, we
assumed that the ability to discriminate phase modications is dominated
by lower frequencies. Therefore, we chose to take into account frequencies
between

150 Hz ≤ f ≤ 1.5

kHz, because interaural phase dierences in the

stimulus ne-structure are processed by the auditory system up to about
1.5 kHz only (cf. Perrott and Nelson (1969)). The lower limit is determined
by the stimulus frequency content (cf. section 5.3.3).
The relationship between the modeled individual discrimination ability

Lmod

and the measured

Lφ

(mean values) is shown in Figure 5.8. As can

be seen, high values of the individual discrimination ability correspond to
low

Lφ

(i.e. to a high sensitivity to phase changes). The linear correlation
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Experimentally observed mean values of Lφ , as a function of the
individual discrimination ability Lmod (equation 5.4). This relation can be characterized by a linear regression Lreg (Lmod ) = −1.0077 · Lmod + 0.8627 (red line),
with a linear correlation coecient of ρ(Lmod , Lφ ) = −0.83.

Figure 5.8:

= −0.83) is rather high for this type of experiment,
Lmod is quite well suited to predict the individual sensitivity

coecient (ρ(Lmod , Lφ )
indicating that

to broadband HRTF phase linearizations. On a side note, the observed correlation between
of

Lmod

Lmod

and

Lφ

decreases when the upper frequency range

is extended to higher frequencies (not shown here). This fact again

emphasizes the perceptual importance of the individual IPD at lower frequencies, which is well in line with the literature (cf. Kulkarni et al. (1999)).
Furthermore, it countenances the approach of the second experiment by
substituting the phase only at higher frequencies while maintaining the
measured phase at lower frequencies.

5.4.2 Substitution of the individual HRTF phase by a linear
phase above a certain cuto-frequency
The mean cuto-frequencies

fc

at threshold and corresponding standard

deviations are shown in Figure 5.9. Both mean values and standard deviations vary with subject and direction of incidence. The highest

fc ,

i.e.

the most sensitive thresholds, are associated with dierent directions for
dierent subjects.
There is, however, a trend towards larger standard deviations for higher
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fc .
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The most plausible explanation would be that for high

fc ,

the artifacts

introduced by the applied phase modication will become so hard to discern
that the subjects will have diculty to judge consistently.
Relating these results to those of the rst experiment (section 5.4.1), one
would expect that the conditions associated with a poor sensitivity to
broadband phase modication (large
cuto-frequencies

fc

Lφ

in Figure 5.7) correspond to small

in the second experiment. In other words, if a subject

is completely unable to discriminate a broadband phase modication, this
should also result in a (very) low cuto-frequency
high

fc

fc .

On the other hand, a

is not necessarily related to a high sensitivity to a broadband phase

linearization (i.e. a low

Lφ

in experiment 1) because for higher

fc

the two

experiments refer to dierent phase manipulations.
In fact, when taking a closer look at Figures 5.7 and 5.9 it can be seen that
◦
the lowest fc values (reaching down to fc ≈ 0 Hz) for subjects S3 (0 ), S5
◦
◦
◦
◦
(0 ), S6 (0 ) and S7 (0 and 90 ) indeed correspond to Lφ values close to
◦
◦
one. In addition, the large Lφ values, e.g. for S1 (225 ) and S8 (90 ), imply
a lack of discriminability of broadband phase modications.
conditions, the according cuto-frequencies reach down to

fc = 205

For these

fc = 120 Hz and

Hz, respectively. Considering that the test signal had a steep roll-

o for frequencies

f < 200 Hz, these cuto-frequencies can also be regarded
θ=0°

1000

θ=90°
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θ=315°

600

c
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Figure 5.9: Threshold data for experiment 2: means and standard deviations
over three to six runs of the cuto-frequency fc at threshold between the original
(for f ≤ fc ) and the linear phase (for f > fc ). Lower fc indicate that a larger
proportion of the original phase can be substituted with the linear phase still
yielding a discrimination at threshold and vice versa.
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Figure 5.10: Exemplary course of a measured hrir (red solid line) and a manipulated hrir (blue dashed line) for the left ear of subject S8 and θ = 105◦ as a
function of time. The phase of the latter hrir is linearized for f ≥ 1 kHz, which
results in a rather symmetrical envelope of the corresponding hrir in the time
domain. Note that the delay of the peak magnitude remains unchanged.

as close to zero Hz. For all other conditions, the relation between

fc

Lφ

and

does not follow a simple pattern.

In conclusion, the experimental results show that for

f > 1000

Hz, the

HRTF phase of the tested population could be substituted by a suitable
linear phase without causing any discriminable artifacts for any of the eight
subjects.

In order to give a rst impression of the consequences of the

proposed phase manipulation for the resulting hrirs, two exemplary hrirs
are plotted in Figure 5.10.

The red solid graph shows a measured hrir

and the blue dashed graph shows this hrir when its phase is linearized for

f ≥1

kHz. It can be seen that the phase linearization alters the envelope

of the impulse response, yielding a more symmetrical counterpart.

This

eect was observed for all hrirs. It is worth noting that the peak of the
magnitude of the hrirs remains at a xed delay which is encoded in the
slope of the linear phase.

5.4.3 Complex-valued smoothing of the individual HRTFs into
constant relative bandwidths
The mean relative bandwidths

BW

at threshold and corresponding stan-

dard deviations when smoothing individual (complex-valued) HRTFs in the
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frequency domain (with the original phase substituted by a linear phase for

f > 5 kHz) are shown as fractions of one octave in Figure 5.11.

Again, both

means and standard deviations seem to vary with subject and direction of
incidence in an unpredictable manner. This is not surprising, since HRTFs
have individual spectral shapes, and smoothing into relative bandwidths
will therefore yield individually varying artifacts.
The lowest relative bandwidths at threshold (most sensitive cases) were

BW ≈ 1/5

at

octave, i.e. between a major second and a minor third. The

highest bandwidth at threshold (least sensitive case) was at

BW ≥ 1

oc-

tave, this occurred however just for one subject at one direction of incidence
◦
(subject S3, 225 ). The vast majority of all conditions resulted in bandwidths at threshold between one and two third octaves. These bandwidths
approximately correspond to 2 to 4 ERBs at high frequencies (cf. Glasberg
and Moore (1990)).
In conclusion the results indicate that the HRTFs of the tested population may be smoothed complexly with a bandwidth of

BW ≈ 1/5

oc-

tave (corresponding to roughly 1 ERB at high frequencies) without causing a perceptual dierence to the original HRTFs.

These results also

conrm the validity of the proposed phase modications in section 5.4.2
(fc

=5

kHz), since if the phase linearization was discriminable the subjects

θ=0°

1

θ=90°

BW [octave−proportion]

θ=225°

5/6

θ=315°

2/3
1/2
1/3
1/6
0

S1

S2

S3

S4
S5
→ subject

S6

S7

S8

Threshold data for experiment 3: means and standard deviations
over three to six runs of the relative bandwidth BW at threshold expressed as
fractions of one octave when complexly smoothing HRTFs in the frequency domain. Prior to smoothing, the HRTF phase (for f > 5 kHz) was substituted with
the linear phase φlin . Higher BW indicate more smoothing at threshold and thus
less sensitive thresholds and vice versa.

Figure 5.11:
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would have indicated a subjective dierence in any case (independent of
the bandwidth), which would have resulted in bandwidths at threshold of

B W ≈ 0.

5.4.4 Limiting the spatial dynamic range of the individual HRTFs
The spatial dynamic ranges

ζ0

(means and standard deviations) at thresh-

old are shown in Figure 5.12.
First of all, the directions chosen by the subjects were not equally distributed in the horizontal plane. Instead, they were all in the ranges
90◦ ± 45◦ or 270◦ ± 45◦ , i.e. at lateral directions. This can be explained
by the fact that lateral directions exhibit more spectral notches, which
results in larger modications when the spatial dynamic range is limited.
The experimentally determined spatial dynamic ranges at threshold vary
0
between 19 dB ≤ ζ ≤ 29 dB. The standard deviation varies approximately
0
0
between 0.1 dB≤ σ(ζ ) ≤ 3 dB. Again, the variation of individual ζ is
hypothesized to be due to spectral characteristics of the HRTFs which are

32
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28
ζ′ [dB]

26
24
22

5
31

30
0

S8
28
5

S7
27
0
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25
5
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24
0

13

S4
22
5

S3
5

S2
12

10

90

75

45

5

S1

18

0

20

Direction θ [°]

Threshold data for experiment 4: means and standard deviations
over three to six runs of the spatial dynamic range ζ 0 as a function of azimuthal
direction θ. Note the non-equidistant spacing. Here the individual subjects are
depicted as various symbols. Smaller spatial dynamic ranges ζ 0 indicate larger
manipulations of the directivity patterns and thus less sensitive thresholds and
vice versa.

Figure 5.12:
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individual for each subject.
As a general conclusion, the spatial dynamic range of the HRTFs in the
0
horizontal plane of the tested population can be reduced to ζ > 29 dB
without leading to a discriminable alteration compared to the original
HRTFs.

5.5 Discussion
Four dierent methods for smoothing HRTFs were investigated. The rst
two addressed phase smoothing which is a preprocessing step required to
do complex-valued spectral smoothing. The third method was a complexvalued spectral smoothing method, and the last method was a spatial
smoothing method.

5.5.1 Perceptual eects of phase linearization
We found that the binaural discriminability of a broadband phase linearization of individual HRTFs (while preserving the delay) largely varies with
subject and direction. This agrees well with the investigations by Kulkarni

et al. (1999).

We assumed the individual characteristic of the observed

thresholds to be due to the dierences in the individual phase spectra that
are modied by the broadband linearization.

In fact, although the sen-

sitivity to monaural phase dierences is rather poor (cf.

Kulkarni et al.

(1999)), the sensitivity to interaural phase dierences is high for low frequencies (cf.

Klumpp and Eady (1956) and Yost (1974)).

We assumed

that the discriminability is proportional to the individual IPD alteration
at these frequencies.

Using a simple model representing the individual

discrimination ability (cf. equation 5.4), it was possible to approximately
quantify and predict the majority of the individual thresholds (cf.

Fig-

ure 5.8). More clearly than in Kulkarni et al. (1999), the current results
indicate a pronounced (individual) sensitivity to a broadband phase lin◦
earization for some subjects/directions (cf. Figure 5.7, θ = 315 ). Possible explanations for this dierence may be the diering HRTF directions
◦
◦
◦
◦
(θ = 0 , 90 , −90 , 180 in Kulkarni et al. (1999)) and the higher number
of subjects in the current study (eight over four in Kulkarni et al. (1999)),
which increases the chance to spot individually higher sensitivities.

On

the basis of these ndings, a broadband linearization seems to be an inappropriate preprocessing operation for smoothing complex-valued HRTFs
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in the frequency domain.
Based on the previous arguments, we assume the phase linearization to be
less discriminable when the monaural phase and hence the IPD is preserved
for lower frequencies.

The observed thresholds (cf.

Figure 5.9) indicate

that a phase linearization is not discriminated when the original phase is
preserved for

f < 1000 Hz.

This cuto-frequency complies well with litera-

ture on interaural phase processing (phase locking) in the auditory system,
which is limited up to about 1.5 kHz (cf.

Perrott and Nelson (1969)).

Moreover, these ndings are in line with Kulkarni et al. (1999) where no
signicant phase discrimination was reported with high-pass stimuli which
only contained frequencies

f >2

kHz.

Interestingly, even the highest cuto-frequencies at threshold are lower
than those observed in a previous study (cf. Rasumow et al. (2012b)). This
dierence turned out to be due to a detail of the phase modication: In the
current study, the original phase

φlin

above

fc

φorig

was substituted by a linear phase

without any fading between the two, whereas in the previous

study, the transition between original and linear phase was accompanied by
a spectral windowing function extending over 5 frequency bins. This result
indicates that a larger proportion of the measured phase (lower

fc )

can

be substituted when no fading between the original phase and the linear
phase is applied. Hence, we assume the fading between the two phases in
Rasumow et al. (2012b) to have created cues that are not present when no
fading is used.

5.5.2 Perceptual eects of smoothing HRTFs in the frequency
domain
In the current study, the ability to discriminate complexly smoothed HRTFs
with variable relative bandwidths was investigated after applying a linear
phase for

f >5

kHz (cf. Figure 5.2). In general, the obtained bandwidths

at threshold approximately corresponded to one to two third octaves (approximately 2 to 4 ERBs at high frequencies). These results are in good
agreement with general investigations on frequency grouping (cf. Patterson
and Nimmo-Smith (1980) and Glasberg and Moore (1990)) and comparable
with similar investigations (cf. Xie and Zhang (2010)), where the magnitude of HRTFs could be smoothed with bandwidths of 1 to 3.5 ERB for
higher frequencies (f

> 5000 Hz).

Furthermore, these results also compare

well with ndings from Kohlrausch and Breebaart (2001) where unprocessed HRTFs could not be discriminated from those smoothed using a
gammatone lter bank (with its bandwidth approximately corresponding
to the bandwidth of one ERB). Interestingly, those studies used a sep-
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arate smoothing of magnitude and phase, whereas in the current study
the HRTFs were complexly smoothed after applying a phase linearization
above 5 kHz. It thus seems that both approaches are equally well suited
to spectrally smooth HRTFs.
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Eects of the proposed smoothing methods, top: Exemplary
HRTF (subject S2, right ear) as function of frequency in kHz on the x-axis and
as a function of azimuthal direction θ on the y-axis, middle: the same HRTF,
processed through a complex-valued smoothing as described in section 5.3.3.3
with a bandwidth of BW = 51 octave, bottom: the same HRTF, with the spatial
dynamic range limited to ζ 0 = 29 dB as described in section 5.3.3.4. The latter
manipulation is primarily apparent for contralateral directions (0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 180◦ )
where the spatial notches (light areas) are adjusted. In this illustration, levels
were limited between -5 and -35 dB to highlight the dierences of the particular
smoothing methods.
Figure 5.13:
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In the most sensitive condition, the relative bandwidth at threshold was
at about a minor third, indicating that the individual HRTFs of the tested
population could safely be smoothed into constant relative bandwidths of
BW = 15 octave for any of the eight subjects.

5.5.3 Inuence of the test signal
In the current study we used broadband noise bursts, which on the one
hand have a broadband spectrum and on the other hand a temporal structure. Such signals have successfully been used in a number of discrimination experiments on the eect of HRTF manipulations (cf. Kulkarni et al.
(1999)). Also, in a study on the eect of various headphone equalizations,
noise signals have been shown to give more sensitive thresholds than music
stimuli (cf.

Lindau (2012)).

Since headphone equalization is compara-

ble to spectral HRTF smoothing, these results should apply to the third
experiment in a similar manner.

Compared to continuous noise stimuli,

we assume the discrimination to be still more sensitive when noise bursts
are used, which is particularly important for the discrimination of phase
manipulations.
In the fourth experiment, we modied HRTFs frequency bin by frequency
bin. A test signal which would exhibit dominant components in the particular frequency bin only could then possibly give more salient discrimination
cues. Such test signals are, however, extremely articial and it is hard to
imagine a scenario in which they will be relevant for real-world applications
of the VAH.

5.5.4 Impact of the proposed smoothing methods on the HRTFs
To illustrate the functioning and to give a rst impression regarding the
two proposed smoothing methods, an exemplary HRTF (subject S2, right
1
ear, top box in Figure 5.13) was complexly smoothed into BW = 5 octave
bands (second box in Figure 5.13) and the spatial dynamic range of the
0
measured HRTF was reduced to ζ = 29 dB (third box in Figure 5.13).
Comparing the rst two boxes, it is apparent that the complex-valued
smoothing clearly reduced the spectral resolution of the measured HRTF,
especially at higher frequencies (f

≥6

kHz).

Furthermore, this example

demonstrates that the complex-valued smoothing leads to a smooth magnitude spectrum, also at high frequencies, which would not be the case
if no prior phase linearization would have been applied (cf.

Figure 5.2).

The reduction of the spatial dynamic range in the third box is best vis◦
◦
ible for contralateral directions (0 ≤ θ ≤ 180 ) where the most spatial
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notches (light areas) are adjusted per frequency bin. This manipulation is
primarily eective for spatial notches which mainly occur for frequencies

f ≥ 5000

Hz.

5.5.5 Impact of the proposed smoothing methods on the
accuracy of the VAH
The main motivation of this study was to enhance the performance of
the VAH by smoothing the desired HRTFs prior to the computation of the
VAH lters. In order to illustrate the benets associated with the complexvalued smoothing of HRTFs in the frequency domain and the reduction of
the spatial dynamic range, we computed VAH lters for individual HRTFs
using analytical steering vectors (i.e.

pure delays, cf.

equation 1.7) of

24 microphones positioned according to the topology used in Rasumow

et al. (2011b) or

Chapter 2.

The lters were calculated by minimizing

a least squares cost function linking the synthesized directivity patterns

HRTFsynth

to the desired directivity patterns

HRTFdes

for each frequency

bin separately according to equation (5) in Rasumow et al. (2013a), with
a desired regularization measure of

WNG(w(f )) = 3

dB (cf. equation (3)

in Rasumow et al. (2013a)).
First, to illustrate the eect of complexly smoothing HRTFs in the fre◦
quency domain an example (subject S2, right ear, θ = 210 ) is shown in
Figure 5.14. The complex-valued spectral smoothing of the

HRTFdes

be-

comes more and more visible with increasing frequency (cf. blue and red
solid lines), which is expected for smoothing into constant relative bandwidths. Furthermore, the synthesis using the VAH clearly changes when

HRTFdes is smoothed. Especially for frequencies 5 kHz ≤ f ≤ 10 kHz
f ≥ 16 kHz the synthesis using the VAH improves considerably when
the HRTFdes is smoothed spectrally prior to the synthesis.
the

and

Second, to illustrate the benets of reducing the spatial dynamic range,

HRTFdes (subject S2, right ear, f ≈ 13.5 kHz) and
HRTFsynth using the VAH are depicted in Figure 5.15 as a
direction θ . There the spatial notch of the original HRTFdes at

an exemplary right-ear
its synthesis

function of
105◦ is only poorly synthesized by the VAH (red lines, maximum error of

> 20 dB). The performance of the VAH, however, improves considerably
90◦ ± 30◦ ) when the spatial dynamic range of the HRTFdes is reduced
0
to ζ = 29 dB (blue lines, maximum error of ≈ 5 dB).
(at

In order to quantify the synthesis accuracy for each set of HRTFs (one ear,
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Figure 5.14: Desired HRTFdes (solid lines) and synthesized HRTFsynth using
the VAH (dashed lines) are depicted for the original (red) and for the spectrally
smoothed case (blue) with BW = 15 for an exemplary HRTF (subject S2, right
ear, θ = 210◦ ), as a function of frequency.

P directions of incidence), we used the absolute VAH-error f ,

f (fc )

=

P
1X
(fc , θi ) ,
P i=1

(5.5)

(fc , θi ) denotes the synthesis error between the resulting directivity
HRTFsynth and the desired directivity pattern HRTFdes (for each
direction θi and center frequency fc of the associated ERB-band) averaged

where

pattern

over frequencies in ERB-bands according to equation 1.14. This error measure is further averaged over all
of the center frequency

fc

P

directions, yielding

f (fc )

as a function

of the associated ERB-band.

This error is shown in Figure 5.16 as a function of frequency for an exemplary subject (subject S2, right ear, P=24). As can be seen, the synthesis
with the VAH works best for lower frequencies up to
frequencies (f

<2

kHz), the VAH-error

f

f ≈ 5

kHz. At low

is still lower and therefore not

shown here. Larger errors primarily occur at higher frequencies. Compared
to the synthesis of the original HRTF, the VAH-error decreases especially
in the frequency range of

5 kHz ≤ f ≤ 10 kHz for the spectrally smoothed

HRTF. On the other hand, the error is slightly higher around 4 kHz. This
can be explained by the fact that a spectral smoothing alters the

HRTFdes

for all directions separately and hence may generate directivity patterns
which are harder to synthesize than the original HRTFs. Yet, in general
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Figure 5.15: The HRTFdes (solid lines) and their synthesis HRTFsynth using
the VAH (dashed lines) are depicted for the original HRTFdes (red) and for the
HRTFdes with reduced spatial dynamic range (ζ 0 = 29 dB, blue lines) for an
exemplary HRTF (subject S2, right ear, f ≈ 13.5 kHz).

the VAH-error clearly decreases when the

HRTFdes

is smoothed in the

frequency domain.
The VAH-error

f

for the synthesis of the

HRTFdes

with a spatially lim-

ited dynamic range shows improvements over the synthesis of the original

HRTFdes

for frequencies

5 kHz ≤ f ≤ 9 kHz and f ≥ 10 kHz.

At these fre-

quencies, spatial notches occurred frequently and were thus modied by the
reduction of the spatial dynamic range. It is worth noting that the VAHerror for the synthesis of the HRTF with limited spatial dynamic range
never exceeds the VAH-error for the original HRTF.
To put these synthesis accuracies into one number, the mean error
all directions

θ

and frequencies

f

f

for

can be used. It decreased from 3.8 dB

to 3.4 dB when the measured HRTFs were smoothed spectrally and from
3.8 dB to 3.0 dB when the spatial dynamic range was reduced according
to the obtained thresholds. Although, the benets of the VAH-synthesis
highly depend on the individual HRTFs, the applied optimization strategy
etc.
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Eects of the proposed smoothing methods on the accuracy of
the VAH. Plotted is the VAH-error f (equation 5.5) of the right ear HRTF of
subject S2, as a function of frequency, for the original HRTFdes (red solid line),
the spectrally smoothed HRTFdes (BW = 51 octave, blue solid line) and the
HRTFdes with reduced spatial dynamic range (ζ 0 = 29 dB, green-dashed line).
Figure 5.16:

5.6 Summary and conclusions
In this study we investigated HRTF smoothing in the spectral and spatial
domains as a preprocessing step for the virtual articial head. It was found
that:
1. Subjects are sensitive to a broadband phase linearization of HRTFs.
2. The individual sensitivity to a broadband phase linearization can
be predicted by a simple model that is based on interaural phase
dierences at frequencies

f ≤ 1.5

kHz.

3. The original phase can be substituted by a linear phase above

f > 1000

without introducing noticeable artifacts.
4. After substituting the original phase by a linear phase above

f ≥5

kHz,

HRTFs may be smoothed complexly into constant relative bandwidths of BW

≤ 1/5

octave, without introducing noticeable artifacts.

5. Spatial notches in the directivity pattern do not need to be retained
in detail if they are less than

29

dB below the maximum value.

Hz
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These ndings permit to eciently smooth individual HRTFs in the spectral and spatial domains. It must however be kept in mind that they are
limited to HRTFs in the horizontal plane.
In future we will investigate extensions to non-horizontal HRTFs and evaluate the consequences of the proposed preprocessing methods on the synthesis of individual HRTFs using the VAH. In this context the threshold
values found in this study may be used as a starting point to optimize the
overall performance of the VAH.
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In part III, individualized binaural synthesis using the VAH and binaural
reproductions using traditional articial heads are perceptually evaluated.
The VAH-synthesis is based on the ndings described in parts I and II.
In more detail, the microphone topology resulting from the ndings in

Chapter 2 and the optimization and regularization resulting from Chapter 3 are used for the VAH-synthesis. Moreover, the desired HRTFs are
smoothed according to the limits described in Chapter 4 and 5 prior to
the synthesis using the VAH.
The perceptual evaluation associated with dierent regularization param-

eters and two dierent types of microphones (with dierent level of sensor
noise and the same microphone topology) is presented in
In

Chapter 6.

Chapter 7, the suitability of the proposed method to synthesize individ-

ualized binaural reproductions is validated using the perceptual evaluation
of the VAH-synthesis with respect to free eld playback. The evaluations
are carried out for explicitly considered and for intermediate directions in
the VAH-optimization but also for binaural reproductions obtained with
traditional articial heads, which are currently the state of the art method
for non-individualized binaural reproductions.
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6.1 Introduction

As an individualized alternative to traditional articial heads, individual head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) can be synthesized with a
microphone array and digital ltering. This strategy is referred to as
"virtual articial head" (VAH). The VAH lter coecients are calculated by incorporating regularization to account for small errors in the
characteristics and/or the position of the microphones. A common way
to increase robustness is to impose a so-called white noise gain (WNG)
constraint. The larger the WNG, the more robust the HRTF-synthesis
will be. On the other hand, this comes at the cost of decreasing the synthesis accuracy for the given HRTF set. Thus, a compromise between
robustness and accuracy must be found, which furthermore depends on
the used setup (sensor noise, mechanical stability etc.). In this study,
dierent WNG are evaluated perceptually by four expert listeners for
two dierent microphone arrays. The aim of the study is to derive microphone array-dependent WNG regions which result in appropriate perceptual performance. It turns out that the perceptually optimal WNG
varies with the microphone array, depending on the sensor noise and
mechanical stability but also on the individual HRTFs and preferences.
These results may be used to optimize VAH regularization strategies
with respect to microphone characteristics, in particular self noise and
stability.

6.1 Introduction
In order to take into account spatial cues within a binaural reproduction,
the use of so-called articial heads, which are a replica of real human heads
and pinnae, is common practice today. By this means the signals at the ears
receive characteristic spatial information, which encompasses interaural
time and level dierence cues, but also spectral cues due to the shape of the
pinna, for instance. As a disadvantage, articial heads are inherently bound
to non-individual (average) anthropometric geometries and are most often
implemented as bulky devices.

Alternatively, the individual frequency-

dependent directivity patterns of a human head, i.e. head-related transfer
functions (HRTFs), can be synthesized with a microphone array and digital
ltering (cf. Mellert and Tohtuyeva (1997), Kahana et al. (1999), Atkins
(2011a)), which will be referred to as a virtual articial head (VAH). A
VAH is more exible than real articial heads, since, e.g., the lters can
be adjusted post-hoc to match any individual sets of HRTFs. In contrast
to approaches in the spherical harmonics domain (i.e. applying a spherical
harmonics decomposition, optimization and synthesis, cf. Atkins (2011a),
Zotkin et al. (2009), Castaneda et al. (2013) and Sakamoto et al. (2013)),
the VAH-synthesis in this study is optimized in the frequency domain for
discrete directions in the horizontal plane only, assuming the intermediate
directions to be inherently interpolated by the VAH. One advantage of this
approach is that much fewer microphones are needed in comparison to e.g.
spherical harmonics-based approaches (cf.

Castaneda et al. (2013) and
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Sakamoto et al. (2013)). The individual lter coecients can be calculated
by optimizing various cost functions, where a least squares cost function
is known to yield good perceptual results (cf.
and is thus used in this study (cf.

Rasumow et al. (2013a))

section 6.2).

The robustness of the

lter coecients against small deviations of the microphone characteristics
and/or positions is usually assured by imposing a constraint on the socalled white noise gain (WNG). By doing so, the robustness of the lter
coecients increases with larger WNG, while the synthesis accuracy for
a given HRTF set decreases and vice versa.

Thus, it seems reasonable

to nd a compromise for the regularization, by assessing the perceptual
appraisal of HRTF-synthesis using the VAH as a function of the WNG.
Two microphone arrays were used in this study. These arrays were used to
measure the steering vectors (as opposed to the application of analytical
steering vectors in e.g. Atkins (2011a), Zotkin et al. (2009) and in Rasumow

et al. (2011b) or

Chapter 2) and to synthesize individual ear signals by

individually recalculating pre-recorded signals.

6.2 Regularized least squares cost function
Consider the desired directivity pattern D(f, θ) as a function of frequency
f and azimuthal angle θ, as well as the N×1-dimensional steering vector
d(f, θ), which represents the frequency- and angle-dependent transfer functions between the source and the N microphones. The synthesized directivity pattern

d(f, θ)
vector

H(f, θ)

of the VAH for one particular set of steering vectors

can be expressed as in equation 1.5, where the N×1-dimensional

w(f )

contains the complex-valued lter coecients for each micro-

phone per frequency

f.
w(f ), one may minimize the
JLS , being the sum over P direcdierences between H(f, θ) and D(f, θ) (cf.

In order to calculate the lter coecients
narrowband least squares cost function
tions of the squared absolute

equation 1.8). In this study, the VAH lters were optimized to represent
individual HRTFs measured in the horizontal plane with an equidistant
◦
angular spacing of ∆θ = 15 , resulting in P = 24 directions. A straightforward minimization of equation 1.8, however, may result in non-robust lter
coecients

w(f ),

where small errors of the microphone positions and/or

characteristics may cause huge errors of the synthesized directivity patterns (cf. Rasumow et al. (2011b) or

Chapter 2 and Doclo and Moonen

(2003b)) and which may lead to an undesirable amplication of spatially
uncorrelated noise at the microphones. More robust lter coecients can
be obtained by imposing a constraint on the lter coecients. The mean
white noise gain (WNGm ), dened in equation 3.8, relates the mean output
power from all

P

considered directions to the output power for spatially
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uncorrelated noise at the microphones (cf. Simmer et al. (2001)). Usually,
for beamforming applications the WNG is only considered for a certain
direction (steering direction

θd ,

cf.

equation 3.3) (cf.

Bitzer and Sim-

mer (2001), Mabande et al. (2009) and Rasumow et al. (2013a)), whereas
the

WNGm

in equation 3.8 is referred to as the mean WNG over all con-

sidered directions

θ.

This modication of the WNG was applied since a

direction-dependent constraint (as is realized in equation 3.3) would yield
a direction-dependent regularization, which is not desirable for a multidirectional VAH-synthesis (cf.

Chapter 3).

Hence, the mean white noise

WNGm incorporating all considered directions is used in this study:
Positive WNGm represent an attenuation of spatially uncorrelated noise,
whereas negative WNGm represent an amplication relative to the mean
output power from the P considered directions. We will apply regularization by imposing the constraint WNGm (f ) ≥ βm , where the minimal
desired mean white noise gain βm has to be chosen manually according
gain

to the expected error of the steering vectors (cf. Rasumow et al. (2011b)
or

Chapter 2).

The combination of the least squares cost function from

equation 1.8 with the constraint incorporating equation 3.8 results in the
cost function in equation 3.10. The lter coecients minimizing the cost
function in equation 3.10 are given in equation 3.11.
While the least squares solution of the cost function in equation 1.8 is
quite well known in literature (cf. Doclo and Moonen (2003b), Rasumow

et al. (2013a)), the regularization term in equation 3.11 diers from usual
regularization strategies, as for instance diagonal loading (cf.

Li et al.

(2003)), Tikhonov-regularization or similar regularization approaches (cf.
Kirkeby and Nelson (1999)). The main dierence lies in the dependence of
the regularization on the applied steering vectors (Qm (f ) in equation 3.8)
and the desired

WNGm βm .

However, the presented regularization ap-

proaches diagonal loading or Tikhonov-regularization for very large
(i.e., for the most stringent regularization possible).

The optimal

µ

βm
in

equation 3.11 to satisfy the desired WNG-constraint was determined iteratively. Analogous to the procedure in Rasumow et al. (2013a), µ was in1
creased starting from µ = 0 in steps of ∆µ = 100 until WNGm (f, µ) ≥ βm
or µmax = 100 were reached for each f (this only occurred at very high
frequencies).

6.2.1 Inuence of the WNG-constraint on the VAH-synthesis
The accuracy of the VAH-synthesis depends on the desired HRTFs, the
number of microphones, the topology of the microphone array, the cost
function and the Lagrange multiplier
the desired

WNGm

µ

(cf.

equation 3.11).

is approached by gradually increasing

µ.

In general,
This in turn
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Figure 6.1:

S1

will cause increasing deviations of the synthesis from the desired HRTF.
The magnitude of the resulting

WNGm βm .

µ

is primarily determined by the desired

On the one hand, the regularization yielding a desired

WNGm

unavoidably causes distortions of the VAH-synthesis which depends on the
desired HRTFs and steering vectors. This aspect is exemplarily depicted
in Figure 6.1. On the other hand, higher

WNGm

are associated with an

increased robustness against small changes of the microphone characteristics and with a lower amplication of spatially uncorrelated noise at the
microphones.

6.3 Used microphone arrays
The main goal of this study is to investigate the perceptually optimal

WNGm

for dierent subjects, using dierent microphone arrays. For this

reason, the perceptual evaluation was performed with recordings using
two open planar microphone arrays incorporating dierent kinds of microphones and support structures but using the same number of microphones
and an identical topology which was determined according to the procedure described in Rasumow et al. (2011b) or

Chapter 2.

The advantage

of using open planar arrays over rigid spheres or the like is the opportunity to realize various two-dimensional inter-microphone distances. By
this means, a mathematically motivated microphone topology according
to Rasumow et al. (2011b) or

Chapter 2 was chosen,

which is assumed
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to yield appropriate results regarding the accuracy and robustness of the
synthesis.
The rst microphone array (array1 , left panel in Figure 6.2) consisted of
24 Sennheiser KE 4-211-2 microphones. The individual microphones were
mounted on a wooden plate using a solid wire construction. Together with
analog preampliers the sensor noise of each single microphone signal was
approximately 35 dB(A). No absorbent material was used for the support
structure of

array1 .

Two used microphone arrays with 24 KE-4 microphones (array1 ,
left) and 24 sensors composed of 48 MEMS microphones (array2 , right) with
the same planar microphone topology according to the procedure described in
Rasumow et al. (2011b) or Chapter 2.

Figure 6.2:

For the second array (array2 ), micro-electromechanical system (MEMS)
microphones (Analog Devices ADMP 504 Ultralow Noise Microphone)
were used in a custom-made electrical circuit. Here, each sensor is composed of two MEMS microphones, yielding a sensor noise of approximately
27 dB(A), which is quite low for this kind of microphones. The directivity
of such a composed sensor can be assumed to be negligible for the frequen-

f . 16 kHz). For array2 , 24 of these sensors (consisting
of 48 MEMS microphones) were mounted on a printed circuit board (cf.
cies of interest (i.e.

right panel in Figure 6.2) with the same topology as for array1 . In order
to reduce the eects of standing waves between the sensors and the board,

array2

is covered with absorbent material.
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6.4 Experimental procedure
6.4.1 Material
Prior to the listening experiment, individual HRTFs and headphone (AKG
K-240 Studio) transfer functions (HPTFs) were measured for four subjects using the blocked ear method according to Hammershøi and Møller
(1996). For measuring the HPTFs, subjects were instructed to reposition
the headphone ten times to various realistic carrying positions which successively yielded ten dierent individual HPTFs.

The individual HPTF

resulting in the smallest dynamic range of its magnitude for frequencies

300 Hz ≤ f ≤ 16000

Hz was inverted in the frequency domain and trans-

formed into the time domain. The HRTFs as well as the inverse HPTFs
were implemented as nite impulse response (FIR) lters with a lter
length of 256 taps, which at a sampling frequency of
sponds to

≈ 5.8 ms.

fs = 44100

Hz corre-

This lter length was chosen to incorporate all aspects

associated with an appropriate binaural reproduction (cf. Rasumow et al.
(2012b) or
vectors

Chapter 4).

The individual HRTFs as well as the steering

d(f, θ)

for the two microphone arrays were measured in the hor◦
izontal plane with an angular spacing of 15 . All HRTFs were smoothed
in the frequency and spatial domain prior to the VAH-synthesis according
to the perceptual limits derived in the study described in Rasumow et al.
(2014c) or

Chapter 5.

Moreover, the associated impulse responses of all

measured steering vectors

d(f, θ)

were truncated to a lter length of 256

taps in order to achieve smoother transfer functions.

6.4.2 Test stimulus
In order to cover a wide frequency range and simultaneously to include
temporal cues, the test stimulus for perceptual evaluation consisted of 3
short bursts of pink noise ltered with an eighth-order bandpass lter with
cuto frequencies

flow = 300

Hz and

limitation of the test stimulus

flow

fhi = 16000

Hz. The lower bandwidth

was chosen due to the limits of the used

loudspeakers. However, since the inuence of varying the
ily evident for frequencies

f ≥3

WNGm is primar-

kHz (cf. Figure 6.1) it seems reasonable

to assume that this limitation does not have a signicant inuence on the
1
perceptual evaluation. Each noise burst lasted 3 s with 0.01 s onset-oset
1
ramps followed by silence of 6 s. This test stimulus was intended to facilitate the evaluation of spectral deviations, temporal dispersion but also
the inuence of the sensor noise.

The presented stimuli were calibrated

with a G.R.A.S. type 43AA articial ear to have 70 dB SPL for the frontal
◦
direction θ = 0 .
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6.4.3 Methods
A listening test was carried out with four experienced listeners (two of
them are authors of this article). The subjects were instructed to rate four
dierent aspects (localization, sensor noise, overall performance and spectral coloration, cf. section 6.4.3.1) of a test presentation with respect to
the reference presentation (binaural reproduction with original individual
HRTFs and inverse HPTFs). Since the quality of the reference setting has
a major eect on the evaluation, it needed to be assured that the individual binaural reproductions incorporated all essential individual spatial
characteristics. For this reason, the individual binaural reproductions used
in the reference setting were played to the subjects before the experimental
procedure in a preliminary listening test.

All subjects were able to per-

ceive the presented stimuli outside of the head and correctly assigned the
corresponding directions in the horizontal plane.
Prior to the listening tests, the steering vectors were measured and the test
stimuli were recorded using the two microphone arrays (cf. section 6.3) in
an anechoic room. Furthermore, the individual VAH lters were optimized
to synthesize the individual HRTFs in the horizontal plane with an angular
◦
spacing of ∆θ = 15 . In the test condition, the sum of the ltered stimuli
(representing the synthesized ear signals, cf. equation1.5) was also ltered
with the inverse HPTF lters (same procedure as in the reference setting)
and played to the subject via headphones. In both conditions, the stimuli
were played back in an innite loop with the possibility to switch between
the reference and test condition or to stop the playback.

To limit the

number of experiments to a manageable amount, three directions in the
◦
horizontal plane were chosen for evaluation with azimuth angles θ = 0
◦
◦
(front), θ = 90 (left) and θ = 225 (back right) and the WNGm was one
of WNGm (f ) = -9 dB, -6 dB, -3 dB or 0 dB for all f . These preselected
WNGm were assumed to roughly cover the area with the best suited WNGm
based on previous preliminary tests.
The three tested azimuthal directions
well as the four

WNGm

θ,

the two microphone arrays as

were varied in randomized order within one ex-

perimental run with three random presentations (retest) for each condition. The true conditions of the signals in the reference and test setting
were hidden to the subjects.

In total, 216 conditions (presented signal

pairs) were evaluated by each subject, whereas one of the tested parameters was eliminated from the analysis in this article in hindsight. Hence,

3 directions × 2 arrays × 3 presentations × 4 WNGm = 72

individual percep-

tual ratings (of a total of originally 216 individually gathered ratings) will
be analyzed and discussed in section 6.5 and 6.6. Within each condition,
subjects were able to switch between the reference and the test setting
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arbitrarily. The entire experiment was performed using an English category scale, ranging between bad, poor, fair, good and excellent with four
intermediate undeclared steps (cf. Rasumow et al. (2013a)). Each session
lasted approximately 120-180 minutes, where subjects were able to subdivide the session arbitrarily and take as many breaks as they wanted. Prior
to the evaluation each subject had time for familiarization with the various
reference and test conditions.

6.4.3.1 Assessed aspects
The subjects were instructed to rate the quality of the test setting with
respect to the reference setting for four chosen aspects which are assumed
to be signicant for the VAH-synthesis:



localization: The evaluation of localization incorporated the perceived
angle of incidence (azimuth and elevation) and the perceived distance
in combination.



sensor noise: Subjects were instructed to evaluate the perceived sensor noise which was primarily apparent in the temporal pauses of the
test stimulus.



overall performance: The evaluation of the perceived overall performance incorporated all feasible aspects depending on the taste and
preferences of the individual subject.



spectral coloration: Subjects were instructed to evaluate the perceived spectral coloration without evaluating the potential deviations
of localization or other cues.

6.5 Results and discussion - Perceptual evaluation
The mean and the standard deviations (over three randomized presentations) of all individual ratings are depicted in Figure 6.3 as a function of
the

WNGm on the x-axis with the assessed aspects separated in rows, the
θ separated in columns and the color indicating the subjects.

directions

The average performance (means and standard deviations over subject) is
depicted in Figure 6.4, with the color indicating the assessed aspects (see
legend).
In general, the perceptual ratings and their variation within repeated trials
in Figure 6.3 (standard deviation depicted as error bars) seem to depend
on the direction of incidence

θ

and the used microphone array, but as well
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on the subject. This is an eect of individual preferences with individual
internal scales and was to be expected according to similar studies (cf. Rasumow et al. (2013a)). In order to analyze potential preferences regarding
the

WNGm

for the application of a VAH, primarily the relative tendencies

of intra- and inter-individual perceptual ratings depending on the

WNGm

are focused on.

p-values (rounded to 3 digits) according to the Friedman test regarding localization, overall performance, sensor noise and coloration for the three
tested directions separately. p-values indicating signicantly dierent ratings
when varying the WNGm (p≤ 0.05
= 0.0021) are depicted as bold numbers.
24
Table 6.1:

localization
◦

array1

array2

θ=0
θ = 90◦
θ = 225◦

0.164

0.445

0.004

0.006

0.147

0.933

sensor noise
◦

array1

array2

0.004

0.049

θ=0
θ = 90◦
θ = 225◦

0.000
0.000

0.340
0.079

overall
◦

θ=0
θ = 90◦
θ = 225◦

array2

0.341

0.081

0.000

coloration
◦

θ=0
θ = 90◦
θ = 225◦

array1

0.129

0.109

0.188

array1

array2

0.035

0.578

0.000
0.015

0.827
0.319

Although means and standard deviations were used for illustrating the
ratings in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 (for increased clarity), a non-parametric statistical test was applied. The Friedman test was applied to analyze whether
the ratings for at least one of the tested

WNGm

(for a xed direction, ar-

ray and assessed aspect) was considerably dierent than the ratings for the
other

WNGm .

A suciently small p-value indicated an eect of the

WNGm

on the ratings. The p-values for the assessed aspects (separate boxes), the
applied arrays (columns) and directions (rows) are given in Table 6.1. The
p-values for conditions indicating a signicant eect of the

WNGm

on the

perceptual ratings (considering the Bonferroni correction for 24 repeated
0.05
tests, a p-value of p ≤ 24 is assumed to indicate a signicant eect of
the WNGm ) are depicted as bold numbers. However, due to the rather
small number of subjects and the presumably low test power, the p-values
in Table 6.1 may primarily be used to highlight tendencies of all ratings
for xed conditions without postulating any statistical (in)signicances for
the eect of the

WNGm .

In summary, it emerges that the tested
eect on the ratings for

array1

WNGm

mainly seem to have an

with regard to sensor noise and coloration.

The ratings regarding localization primarily seem to be aected by the
WNGm for θ = 90◦ and both arrays. The ratings regarding the overall
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Figure 6.3: Perceptual ratings for array1 (left block) and array2 (right block). The aspects of evaluation are aligned in separate
rows (rst row: localization, second row: sensor noise, third row: overall performance and fourth row: spectral coloration) and the
direction of arrival θ is aligned in three columns (θ = 90◦ in the left column, θ = 0◦ in the middle column and θ = 225◦ in the right
column). The individual ratings (mean and standard deviation over three randomized presentations) are depicted as a function of
the WNGm in dB. The colors and markers indicate the four subjects (S1 , S2 , S3 and S4 ).
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performance seem to be aected by the
θ = 90◦ .

WNGm

mainly for

array1

and

6.5.1 Localization
In general, all subjects concordantly reported the localization in the horizontal plane to be synthesized well by the VAH. However, the aspect
localization was also used to evaluate the perceived distance of the sound
source (cf.

section 6.4.3.1).

The perception of distance may vary no-

ticeably when interaural level dierences from lateral directions are not
synthesized accurately. This may be a possible explanation for the better
◦
ratings for θ = 0 , which is especially evident for subject S1 and S2 (cf.
Figure 6.3).

S3 , the ratings with regard to localization vary hardly with the
WNGm nor with the array. The p-values from Table 6.1 indicate
the most notable eect of the WNGm on the ratings with regard to local◦
ization for θ = 90 with both arrays. This aspect is also apparent in the
averaged ratings (cf. Figure 6.4) for array1 , where the ratings decrease for
higher WNGm . However, there does not seem to be such an unambiguous
◦
tendency for the ratings with array2 and θ = 90 . Moreover, the averaged
◦
ratings also seem to decrease slightly with increasing WNGm for θ = 225
and array1 . This slight eect is concordantly associated with a relatively
For subject
tested

higher p-value from the Friedman test (p=0.147), as well indicating a less
notable eect of the tested

WNGm .

In sum, the ratings with regard to localization seem to decrease with higher

WNGm

using array1 and are approximately constant or do not vary in a
clearly interpretable way for array2 .

6.5.2 Sensor noise
array1 are conarray2 . Especially for lower WNGm
(WNGm ≤ −3 dB), the sensor noise for array1 is evaluated worse compared
to the ratings for array2 . The ratings improve with increasing WNGm , especially for subjects S1 and S4 where the ratings for WNGm =0 dB and
array1 are approximately in the range of the ratings for array2 . The ratings for array2 vary much less with the WNGm , resulting for subjects S1
and S4 in variations of approximately the amount of their standard deviThe ratings with regard to the perceived sensor noise for
siderably dierent from the ratings for

ations (over randomized presentations). This eect is also represented by
the associated p-values, with relatively small p-values (p≤

0.004) for all di-
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Figure 6.4:

θ and array1 and rather high p-values (p≥ 0.049) for all directions
array2 . On the other hand, there also seems to be a slight trend towards better ratings for higher WNGm with array2 , with the worst ratings
for the lowest WNGm of -9 dB (in the averaged ratings in Figure 6.4 as
◦
well as for subject S2 and S3 and θ = 225 in Figure 6.3). This indicates
that sensor noise is not negligible for all subjects even with array2 . Howrections

θ

and

ever, the averaged ratings in Figure 6.4 as well as the associated p-values in
Table 6.1 indicate that the ratings vary much less with the tested
when using

array2

compared to

WNGm

array1 .

In sum, the perceptually optimal

WNGm

with regard to sensor noise seems

to vary with the used microphone array and its inherent sensor noise. The
ratings of the sensor noise (if detectable) generally seem to enhance with
higher

WNGm ,

which was to be expected.
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6.5.3 Overall performance
The largest variations of the ratings with regard to overall performance
can be observed across dierent subjects, while the ratings remain rather
constant over dierent

WNGm ,

especially for subject

S3

with both micro-

phone arrays. However, there seems to be a slight trend to worse ratings
◦
◦
for higher WNGm using array1 (cf. θ = 90 and θ = 225 ) as well as for
the lowest WNGm of -9 dB (presumably due to the more disturbing sensor
noise). This trend is also apparent from the averaged performance using

array1 in Figure 6.4, with
◦
the WNGm for θ = 90 .

the Friedman test indicating the largest eect of

WNGm for array2 . There, the best
◦
ratings were mostly observed at higher WNGm (cf. S1 , θ = 225 and S2 ,
◦
θ = 0 ) and worsened slightly for the lowest WNGm (cf. Figure 6.4). In
The ratings vary less clearly with the

general, the ratings with regard to overall performance seem to be correlated to the ratings with regard to spectral coloration (cf. section 6.5.4),
emphasizing the relevance of spectral coloration for the evaluation of a
binaural synthesis with respect to a reference condition.

Furthermore,

comparing the averaged ratings of the overall performance for both microphone arrays (cf.
for

array2

Figure 6.4) at higher

compared to

array1 .

WNGm ,

quence of the lower inherent sensor noise of

16

array1 − WNGm = 0 dB

14

array1 − WNGm =−6 dB

12

array2 − WNGm = 0 dB

µ

10

the ratings seem better

This aspect is assumed to be a conse-

array2 :

To achieve a desired

array2 − WNGm =−6 dB
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Exemplary course of the Lagrange multiplier µ (cf. equation 3.11)
for array1 and array2 (blue and red lines, respectively) and WNGm of 0 dB and
-6 dB (solid and dashed lines, respectively) as a function of frequency of the
left-ear synthesis for S1 .

Figure 6.5:

WNGm ,
cf.

µ is usually lower for array2 compared to array1 ,
Although not shown here, this tendency has also been

the required

Figure 6.5.

observed for the other subjects and

WNGm .

The most plausible expla-
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needs to be enlarged more in order to counteract the

array1 (resulting in larger random errors
on the measured steering vectors) in comparison to array2 . Considering
higher inherent sensor noise of

that the accuracy of a synthesis decreases with larger
ent sensor noise of

array1

µ,

the higher inher-

may therefore be a reasonable explanation for a

worse accuracy of the synthesis and subsequently for the worse ratings at

WNGm ≥ −3

dB.

In sum, the ratings with regard to overall performance seem best for

WNGm =-6 dB and WNGm =-3
when using array2 .

dB when using

array1 and for WNGm ≥=-6

6.5.4 Spectral coloration
The ratings with regard to spectral coloration seem to dier considerably
for the four subjects. This phenomenon may be partly explained by the
fact that the perception and evaluation of spectral coloration is inuenced
by the perceived localization and the interaction with the perceived sensor noise.

This may introduce a certain degree of interpretation to as-

sess this aspect. Furthermore, subjects have individual internal scales and
assess individually.
ings of subject

S2

This is primarily evident when comparing the ratand

S3 ,

for instance.

The ratings of subject

roughly between good and excellent while the ratings of subject

S3
S2

vary
vary

roughly between fair and poor, representing the most negative ratings of
this study.
In general, slightly better ratings are evident for the frontal direction

θ = 0◦

compared with the lateral directions. The averaged ratings in Figure 6.4

array1
WNGm for all tested directions θ with
higher WNGm in Figure 6.4. This tenfor array2 , with its p-values being rela-

as well as the p-values in Table 6.1 indicate that the ratings for
vary considerably across the tested
decreasing averaged ratings for
dency does, however, not hold
tively high (p≥

0.319)

for all directions. This array-dependent dierence

of ratings may be explained by the dierently sized Lagrange multipliers

µ

for the two applied arrays (cf.

Figure 6.5 and the discussion in sec-

tion 6.5.3).
In sum, the ratings of the perceived spectral coloration seem to vary with
subjects and also with the used microphone arrays.
higher

WNGm

On the one hand,

seem to distort the perception of spectral coloration for

array1 . On the other hand, the ratings with regard to spectral coloration
do not seem to vary considerably with the tested WNGm when using
array2 .

dB
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6.6 Conclusions and further work
In this chapter the eect of regularization on the appraisal of binaural
synthesis using the VAH was investigated.
The evaluation of the perceived sensor noise (if noticeable) seems to improve considerably with increasing
of sensor noise (primarily at lower

WNGm , whereas the explicit presence
WNGm with array1 ) does not consis-

tently seem to deteriorate the overall performance. This latter observation
may be due to the chosen test paradigm - it is conceivable that noise is
more disturbing in other scenarios, e.g. when listening to music recordings.

array1 also seems to have caused
worse ratings with regard to localization, coloration and overall perforFurthermore, the higher sensor noise of
mance for

WNGm ≥ −3

dB. This phenomenon can be explained by the

larger Lagrange multipliers
a desired

WNGm

µ

that were required for

array1

to comply with

(cf. section 6.5.3).

The best compromise with regard to all assessed aspects and the associated

WNGm of -6 dB and -3
WNGm of 0 dB for array2 .

robustness can be found at
the highest of the tested

dB for

array1

and at

In general, the obtained ratings conrm the validity of synthesizing HRTFs
using microphone arrays in conjunction with individually suited

WNGm .

There is still room for improvement for the calculation and regularization of the lter coecients, especially with regard to spectral coloration.
Thus, one next step may be to devise a more appropriate and frequencydependent regularization method.
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7.1 Introduction

In binaural recordings, spatial information can be captured by using socalled articial heads, which are a replica of real human heads with ear
microphones and average anthropometric geometries. However, because
of their non-individual character, such recordings often entail perceptual
deciencies (front-back confusion, internalization etc.). Alternatively,
individually measured head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) can be
approximately synthesized using a microphone array in conjunction with
a lter-and-sum beamformer (referred to as virtual articial head, VAH).
Its main advantage over traditional articial heads is the possibility to
adapt one recording post-hoc to individual HRTFs by an appropriate
modication of the directivity pattern of the VAH, but also its smaller
size and weight.
To validate the suitability of a VAH to synthesize individual HRTFs,
the realization of a VAH as a planar microphone array with 24 microphones is presented in this study. Binaural reproductions using the VAH,
three traditional articial heads and individual HRTFs were perceptually
evaluated in the horizontal plane with respect to the original free eld
presentation. Evaluations were conducted for explicitly considered directions in the optimization of the VAH-lters but also for intermediate
directions, which are assumed to be interpolated implicitly by the VAH.
The ratings conrm the validity of the concept of synthesizing HRTFs
using a VAH. It is found that the VAH-synthesis enables suciently good
binaural reproductions which in general yield better perceptual ratings in
comparison to traditional articial heads for explicitly considered directions and approximately equivalent ratings for intermediate directions.

7.1 Introduction
Spatial information is an important factor for the perception and appraisal of sounds. Spatial information can be introduced into recordings
and measurements by using so-called articial heads, which are reproductions of real human heads with microphones placed in the ear canals (cf.
Paul (2009) for an extensive review).

Alternatively, the direction- and

frequency-dependent head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) can be approximately synthesized using a set of spatially distributed microphones
with appropriate digital ltering (cf.

Chen et al. (1992), Tohtuyeva and

Mellert (1999), Kahana et al. (1999), Atkins (2011a) and Rasumow et al.
(2011b, 2013a, 2014d)).

Such a device is referred to as a virtual arti-

cial head (VAH). The main advantages of a VAH are the possibility of
adjusting the lter coecients to HRTFs of dierent listeners (individualization) and to dierent look directions (orientation), the possibility of
employing head tracking in the reproduction stage and a better exibility
and manageability due to the smaller size/weight of the device. One typical feature of the VAH is the fact that the lter coecients are optimized
using the measured steering vectors and HRTFs for discrete directions, assuming that the intermediate directions will be interpolated implicitly by
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the VAH. This concept is, however, in contrast to other approaches as,
for instance, the optimization in the spherical harmonics domain, where
spatial information is represented using model assumptions (cf.

Atkins

(2011a,b) and Zotkin et al. (2009)). The previously described optimization
using the measured steering vectors and HRTFs for discrete directions was
chosen in this study since spherical harmonics based strategies generally
need many more HRTF measurements and especially more microphones
(cf.

Castaneda et al. (2013) and Sakamoto et al. (2013)).

This study is

aimed at perceptually assessing the quality of the VAH-synthesis for explicitly considered directions but also for intermediate directions with respect
to the free eld presentation. In order to enable the best possible synthesis
of individual HRTFs with a VAH, various studies were performed in advance to devise an appropriate microphone topology (cf. Rasumow et al.
(2011b) or

Chapter 2), an appropriate cost function (cf.

Rasumow et al.

(2013a)), appropriate regularization strategies (cf. Rasumow et al. (2014d)

Chapter 3), appropriate regularization parameters (cf. Rasumow et al.
Chapter 6) and an appropriate smoothing of HRTFs (cf. Rasumow et al. (2012b) and Rasumow et al. (2014c) or Chapter 5) prior to

or

(2014b) or

the synthesis.
In this study, the free eld presentation from (single) loudspeakers in an
anechoic room served as the reference condition.

Binaural presentations

via headphones (with headphone equalization) using the following ve test
methods were perceptually evaluated in comparison to the reference condition: Binaural reproductions using individual HRTFs, individualized synthesis using the VAH and non-individual presentations using three articial
heads (DH1 ,

DH2

and

DH3 ).

The evaluations were conducted for three ex-

plicitly considered directions in the horizontal plane and as well as for three
intermediate directions.

7.2 Methods
The procedure for the considered binaural reproductions is described in the
following sections (section 7.2.1-7.2.4). The procedure and stimuli for the
implementation of the evaluation experiments is described in section 7.2.5.

7.2.1 Head-related transfer functions (HRTFs)
Prior to the synthesis using the VAH, individual HRTFs were measured in
the horizontal plane for six participating subjects who had extensive expe-
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of the directions which are explicitly considered in the
optimization of the VAH-lters (white and blue loudspeaker symbols), the tested
directions for three explicitly considered directions (blue) and three intermediate
directions (red symbols).

rience with this kind of psychoacoustical experiments. HRTFs were measured according to the described procedure in section 1.3, using the blocked
ear method with the microphones (Knowles FG-23329 miniature electret
microphones) embedded in foam earplugs (cf.

Møller et al. (1995) and

Raufer et al. (2013)) for 24 equidistantly spaced directions (cf. white and
◦
◦
◦
◦
blue symbols in Figure 7.1) in the horizontal plane (θ = 0 , 15 , 30 . . . 345 ).
All HRTFs were truncated in the time domain to 320 samples (≈
a sampling frequency of

7 ms at
fs = 44100 Hz) with a tapered Hann-window with

a descending ank of 50 samples (cf. Figure 4.1), based on the perceptual

Chapter 4. Based on the
Chapter 5, the individual HRTFs

limits described in Rasumow et al. (2012b) or
ndings from Rasumow et al. (2014c) or

were smoothed in the frequency- and spatial domain: The phase response
of each HRTF was substituted by a linear phase for frequencies

f > 1 kHz,

which enabled a complex-valued smoothing of the HRTF into constant
1
relative bandwidths of BW = 5 octaves in the frequency domain. Furthermore, the spatial notches of the individual directivity patterns (HRTFs
as a function of direction) were levelled out per frequency such that the
dynamic range of the directivity patterns across azimuth never exceeded
29 dB.
In addition to the HRTFs for these 24 equidistantly spaced directions,
HRTFs were measured for three intermediate directions in the horizontal
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red symbols in Figure 7.1). Analogously

to the previous procedure, the HRTFs for the three intermediate directions
were truncated in the time domain (320 samples) and smoothed in the
1
frequency domain (BW = 5 octave bands) after substituting the measured
phases with a linear phase for frequencies f > 1 kHz.
The individual HRTFs from the six directions were used to generate individual binaural reproductions by ltering the test signal (cf. section 7.2.5)
with the associated HRTFs and subsequent headphone equalization (cf.
section 7.2.4). It is to be expected that binaural reproductions using individual HRTFs should result in the best evaluations in the following experiments (cf. Wightman and Kistler (1989), Kim and Choi (2005), Masiero
(2012)).

7.2.2 Synthesis using the virtual articial head
Using a lter-and-sum beamformer in conjunction with an appropriate microphone array and lter coecients, it is possible to approximately synthesize an arbitrary desired directivity pattern. Given the motivation to
synthesize individual HRTFs, the lter coecients of the VAH can be optimized by minimizing a chosen cost function between the desired HRTF and
the synthesized directivity pattern of the VAH. In this study, a least squares
cost function (cf. equation 3.20) within equivalent rectangular bandwidths
(ERB, cf. Moore and Glasberg (1983)) in conjunction with a constraint on
the mean white noise gain for all directions and frequencies within ERBs
(WNGv , cf.

equation. 3.16) according to the approach described in Ra-

sumow et al. (2014d) or

Chapter 3

was used.

This procedure can be

interpreted as a narrowband optimization in the frequency domain which
takes neighbouring frequencies in ERBs into account for the optimization
and regularization of the lter coecients.
Based on the ndings from Rasumow et al. (2014b) or
nar microphone array with

N = 24

Chapter 6, a pla-

sensors (array2 , cf. right panel of Fig-

ure 6.2), each composed of 2 MEMS microphones (Analog Devices ADMP
504 Ultralow Noise Microphone), was used for synthesizing the individual binaural reproductions in the horizontal plane.

In order to optimize

the lter coecients, steering vectors describing the acoustic transfer functions between a sound source from direction

θ

to the microphones were

measured in an anechoic room in the horizontal plane for 24 equidistantly
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
spaced (∆θ = 15 ) directions, with θ = 0 , 15 , 30 . . . 345 . Analogously
to the HRTFs, the steering vectors were truncated in the time domain
to 320 samples (≈

7

ms at a sampling frequency of

fs = 44100

Hz) us-

ing a tapered Hann-window with a descending ank of 50 samples. The
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lter coecients were calculated using equation 3.21, employing the individual HRTFs and the steering vectors for the 24 equidistantly spaced
directions (cf. white and blue loudspeaker symbols in Figure 7.1) with a
desired

WNGv =2 dB. This particular value for WNGv

was chosen based on

previous preliminary tests. The appropriate Lagrange multiplier

µ in equa-

tion 3.21 was determined by gradually increasing µ (starting from µ = 0)
1
in steps of ∆µ = 100 until the constraint WNGv (f, µ) ≥ 2 dB was satised
(for smallest possible µ). This rather heuristic procedure was chosen since
the

WNGv (f, µ)

does not always increase monotonously with increasing

µ

(cf. Figure 3.2). It is worth noting that the above described procedure optimizes the lter coecients only using the measured steering vectors and
HRTFs for the 24 equidistantly spaced directions. For the intermediate
◦
◦
◦
directions (θ = 7.5 , 97.5 & 232.5 ) no steering vectors were measured.
Instead, it is assumed that the directivity patterns for the intermediate
directions are interpolated implicitly by the VAH.
To test this hypothesis, the test signal (cf.

section 7.2.5) was recorded

with the VAH in an anechoic room for three explicitly considered loud◦
◦
◦
speaker directions (θ = 0 , 90 & 225 , cf. blue loudspeaker symbols in
◦
Figure 7.1) and for three intermediate loudspeaker directions (θ = 7.5 ,
◦
◦
97.5 & 232.5 , cf. red loudspeaker symbols in Figure 7.1). Note that
the latter three directions exhibit the largest angular deviation from the
explicitly considered directions within the horizontal plane and hence are
assumed to yield the most salient (possibly negative) perceptual eects due
to the interpolation of the VAH.

7.2.3 Traditional articial heads
In addition to the individualized VAH-synthesis and individual binaural
HRTF reproductions (cf.
(referred to as

DH1 , DH2

section 1.4), three traditional articial heads
and

DH3 )

were chosen to be evaluated in this

experiment. To this end, the test signal arriving from loudspeakers posi◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
tioned at six directions in the horizontal plane (θ = 0 , 7.5 , 90 , 97.5 , 225
◦
and 232.5 , cf. red and blue symbols in Figure 7.1) was recorded with the
articial heads in an anechoic room.
were commercially available (DH1 and

Two of the chosen articial heads

DH2 ),

head (DH3 ) was a custom-made device (cf.

whereas the third articial
Figure 7.4) consisting of a

mannequin with built-in microphones into faithful copies of human ears.
In general, the chosen traditional articial heads are based on two dierent
design principles: The microphones of

DH2

are placed at the entrance of

the ear canal, which is a similar position compared to the measurement of
HRTFs using the blocked ear method.

DH2

exhibits rather schematically

designed pinnae without mimicking distinctive details of the outer ear. On
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the contrary, the microphones of the other two articial heads are placed
at the ends of approximately 22 mm long (DH1 ) and 30 mm long (DH3 )
ear canals, and both articial heads exhibit rather detailed replicas of the
average outer ear.
The positioning of the microphones considerably inuences the spectral
characteristics of the sound arriving at the microphones, which had to be
compensated for a binaural reproduction. The characteristics of the acoustical path between the headphones and the microphones of the articial
head were compensated in the course of the equalization of the headphone
transfer function (HPTFs), cf. section 7.2.4.

7.2.4 Headphone transfer functions (HPTFs)
All binaural test signals were presented via a D/A-converter (ADI-8 DS,
RME Audio) and headphones (K-240 Studio, AKG Acoustics) to the subjects. Individual HPTFs were measured for each subject right after measuring the HRTFs with the earplug microphones still left in place (cf. section 7.2.1). It is well known from literature that HPTFs considerably depend on the individual placement/t of the headphone (cf. Masiero (2012),
Völk (2014)) and may lead to audible artifacts (cf. Paquier et al. (2011)),
when equalizing HPTFs that exhibit narrowband spectral notches. In order to capture the associated variability, subjects were instructed to reposition the headphone ten times to various positions, yielding ten dierent
- yet realistic - individual HPTFs. Out of the ten measured HPTFs, the
individual HPTF resulting in the smallest dynamic range for frequencies
300 Hz

≤f ≤

16000 Hz was inverted according to the method given in

Kirkeby and Nelson (1999) with the regularization parameter

αinv = 0.01.

The regularized inversion was carried out after adjusting the root mean
square-level of the individual HPTFs to -30 dB re. 1.
Analogously to the measurement and equalization of HPTFs with the headphones positioned on subjects, the described procedure was likewise applied
to measure and invert the HPTFs associated with the traditional articial
heads using the built-in microphones (cf.

Figure 7.4).

It is worth not-

ing that due to the dierent acoustical paths between the headphone and
the microphones of the articial heads, the HPTFs and consequently their
equalization vary considerably with the used articial heads.

Therefore,

the described method to achieve robust equalization lters for the HPTFs
(tenfold repetition and inversion according to Kirkeby and Nelson (1999))
was also chosen for the three articial heads to ensure that the quality
of the various equalization lters was as constant as possible across all
dierent devices/methods.
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Temporal envelope of the noise bursts with an additional stationary
white noise of 40 dB SPL.
Figure 7.2:

7.2.5 Procedure and stimuli
Bursts of pink noise with a spectral content of

200

Hz

≤ f ≤ 16000

Hz

were chosen as the test signal for the evaluation experiment. Each noise
1
1
burst lasted 3 s with 100 s onset-oset (raised cosine) ramps followed by
1
silence of 6 s (cf. Figure 7.2). This test stimulus was intended to facilitate the evaluation of spectral but also temporal aspects. The test signal
was recorded with the VAH and with the traditional articial heads in
an anechoic room using spectrally-equalized loudspeakers placed in the six
chosen directions in the horizontal plane. The binaural reproductions and
VAH-synthesis presented via headphone were calibrated individually to
have 75 dB SPL (G.R.A.S. type 43AA articial ear) for the ipsilateral side
◦
at θ = 90 . During preliminary tests, it became evident that the dierent
test devices exhibit characteristically dierent sensor noise oors (in level
and in spectral coloration), which could potentially be recognized by the
subjects in the evaluation of the various devices.

To avoid an undesired

detection of the devices due to the associated sensor noise, an additional

Used paradigm with the test signal associated with one of the ve
methods (Test device) played back via headphone in the test setting and via
spectrally-equalized loudspeakers (1/LS) in the reference setting.

Figure 7.3:
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stationary white noise signal of 40 dB SPL was added to the noise bursts
prior to the presentation (cf. red area in Figure 7.2).
In sum, binaural headphone reproductions using ve methods were evaluated in the experiment with the free eld playback in an anechoic room as
the reference condition. The evaluated methods were
HRTF Individual binaural reproduction, where the test signal was ltered
with individual HRTFs and equalized using individual HPTFs.
VAH Individualized synthesis using the VAH including individually equalized HPTFs.

DH1

Binaural reproduction using articial head
measured with

DH2

Binaural reproduction using articial head
measured with

DH3

DH2 and equalized HPTFs

DH2 .

Binaural reproduction using articial head
measured with

DH1 and equalized HPTFs

DH1 .

DH3 and equalized HPTFs

DH3 .

These ve methods (test setting, cf.

Figure 7.3) were evaluated by the

subjects with reference to the test signal presented via loudspeakers (reference setting, cf. Figure 7.3), where the subjects could switch between the
test setting (presented in a hidden, randomized order) and the reference

Figure 7.4: Used headphones seated on the DH3 with a toggle button (cf. red
arrow) that allows to switch between the test and the reference setting.
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The subjects could toggle between headphone presentation and

loudspeaker presentation by pushing a toggle-button attached to the headphones (cf. arrow in Figure 7.4). Within each condition, the test signal
was initially played via headphones (test setting) until the subject pushed
the toggle-button. The signals were played in an innite loop and subjects
were able to pause playback using the stop button on the graphical user interface (GUI, cf. Figure 7.5). It was possible to sort the methods according
to the entered ratings and hence to further compare the methods among
each other by pushing the sort button (cf. Michaud et al. (2013)). Moreover, subjects were able to switch between the test and reference setting
as often as desired.

GUI for evaluating the ve methods with regard to loudspeaker
presentation for each direction and perceptual quality.
Figure 7.5:

The subjects were instructed to evaluate the perceptual qualities of the test
settings regarding localization, spectral coloration and overall performance
in three separate (subsequent) experiments with respect to the reference
setting (test signal played via loudspeakers) on an English category scale
ranging between bad, poor, fair, good and excellent. Each condition (unique
combination of direction and tested method) was evaluated three times in
a randomized order. One implementation of a test lasted approximately 30
minutes and subjects had time for familiarization before the test started.
All subjects were encouraged to imagine the position of the sound source
outside of the head (also when listening to the test signals over headphones
during the familiarization phase), which was assumed to enhance the immersive reconstruction of a spatial scenario.
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7.3 Results
1

The results

of the performed experiments are presented as boxplots (cf.

Figure 7.6-7.11). The following description is divided into the results for
explicitly considered directions (cf. section 7.3.1) and intermediate directions (cf. section 7.3.2) by the VAH.

7.3.1 Explicitly considered directions
Explicitly considered directions by the VAH, evaluation regarding localization
θ=90°

excellent

θ=225°

θ=0°

good

fair

poor
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2

DH

1
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VA
H

3

TF
HR

2

DH
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1

DH

TF
HR

VA
H

bad

Figure 7.6: Aggregated ratings (y-axis) for all six subjects regarding the perception of localization for the ve tested methods on the x-axis and three explicitly
considered directions (left, middle and right panel).
The aggregated results (over all subjects) with regard to the perceived
localization are illustrated in Figure 7.6 with the tested methods on the
x-axis and the (explicitly considered) directions separated in three boxes.
Consistent with the expectations, the best ratings are obtained for the
HRTF-method followed by the individualized synthesis using the VAH.
The median of the ratings of

DH2 is slightly better then the median of the
θ = 90◦ . However, please note that the vari-

ratings of the VAH-method at

ance of the ratings across subjects is generally lower for the individualized
◦
methods (HRTF and VAH, except for θ = 0 ), while the ratings vary more
clearly across the subjects for the traditional articial heads (DH1 -DH3 ).
On average, the ratings for the traditional articial heads are at or below

1 After the implementation of the evaluation experiment, it was noticed that the (left
ear) microphone membrane of DH1 was perforated. This may be a possible reason
for the relative bad ratings associated with DH1 and should be considered in the
discussion. For this reason, the results obtained for DH1 were removed from the
analysis in Rasumow et al. (2014e).
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Explicitly considered directions by the VAH, evaluation regarding coloration
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Aggregated results for all six subjects regarding the perception of
spectral coloration for the ve tested methods and three explicitly considered
directions (left, middle and right panel).

Figure 7.7:

the HRTF- and VAH-ratings, with the best ratings for the HRTF-method
and the worst ratings for

DH3 .

The aggregated ratings regarding spectral coloration are illustrated in Figure 7.7. Again, for the frontal direction the best ratings are obtained for
the HRTF- and the VAH-method, and the rating of the VAH-synthesis
is approximately equivalent to the HRTF-method. For the lateral direc◦
tion θ = 90 , the ratings for the VAH-method vary between fair and

excellent, being slightly above the ratings for

DH3 .
θ = 225◦

DH1

and

DH2

and clearly

above

The median of the ratings associated with the VAH-method

at

(approximately varying between fair and good ) is similar to

the median of the ratings of
and good ) and slightly above

DH1 (approximately varying between poor
DH2 and clearly above DH3 . In general, the

ratings with regard to spectral coloration exhibit a more pronounced variability across subjects compared to the ratings with regard to localization.

The aggregated ratings with regard to the overall performance are illustrated in Figure 7.8. More clearly than for the ratings regarding localization and spectral coloration, the HRTF- and VAH-method are evaluated
considerably better compared to the traditional articial heads.

For all

three explicitly considered directions by the VAH, the median ratings of
the VAH-method are good or better, whereas the median overall performance ratings of the traditional articial heads are fair or worse. Again,
the overall performance ratings of the binaural reproductions using traditional articial heads (especially

DH1 )

are associated with a rather large

inter-subject variance (including the whiskers of the boxplots), which indicates that the suitability of the traditional articial heads varied notably
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Explicitly considered directions by the VAH, evaluation regarding overall performance
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Aggregated results for all six subjects regarding the overall performance for the ve tested methods and three explicitly considered directions (left,
middle and right panel).
Figure 7.8:

for the participating subjects.

7.3.2 Intermediate directions
The aggregated ratings with regard to localization for the three intermediate directions are illustrated in Figure 7.9. The HRTF-method results
◦
in the best (median) ratings, respectively followed by DH2 (θ = 97.5 and
◦
◦
θ = 232.5 ) and the VAH-method (θ = 7.5 ). In contrast to the ratings for
explicitly considered directions, the (median) localization ratings for in-

Intermediate directions, evaluation regarding localization
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Figure 7.9: Aggregated ratings (y-axis) for all six subjects regarding the perception of localization for the ve tested methods on the x-axis and three intermediate
directions (θ = 7.5◦ , 97.5◦ & 232.5◦ ).
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Intermediate directions, evaluation regarding coloration
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Figure 7.10: Aggregated results for all six subjects regarding the perception of
spectral coloration for the ve tested methods and three intermediate directions.

termediate directions for the VAH-method slightly drop between fair and

good and exhibit a slightly larger variance across the subjects. The (median) localization ratings associated with

DH2 ,

however, unalteredly vary

between fair and excellent (cf. Figure 7.6). Also the localization ratings
associated with

DH1

and

DH3

are similar to those for explicitly consid-

ered directions, with the median ratings ranging approximately between

bad and fair.
The aggregated ratings with regard to spectral coloration for the intermediate directions are illustrated in Figure 7.10. Again, the best median
ratings are obtained for the HRTF-method, however, with a rather large
◦
◦
inter-subject variance for θ = 7.5 . This eect is also visible for θ = 0 (cf.
Figure 7.7) and may presumably be explained by the diculty of some subjects to externalize binaural reproductions for frontal directions (cf. Kim
and Choi (2005)). The next-best spectral coloration ratings are obtained
◦
◦
◦
for the VAH-method (θ = 7.5 ), DH2 (θ = 97.5 ) and DH1 (θ = 232.5 ),
with the median ratings at fair or slightly above. The worst (median) spec◦
◦
tral coloration ratings are obtained for DH3 (θ = 97.5 and θ = 232.5 ) and
DH2 (θ = 7.5◦ ), ranging approximately around poor.
The aggregated ratings with regard to the overall performance for the
intermediate directions are illustrated in Figure 7.11.
ratings for explicitly considered directions (cf.

Similarly to the

Figure 7.8), the overall

performance ratings obtained for the HRTF-method are again followed by
the ratings obtained for the VAH-method, with the median ratings ranging
between fair and good. The next-best median ratings are obtained for

DH2 ,

also ranging between fair and good, yet constantly below the VAH-method.
The worst (median) overall performance ratings are obtained for

DH3

and are constantly below fair.

DH1

and
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Intermediate directions, evaluation regarding overall performance
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Aggregated results for all six subjects regarding the overall performance for the ve tested methods and three intermediate directions.
Figure 7.11:

Interestingly, the aggregated ratings with regard to spectral coloration are
quite similar for

DH1

and

DH3 ,

while

DH2

is generally evaluated better

with regard to localization (cf. Figure 7.6 and 7.9) and overall performance
(cf. Figure 7.8 and 7.11) compared to

DH1

and

DH3 .

This may probably

be explained by the greater diculty of some subjects to externalize the
binaural reproductions associated with

DH1

and

DH3 .

7.4 Discussion
In line with the expectations, the HRTF-method is constantly evaluated
best across the tested methods in each condition, indicating the perceptual
benets of individual binaural reproductions. The next-best ratings vary
between the VAH-method and one of the traditional articial heads. To
investigate the specic preferences of the subjects on average, the characteristics of the gathered ratings will be analyzed from a statistical point of
view in the next paragraphs.
In general, the experimental data for explicitly considered directions (cf.
Figure 7.6  7.8) and for intermediate directions (cf.

Figure 7.9  7.11)

show a large variance across the tested methods and across subjects. For
the present study it is of primary interest to investigate whether the perceptual ratings vary signicantly across the tested methods. A normality test
(Lilliefors-test) indicated that the gathered experimental data cannot be
assumed to be normally distributed, which may primarily be attributed to
the rather low number of subjects. This is why non-parametric statistical
tests are used for the further data analysis.
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The Friedman-test was used to assess the eect of the tested methods on
the ratings in each condition (unique combination of direction and evaluated aspect). In general, a suciently small p-value (resulting from the
Friedman-test) indicates that the median value of the ratings for at least
one method is signicantly dierent from the median values associated with
the other methods, which would suggest that there is a main eect due to
the tested methods on the ratings.

It is common practice to consider a

result of the Friedman-test as statistically signicant if the associated pvalue is smaller than 0.05. However, to control the familywise error rate
(probability of at least one type I error), the critical p-value for significance is usually adapted according to the number of the implemented
tests (e.g.

Bonferroni correction).

Since the Friedman-test was imple-

mented for 18 dierent conditions (3 evaluated aspects × 6 directions),
0.05
only p-values smaller than 18 are considered to indicate a signicant effect of the tested methods and are indicated as bold numbers in Table 7.1.

p-values
Localization
Coloration
Overall

θ = 0◦

θ = 7.5◦

θ = 90◦

θ = 97.5◦

θ = 225◦

θ = 232.5◦

0.0004

0.0002
0.0005

0.0006
0.0021
0.0019

0.0002
0.0013
0.0002

0.0008

0.0020

0.0004
0.0003
0.0003

0.0189

0.0181

0.0068
0.0176

p-values resulting from the Friedman test. Values associated with a
signicant eect of the tested methods on the ratings (p ≤ 0.05
) are indicated as
18
bold numbers.
Table 7.1:

The p-values in Table 7.1 indicate that the tested methods seem to have a
signicant eect on the ratings for a total of 14 conditions, which is in good
agreement with the visual impression of the aggregated data in Figures 7.6
7.11. In many conditions, this eect is presumably due to the mainly large
dierence in ratings between the HRTF-method and

DH3 ,

ever, not the eect of primary interest in this study.

which is, how-

In contrast, one

main aspect of interest in this study is to investigate the suitability of the
VAH-method and hence to investigate the dierence in ratings between the
VAH-method and the method associated with the best rating when using
a traditional articial head (best of

DH1 , DH2

or

DH3 ).

To do so, the best

performances associated with a traditional articial head were analyzed
manually for the 14 conditions on the basis of the aggregated results from
Figure 7.67.11. In general,

DH2

was determined (by visual inspection of

the aggregated data in Figure 7.67.11) as the traditional articial head
associated with the best ratings. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was then
used as a post-hoc test within each of the 14 conditions to assess the difference in the mean ranks between the ratings for the VAH-method and

DH2 .

Analogously to the Friedman-test, a suciently small p-value re-
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sulting from the Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicates that the mean ranks
of the two tested methods dier signicantly from each other. Note that
each of the 14 conditions (bold numbers in Table 7.1) was analyzed separately, where for each condition only one paired dierence test was used
and hence no correction of the signicance level (0.05) was required. The
Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed four conditions indicating signicant
dierences in the mean ranks between the VAH-method and

DH2 :

The

results indicate a signicant dierence in the mean ranks of the ratings
◦
with regard to localization between the VAH-method and DH2 for θ = 0
◦
1
and θ = 97.5 (p = 32 = 0.03125). Evidently from the aggregated results
in Figures 7.6 and 7.9, the ratings for the VAH-method are signicantly
◦
better compared to the ratings associated with DH2 for θ = 0 and sig◦
nicantly worse for θ = 97.5 . This fact paradigmatically emphasizes the
benets of the VAH-method for explicitly considered directions but also
indicates partial disadvantages of the VAH-method for some intermediate
directions compared to traditional articial heads. Regarding the ratings
of the overall performance, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicates sig◦
◦
nicant dierences in mean ranks for θ = 0 and θ = 225 (between the
1
VAH method and DH2 , both with p = 32 ). Here the ratings obtained
with the VAH-method are clearly above the ratings obtained with DH2 ,
indicating signicantly better ratings of the VAH-method for both conditions.

No signicant dierences in the mean ranks could be found for

the ratings regarding spectral coloration between the VAH-method and

DH2 .
In sum, the ratings emphasize the importance of individualization for binaural reproduction regarding all of the tested aspects (localization, spectral
coloration and overall performance). The median ratings obtained with the
individualized VAH-synthesis range mainly around good for explicitly considered directions and between fair and good for intermediate directions.
In general, the worst results obtained for the VAH-method were gathered
for the evaluation regarding spectral coloration, which is also known from
previous studies (cf.

Rasumow et al. (2014a)).

On average, the ratings

obtained for the VAH-method are better compared to traditional articial
heads, whereas for some conditions (primarily for intermediate directions)
the localization is evaluated better for

DH2 .

Regarding traditional articial heads, on average

DH2

seems to yield the

best ratings among the tested traditional articial heads for the present
paradigm. This is mainly assumed to be attributed to its better suitability
for headphone equalization (by comparison rather at HPTFs) compared
to the other two articial heads, which in turn is assumed to results from
the very short/non-existing ear canals of

DH2 .
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7.5 Conclusion and future work
In conclusion, the gathered ratings emphasize the importance of individualization for binaural reproduction and conrm the validity of the concept
to synthesize HRTFs in the horizontal plane using the proposed VAH.
The results show that individual HRTFs in conjunction with individually
equalized HPTFs result in the best subjective appraisals. The ratings obtained for the VAH-method indicate a high level of acceptance among the
subjects. Especially the VAH-synthesis for explicitly considered directions
yielded mainly good to excellent median ratings, which in general are above
the ratings associated with traditional articial heads. The ratings for intermediate directions seem to slightly worsen compared to the explicitly
considered directions, however, still performing approximately at the same
level (or slightly better regarding the overall performance) as binaural reproductions using traditional articial heads.
The performance of the VAH for intermediate directions may presumably
be enhanced by considering a ner directional grid within the optimization
(e.g. by using interpolated steering vectors and HRTFs) and/or when using
a higher

WNG-constraint.

Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that the

microphone topology of the used microphone array may have a signicant
eect on the directivity pattern, also for intermediate directions.

Based

on this, it seems promising to investigate the performance of the VAH for
intermediate directions with various microphone topologies, as for instance
was used in Rasumow et al. (2013a).
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8.1 Conclusions

In section 8.1, the main contributions of this thesis are summarized and
conclusions are drawn. Moreover, considerations and suggestions for further research are given in section 8.2.

8.1 Conclusions
The main objective of this thesis was to develop a novel method to synthesize individual HRTFs in the horizontal plane using a microphone array
and to analyze the perceptual importance of individual details of HRTFs
that are needed for appropriate binaural reproduction. In this thesis, the
general concept of the VAH is based on the optimization of individual lter
coecients by minimizing a least squares cost function using the measured
steering vectors and HRTFs for discrete directions, assuming that the intermediate directions will be interpolated implicitly by the virtual articial
head. Several studies have been carried out that provided new insights into
the optimization and regularization of multi-directional directivity patterns
using microphone arrays and into the perceptual limits when smoothing
individual HRTFs.
In

Chapter 2, the impact of the topology of a two-dimensional microphone

array on the accuracy and on the robustness of the synthesis when taking
into account small deviations of the assumed steering vectors was investigated. A method to derive planar microphone topologies based on the socalled Golomb-ruler was proposed. The fundamental idea of this Golomb
method is to obtain a microphone array topology with as many as possible
dierent inter-microphone distances in all possible directions. Simulations
showed that smaller synthesis errors were obtained for the Golomb method
in comparison to the Random Sampling method.

Moreover, also when

taking into account random deviations of the assumed steering vectors the
synthesis yielded smaller errors for the Golomb method, indicating the
suitability of the proposed microphone topology for synthesizing HRTFs.
Hence, the (open) planar microphone arrays used in the subsequent studies
were implemented according to the proposed Golomb method.

Interest-

ingly, the performed simulations also indicated that the optimum number
of microphones (in terms of the synthesis error) decreased for lower frequencies, which are associated with smoother desired directivity patterns.
Thus, the results indicate that it may be benecial to adapt the number
of used microphones with respect to the frequency.
Since the used regularization by constraining the square norm of the lter
coecients turned out to be suboptimal for the synthesis of HRTFs, more
appropriate approaches to enhance the robustness of the VAH-synthesis for
small deviations of the steering vectors (e.g. gain, phase and/or positioning
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errors) were presented and evaluated objectively in

Chapter 3.

Firstly, an optimization taking into account multiple measured sets of steering vectors was shown to enhance the robustness of the VAH-synthesis compared to a non-regularized optimization. However, an exemplary optimization taking into account only four measured sets of steering vectors resulted
in a rather low robustness, especially for lower frequencies.
Secondly, using a mean weighting for the white noise gain (WNGm ) in the
regularization constraint was shown to enhance the VAH-synthesis and
the associated robustness compared to using a white noise gain for a single
direction. One major advantage of the mean weighting for the white noise
gain is the equal consideration of the regularization for all directions, which
enhances the synthesis considerably compared to a direction-dependent
regularization constraint.
Thirdly, a design for incorporating neighbouring frequencies into the optimization and regularization (WNGv ), mimicking the frequency grouping
of the human auditory system, was presented.

It was shown that the

approach incorporating frequencies within ERBs resulted in the best robustness of the synthesis. A psychoacoustically motivated weighting of the
white noise gain according to the magnitude of the desired directivity patterns was further shown to enhance the VAH-synthesis only when assuming
very small/no deviations of the steering vectors.
In sum, the optimization and regularization for frequencies within relative
bandwidths (WNGv ) yielded the best overall results in this study and was
consequentially also used in the concluding perceptual study in

ter 7.
In

Chapter 4,

Chap-

the discriminability when truncating individual hrirs in

the time domain was examined.

The main motivation of this discrimi-

nation experiment was the assumption that a microphone array achieves
a more accurate t to a desired directivity pattern if this pattern is spatially smooth.

Since peaky directional characteristics of the HRTFs are

also reected in the frequency response, a discrimination experiment was
performed to examine the appropriate length for individual hrirs that led
to an unaltered perception compared to a reference setting with a length
of

512 samples (≈ 11.6 ms at a sampling frequency of 44100 Hz).

It turned

out that on average the subjects could discriminate between hrirs with
lengths of

512 and ≈ 250 samples (≈ 5.7 ms) at a 50% correct score,

was chosen as the threshold of interest.

which

However, truncating the hrirs

to psychoacoustically reasonable lengths prior to the VAH-synthesis only
slightly enhanced the synthesis. This result, however, emphasized the general validity of smoothing individual HRTFs prior to the synthesis, which
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was examined in more detail in
In

Chapter 5.

Chapter 5, the discriminability when smoothing individual HRTFs in

the frequency and spatial domains was examined.
Firstly, the discriminability when simplifying the phase spectrum of measured HRTFs was investigated. It was found that subjects are sensitive to a
broadband phase linearization of HRTFs, whereas the original phase can be
substituted by a linear phase for frequencies

f > 1000 Hz without introduc-

ing noticeable artifacts. Further, this individual sensitivity to broadband
phase linearizations could be predicted by a simple model that is based on
interaural phase dierences at frequencies

f ≤ 1500 Hz.

Secondly, the imperceptible phase linearization for higher frequencies was
used to enable a complex-valued smoothing of HRTFs in relative bandwidths. It was shown that HRTFs may be smoothed into constant relative
bandwidths of

1/5

octave without introducing noticeable artifacts, after

the original phase was substituted by a linear phase for higher frequencies.
Thirdly, the discriminability when reducing the spatial dynamic range of
HRTFs was examined. This aspect is of interest since it is assumed that
spatially smooth HRTFs can be synthesized more accurately with the VAH.
It turned out that spatial notches in the directivity pattern do not need
to be retained in detail if they are less than 29 dB below the maximum
value.
These perceptual limits permit to eciently smooth individual HRTFs in
the spectral and spatial domains, which was shown to clearly decrease the
synthesis error of the VAH when smoothing the desired HRTFs prior to
the synthesis.
In

Chapter 6,

the perceptual impact of the desired

WNGm

on the ap-

praisal of binaural reproductions using the VAH was examined.

In gen-

eral, the robustness of the synthesis increases with larger white noise gains.
This, however, comes at the cost of decreasing the synthesis accuracy for
the given HRTF set.

In order to come up with a compromise between

robustness and accuracy, the VAH-synthesis for dierent

WNGm

was per-

ceptually evaluated with respect to individual binaural reproductions using
measured HRTFs. To gain further insight into the dependency of the perceptually preferred

WNGm

for dierent microphone arrays, the evaluations

were performed using two dierent microphone arrays with dierent sensor
noise. It turned out that the perceived sensor noise was evaluated better
with increasing

WNGm ,

whereas the explicit presence of sensor noise did

not seem to consistently deteriorate the ratings of the overall performance.
The best compromise with regard to all assessed aspects varied approx-
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and

WNGm = 0

dB for the two used

microphone arrays.
Interestingly, the ratings with regard to localization, coloration and overall performance decreased considerably for higher

WNGm

when using the

microphone array with the higher sensor noise. This phenomenon can be
explained by the larger required Lagrange multipliers for the array with
the higher sensor noise. In sum, the microphone array with the lower sensor noise yielded the better ratings and was further used in the concluding
perceptual study in
In

Chapter 7.

Chapter 7, the individualized synthesis using the VAH, individual bin-

aural reproductions using measured HRTFs and binaural reproduction using three traditional articial heads were evaluated with respect to free eld
playback. The motivation of this study was to assess the suitability of the
proposed principle to only consider measured steering vectors and HRTFs
for discrete directions in the optimization of the lter coecients and to
assume the directivity pattern for intermediate directions to be interpolated implicitly. In order to enable the best possible synthesis of individual
HRTFs with a VAH, the microphone topology was derived according to the

Chapter 2, regularization was applied considering the ndings
Chapter 3, the regularization parameters were derived considering the
ndings in Chapter 6 and the desired HRTFs were smoothed according
to the ndings in Chapter 4 and 5 prior to the synthesis using the VAH.
ndings in
in

The binaural reproductions of all tested methods were evaluated for three
explicitly considered directions in the horizontal plane and for three intermediate directions.
As a general result, binaural reproductions using individual HRTFs resulted in the best ratings, mostly followed by the VAH-synthesis for explicitly considered directions. The aggregated ratings obtained for the VAHsynthesis ranged between fair and excellent and were generally better than
the ratings for the binaural reproductions using traditional articial heads.
However, the ratings obtained for the VAH-synthesis slightly decreased for
intermediate directions, while still performing approximately at the same
level (or slightly better regarding the overall performance) compared to binaural reproductions using traditional articial heads.
In sum, the perceptual evaluations conrm the suitability of the VAH for
synthesizing individual HRTFs and reveal its superiority over traditional
articial heads primarily for explicitly considered directions.

However,

there is still room for improvement, mainly with regard to intermediate
directions, which may be enhanced by e.g. increasing the number of optimized directions (e.g. by interpolating the steering vectors and HRTFs),
a more stringent regularization (i.e. a higher white noise gain) or a better
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suited microphone topology.

8.2 Suggestions for future research
In this section an overview over possible directions for further research are
given.
The spatial alignment of the microphone array for the described procedure
is inherently incorporated in the relative alignment between the steering
vectors and the desired HRTFs within the optimization. Thus, the lter
coecients can also be optimized for various alignments of the listeners
head. In other words, is becomes possible to virtually rotate the alignment
of the listener just by changing the lter coecients without changing the
physical alignment/position of the microphone array. This feature is a great
potential for further development, which could enable to consider head
movements in already existing recordings, e.g.

with the aid of the head

tracking technology (dynamic binaural reproduction). This step is assumed
to enhance the perceived quality of the binaural reproduction, e.g. with
regard to externalization and localization (cf. Blauert (1997), Begault et al.
(2000), Hirahara et al. (2011)). The general functionality of this feature has
already been observed in informal listening tests. However, such a scenario
would need further research of the spatial resolution required within a
dynamic binaural reproduction, the interpolation of desired HRTFs and
steering vectors for intermediate directions and the impact of the delays
resulting from the signal processing chain and the head tracking device.
General investigations concerning the latter two aspect were presented in
Völkering et al. (2014), Völkering (2014).
Moreover, the proposed HRTF-synthesis in the horizontal plane can be
expanded to also take into account elevated sources in order to enable an
omnidirectional spatial perception.

In general, this can be incorporated

by extending the cost function (e.g.

equation 1.8 or 3.13) by summing

over elevation angles. However, this would require further investigations
regarding the suitability of the developed microphone topologies and cost
functions.

Furthermore, it is known from literature that elevated direc-

tions are mainly associated with spectral cues provided by the pinna (cf.
Blauert (1997), Macpherson and Sabin (2007)), which incorporate individually varying characteristic spectral peaks and notches (cf. Wright et al.
(1974), Raykar et al. (2005), Iida (2008)). At the same time, the performed
evaluations reveal that the VAH-synthesis is evaluated more critically with
regard to spectral coloration (cf.

Chapter 6 and 7), indicating perceptual

shortcomings in the synthesis of spectral details. Hence, further psychoacoustical research regarding the smoothing of HRTFs including elevated
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directions prior to the synthesis may be required.
Using a narrowband optimization, it would be ineective to apply a frequency-

F in equation 1.8). In Chapter 3, a method for incorporating multiple frequencies into the optimiza-

dependent weighting of the cost function (cf.

tion and regularization of lter coecients was proposed. In this thesis,
only the lter coecients of the center frequency of the associated (optimized) frequency band were considered. However, this method may also
be used for optimizing lter coecients in separate adjacent frequency
bands. In this case, a psychoacoustically motivated weighting of the cost
function over directions and frequencies may bear a further possibility for
improvement, which would, however, need further psychoacoustical investigations.
The simulations in

Chapter 2 indicate that the optimum number of mi-

crophones with regard to the synthesized accuracy changes with the frequency. Hence, it may be benecial to use only a subset of the available
microphones at lower frequencies, which not only would smooth the synthesized spatial directivity pattern but also simultaneously may enhance the
robustness. Moreover, it may be advantageous to examine the perceptual
impact associated with a frequency-dependent regularization constraint.
In the previous experiments, the desired (mean) white noise gains were
implemented constantly over all frequencies, whereas it may be benecial
to vary the (mean) white noise gains within certain frequency bands or
alike.
The performed evaluations in

Chapter 6 and informal listening tests in-

dicate that the inherent sensor noise of the used microphones is an important aspect for the appraisal of the VAH-synthesis. Furthermore, the
results from

Chapter 6 showed, that a lower sensor noise of the used mi-

crophones is associated with smaller Lagrange multipliers

µ.

Considering

that the synthesis accuracy decreases with larger Lagrange multipliers

µ,

a lower sensor noise of the microphones may further enhance the VAHsynthesis. Hence, it may be benecial to further reduce the sensor noise,

array2 (cf. right panel in Figure 6.2). Further, it should be examined whether the sensor noise negatively aects the
as for instance was done for

measurement of the steering vectors. In this case, it may be benecial to
appropriately smooth the steering vectors, however without altering their
relevant characteristics.
Moreover, an important further research topic is the VAH-synthesis for
intermediate directions.
ratings in

It is worth noting that the mainly fair to good

Chapter 7 for the intermediate directions could only be reached

in conjunction with a rather high WNG-constraint (desired

WNGv =2 dB).

This may be explained by a rather smooth spatial interpolation for higher
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WNG-constraints. Such high WNG-constraints may, however, at the same
time slightly deteriorate the performance for explicitly considered directions (cf.

Chapter 6).

Hence, an alternative procedure to achieve a

more appropriate interpolation of the VAH-synthesis for intermediate directions may allow for lower WNG-constraints and consequentially enhance the overall performance of the VAH. In general, the performance
of the VAH-synthesis for intermediate directions may, for instance, be enhanced by explicitly considering more directions in the optimization (i.e.
a ner spatial grid within the optimization, e.g.

by interpolation of the

measured steering vectors and HRTFs) or by a more appropriate microphone topology (e.g. considering recent studies as Tourbabin and Rafaely
(2014)).
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Estimation of the delay and the resulting
linear phase φlin(f )
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The main idea of this method is that the estimated linear phase should
maintain the delay of the largest magnitude (loudest part) of a hrir (cf.
Figure 5.10). Consequently, we estimated the delay of the largest magnitude associated with the largest magnitude of the Hilbert envelope of a

hrir.

The Hilbert envelope of a hrir is dened as the magnitude of the

analytic signal, which was calculated using the function
LAB (with the hrir -length of

n = 512

samples and

hilbert in MAT-

fs = 44100

Hz). The

analytic signal is calculated in a three-step algorithm: Firstly, the

n-point

fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of the hrir is calculated. Secondly, this
FFT-sequence is multiplied with the factor of 2 for frequency bins

2 ≤ i ≤ (n/2) and
(n/2) + 2 ≤ i ≤ n.

i

rang-

ing from

with the factor of 0 for frequency bins ranging

from

Thirdly, the inverse fast Fourier transforma-

tion (IFFT) of the manipulated spectrum is calculated, where the rst

n

elements represent the analytic signal.
An exemplary hrir and its corresponding Hilbert envelope are depicted in
Figure A.1 as a function of time in samples. The maximum of the Hilbert
envelope was used to dene the estimated delay

τ

of the hrir. Based on

this approach, the estimated linear phase was given by
−i · 2π · ff

φlin (f ) = e

0.05
0.04

s

·τ,

(A.1)

τ

hrir
envelope(hrir)
max(envelope(hrir))

Amplitude

0.03
0.02
0.01
0
−0.01
−0.02
−0.03
0

50

100

150

Time [samples]

An exemplary hrir is depicted (dashed blue line) as a function
of time in samples on the x-axis. The red solid line depicts the corresponding
Hilbert envelope of this hrir. The blue asterisk is the maximum of the Hilbert
envelope, characterizing the estimated delay τ in samples.
Figure A.1:
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with

f

being the discrete frequency vector (with the length of

bins) equidistantly ranging from zero to

fs .
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B

Applied method for the spectral smoothing
of HRTFs
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Initially the delay of the measured hrir is estimated (step I in Figure B.1)
according to the method as described in Appendix A. This step yields
a linear phase
for frequencies

φlin , which
f ≥ 5 kHz

is used to continue the phase of the HRTF
(step II). Generally, a smoothing of HRTFs

into constant relative bandwidths in the frequency domain is analogous
to a truncation of the hrirs in the time domain using frequency-dependent
truncation lengths. Hence, in order to ensure that the smoothing algorithm
processes the main parts of the hrirs, it is important to remove the overall
delay

τ

before smoothing. Analogous to equation. A.1, the removal of the

delay τ is done in step III by multiplying the HRTF with the phase term
i · 2π · ff · τ
s
e
. It is worth noting that due to the preprocessing in step IIII the phase of the HRTF is set to zero for frequencies

f ≥ 5

kHz (cf.

phase in step III in Figure B.1). By this means the phase manipulations in
step I-III reduce a complex-valued HRTF to a real-valued HRTF for higher
frequencies, while the phase characteristics for the lower frequencies (except
for the delay

τ)

are maintained. In step IV the so-preconditioned HRTF is

complexly smoothed according to the algorithm proposed in Hatziantoniou
and Mourjopoulos (2000) with the bandwidth
the original delay

τ

BW .

In the nal step (V)

of the measured HRTF is reconstructed. Analogous

to the previous procedure, the delay

τ

smoothed HRTF with the phase term

is reconstructed by multiplying the
−i · 2π · ff · τ
s
.

e
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Measured HRTF

Step I
Estimate delay

Step II
Linearize phase for

Step III
Remove delay

Step IV
Complex-valued
smoothing

Step V
Reconstruct delay

Figure B.1:
Block diagram characterizing the procedure for the applied
complex-valued smoothing of HRTFs. The process can be divided into ve separate steps: In step I the delay τ is estimated as described in Appendix A. The
resulting linear phase is applied to the HRTF for frequencies f ≥ 5 kHz in step
II. In step III the delay τ is removed from the measured HRTF. In step IV the
preconditioned HRTF is smoothed complexly according to the algorithm proposed in Hatziantoniou and Mourjopoulos (2000). In step V the initial delay τ is
reconstructed for the smoothed HRTF.
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Measuring apparatus
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Apparatus used for measuring
Device

Description

Articial ear

G.R.A.S. Type 43AA Articial Ear

Calibrator

Norsonic Type 1251 114 dB

Converter

AD/DA converter ADI-8 DS RME Audio

Free eld microphone

G.R.A.S. Microphone Type 40AF

Headphones

AKG K-240 Studio

Loudspeakers

Lasmex S-01
Custom-made one-way loudspeakers with

≈7

cm

diameter (cf. Figure C.1)
PC Interface

ADI-648 Multichannel Audio Digital Interface

Software

MATLAB R2012b

RME Audio
Psylab

(http://tgm.jade-hs.de/web/file/psylab.php)
VAH-microphones

Knowles FG-23329 Miniature Electret Microphones
(cf. left panel in Figure 6.2)
Analog Devices ADMP 504 Ultralow Noise
Microphone (cf. right panel in Figure 6.2)

Circular loudspeaker array in the anechoic room at the Institut
für Hörtechnik und Audiologie in Oldenburg

Figure C.1:
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Causality of optimized lter coecients
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A straightforward optimization of the lter coecients as, for instance,
described in section 1.5 may result in noncausal lter coecients in the
time domain, if the used steering vectors and the desired hrirs exhibit
similar delays.

This aspect is paradigmatically depicted in Figure D.1,
◦
with the steering vectors for N=4 microphones and direction θ = 0 (top),
◦
the desired hrir for θ = 0 (center) and the resulting lter coecients in the
time domain (bottom). Such lter coecients would, however, need further
treatment to result in causal lter coecients and may bear a possible
source of error. A possible way to avoid noncausal lter coecients is to
delay the desired hrirs, as depicted in Figure D.2.

Steering vectors for N=4 microphones and θ=0°
mic1

Amplitude

1

mic2

mic3

mic4

0.5
0
−0.5
0

100

200
300
Desired hrir θ=0°

400

500

Amplitude

0.2
0.1
0
−0.1
−0.2
0

100
200
300
400
Resulting filter coefficients for N=4 microphones

0.06

mic1

Amplitude

0.04

mic2

mic3

500

mic4

0.02
0
−0.02
−0.04
0

100

200
300
Time [samples]

400

500
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The described optimization procedures in this thesis were based on a
NFFT=512. Based on the discrimination study in

Chapter 4, the individ-

ual hrirs may be truncated to 256 samples. Consequently, it is appropriate
to truncate the desired hrirs to 256 samples and to delay the desired hrirs
by 256 samples (center panel in Figure D.2), which results in causal lter
coecients that do not need further treatment.
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Figure D.2:
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As described in

Chapter 2-6, it is important to regularize the lter coe-

cients in order to yield a robust VAH-synthesis. A common way to increase
the robustness is to impose a constraint on the cost function.

Based on

the least squares cost function in equation 1.8, it is reasonable to impose a
wH (f )Qm (f ) w(f )
1
≥ βm .
constraint on the WNGm from equation 3.8, i.e.
wH (f )w(f )
This results in the constrained optimization problem

min JLS (w(f ))

subject to

w(f )

with

βm

wH (f )Qm (f ) w(f )
≥ βm ,
wH (f )w(f )

the minimum desired value for

WNGm .

(E.1)

The Lagrange function as-

sociated with this constrained optimization problem is equal to

Jm1 (w(f )) =

P
X

F (f, θi ) · wH (f )d(f, θi ) − D(f, θi )

2

i=1

+ µ·




wH (f )Qm (f ) w(f )
,
−
β
m
wH (f )w(f )

(E.2)

µ. This cost function may be solved by setting
∇w(f ) Jm1 (w(f )) to zero. As a disadvantage, ∇w(f ) Jm1 (w(f ))

with the Lagrange multiplier
the gradient

cannot easily be derived analogously to the gradient of the initial least
squares cost function.

However, this may be substantially simplied by
wH (f )w(f ) ≤ β1m wH (f )Qm (f )w(f ), resulting in the Lagrange function

reformulating the constraint to

Jm2 (w(f )) =

P
X

F (f, θi ) · wH (f )d(f, θi ) − D(f, θi )

2

i=1

+ µ·



1
wH (f )w(f ) −
wH (f )Qm (f )w(f ) .
βm

(E.3)

This cost function can equivalently be stated as

Jm2 (w(f )) = wH (f )Q(f )w(f ) − wH (f )a(f ) − aH (f )w(f ) + d(f )


1
+ µ · wH (f )w(f ) −
wH (f )Qm (f )w(f ) ,
(E.4)
βm
with

Q(f ), a(f )

and

d(f )

given in equation 1.10. The gradient of this cost

1 In this section, an example imposing a constraint on the WNGm is described. However, an analogous procedure is also possible for the other described constraints.
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is then given by

∇w(f ) Jm2 (w(f )) = 2 Q(f )w(f ) − 2 a(f ) + µ ·


2 w(f ) −


2
Qm (f )w(f ) .
βm
(E.5)

Setting

∇w(f ) Jm2 (w(f ))

to zero and resolving it into

known solution, given in equation 3.11.

w(f )

leads to the
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